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Abstract

This thesis investigates several aspects of numerical optimization in the

world of structural engineering. In particulai' the representation of structural

parts as a prerequisite for any optimization process is of great importance.

Typically, the representation intensively interacts with the applied optimiza¬
tion algorithm and decisively contributes to the generation of superior design
solutions. Moreover, the qualities of the optimization algorithm also heavily
influence the convergence behavior of the optimization process.

The development of CFRP racing motorcycle rims is presented, whereas

EAs and a constant-length vector genotype are applied during the develop¬

ment process. The application of optimization methods provides optimum

stacking sequences which lead to decisively lighter rear and front rims com¬

pared to state-of-the-art magnesium alloy rims. The identified needs for

further research in terms of the performance of the optimization algorithm

and the representation concept are addressed in this thesis.

AORCEA - an Adaptive Operator-Rate Controlled Evolutionary Algo¬
rithm - is developed which changes the operator rates of the variation op¬

erators based on the search state of the optimization algorithm. A success

and a relative diversity measure are applied which are used as an indicator

for the adjustment of the variation operator rates. AORCEA is tested on

several well-known numerical benchmark functions as well as on the opti¬

mization of a steel trellis motorbike frame. The adaptive strategies always

perform superior or at least equal to a reference EA with constant variation

operator rates.

In particular in the field of composite laminate optimization the rep¬

resentation of the stacking sequence is a critical issue. A patch concept

treating single laminate layers as design entity is the basis for a variable-

length representation concept. The optimization of a simple eigenfrequency

problem indicates that this variable-length representation concept may lead

to superior solutions with less evaluations. Furthermore, the optimization
of a hockey stick is presented as an example for an engineering application.

Besides the traditional vector representation also mathematical graph-
based representation concepts are investigated within this thesis. The op¬

timization of truss structures is investigated due to the obvious similarity

between trusses and mathematical graphs. The nodes and members are en¬

coded as vertices and edges of a graph, respectively, and a major advantage

is the independency from ground structures which are the basis of many of

the popular truss optimization methods. Moreover, an important advantage
of graph-based representations is the possibility of concurrent optimization
of topology, shape, and sizing what today is most often strictly separated.



The graph-based approach leads to novel solutions which hardly could be

found with traditional methods.

A graph-based representation concept is also developed for global lam¬

inate optimization. Such laminate structures are most often evaluated by

FE-simulations. The underlying FE-mesh which typically consists of layered
shell elements is ideally suited for a representation concept. The finite ele¬

ments are represented in a mathematical graph which further groups them to

zones. The stacking sequences of all zones are optimized and the zone layout
allows for local reinforcements and the incorporation of domain knowledge.

Modern CAD systems are essential for product development processes

because they offer a parametric-associative representation of mechanical

structures. A generic EC framework is established which provides all re¬

quired functionalities to optimize topology and shape of such mechanical

structures. The CAD package CATIA V5 and its C++ interface CAA V5

are ideally suited for the implementation of an optimization framework be¬

cause the mechanical structures are represented by specification trees. This

specification tree is interpreted as mathematical graph which allows for tra¬

ditional shape but also topology optimization, i.e., the generation of struc¬

tures with a variable number of design entities is rendered possible.
For all these graph-based representation concepts appropriate variation

operators are developed and the concepts are validated with illustrative

applications which lead to convincing results.



Zusammenfassung

Diese Dissertation befasst sich mit verschiedenen Aspekten der numerischen

Optimierung im Bereich der Strukturoptimicrung. Eine besondere Bedeu¬

tung kommt dabei der Repräsentation der Strukturen zu, die eine wichtige

Voraussetzung für den Optimierungsprozess darstellt. Sie interagiert mit

dem Optimierungsalgorithmus und trägt entscheidend zu der Entwicklung
von bedeutend besseren Optimierungslösungen bei. Zusätzlich hat auch die

Qualität der Optimierungsalgorithmeii einen bedeutenden Einfluss auf das

Konvergenzverhalten der Optimierung.
Der Entwicklungsprozess von faserverstärkten Karbonfelgen, die mit

Evolutionären Algorithmen und Vektorgeiiotypen konstanter Länge op¬

timiert worden sind, wird in dieser Arbeit vorgestellt. Die Anwendung
der Optimierungsmethode liefert einen optimierten Lagenaufbau, der zu

Hinter- und Vorderfelgen führt, welche bedeutend leichter sind als die Stan¬

dardfelgen aus Magnesiumlegierungen. Die erkannten weiteren Forschung¬

bedürfnisse in Bezug auf die Leistung des Optimierungsprozesses und der

Repräsentationskonzepte werden in dieser Dissertation thematisiert.

AORCEA - der Adaptive Operator-Rate, Controlled Evolutionary Algo¬
rithm - wird entwickelt, der die Anwendungswahrscheinlichkciten der Va¬

riationsoperatoren basierend auf dem momentanen Sucliveiiauf steuert. Ein

Erfolgs- und ein relatives Diversivitätsmesskriterium werden als Indikator

für die Anpassung der Anwendungswahrscheinlichkeiten der Variationsope¬
ratoren verwendet. AORCEA wird anhand von verschiedenen numerischen

Testfunktionen sowie mit der Optimierung eines Stahlrohrmotorradrahmens

überprüft. Die adaptiven Strategien erbringen jeweils eine bessere oder zu¬

mindest gleich gute Optimierungsleistung wie der R.eferenzalgorithmus mit

unveränderlichen Anwendungswahrscheinlichkeiten der Variationsoperato¬

ren.

Im Gebiet der Laminatoptimierung stellt die Repräsentation des La-

genaufbaus eine besondere Herausforderung dar. Ein Patchkonzept, welches

eine einzelne Laminatlage als kleinste Einheit betrachtet, bildet die Basis

für ein Repräsentationskonzept mit variabler Länge. Die Optimierung eines

einfachen Eigenfrequenzproblems indiziert, dass dieses variabel lange Re¬

präsentationskonzept zu überlegenenen Optimierungslsoungen führen kann

bei deutlich geringerem Evaluationsaufwand. Die Optimierung eines Eis-

hockeystockes dient schliesslich als Beispiel um die Anwendbarkeit dieses

Repräsentationskonzeptes für Ingenieurprobleme zu demonstrieren.

Neben der traditionellen Vektorrepräsentation werden auch auf ma¬

thematischen Graphen basierende R.epräsentationskonzepte entwickelt. Die

Optimierung von Fachwerken wird untersucht, da eine offensichtliche



Ähnlichkeit zwischen mathematischen Graphen und solchen Fachwerken be¬

stellt. Die Gelenke und Stäbe werden als Knoten beziehungsweise Kanten

eines Graphen repräsentiert. Ein grosser Vorteil dieser Methode ist die Un¬

abhängigkeit von einer Grundstruktur, die die Grundlage vieler bekannter

Fachwerkoptimierungsmethoden darstellt. Zudem stellt die gleichzeitige Op¬

timierung von Topology, Form und Grösse (Querschnitte der Stäbe) einen

weiteren wichtigen Vorteil der Methode dar, da diese Aspekte bei anderen

Methoden häufig getrennt betrachtet werden müssen. Das graphbasierte Re-

präseiitationskonzept führt zu neuartigen Lösungen, die mit herkömmlichen

Methoden kaum hätten gefunden werden können.

Ein graphbasiertes Repräsentationskonzept wird auch für die Optimie¬

rung von Lamiiiatstrukturen entwickelt. Laniinatstrukturen werden häufig
mit FE-Simulationen berechnet und das zugrundeliegende FE-Netz, welches

normalerweise aus Schalenelementen mit Lagenaufbau besteht, ist bestens

als Basis für ein Repräsentationskonzept geeignet. Die finiten Elemente wer¬

den in einem Graph abgebildet der diese wiederum zu Zonen gruppiert. Der

Lagenaufbau all dieser Zonen wird optimiert wobei die Anordnung der Zonen

lokale VeiStärkungen und das Einbringen von Ingenieurwissen ermöglicht.
Moderne CAD Systeme sind aus der modernen Produktentwicklung

nicht mehr wegzudenken da sie eine parametrisch-assoziative Darstellung
der mechanischen Strukturen ermöglichen. Eine generische Optimierungs¬

umgebung, die alle Funktionalitäten für Topologie- und Foimoptimierung

bietet, wird entwickelt. Die CAD Software CAT1A V5 und das integrierte
C++ Interface CAA V5 ist sehr gut für die Implementation einer solchen

Optimierungsumgebung geeignet, weil die mechanischen Stiukturen in ei¬

nem Spezifikationsbaum repräsentiert sind. Dieser Spezifikationsbaum wird

als mathematischer Graph interpretiert, der sowohl normale Form- als auch

Topologieoptimierung zulässt, d.h. die Generierung von Strukturen mit einer

unterschiedlichen Anzahl Bausteinen wird ermöglicht.
Für alle diese graphbasierten Repräsentationskonzepte werden passende

Variationsoperatoren entwickelt. Die Tauglichkeit dieser Konzepte wird je¬
weils mit anschaulichen Beispielen, die zu überzeugenden Resultaten führen,
unter Beweis gestellt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This dissertation investigates several aspects of numerical optimization in

the world of structural engineering. In particular the representation, also

called parameterization or encoding, of structural parts as a prerequisite

for any optimization process is of great importance. Typically, the repre¬

sentation intensively interacts with the applied optimization algorithm and

decisively contributes to the generation of superior design solutions. More¬

over, the qualities of the optimization algorithm also heavily influence the

convergence behavior of the optimization process. Only an adequate combi¬

nation of representation scheme and optimization algorithm guarantees for

sophisticated design solutions at lower development costs.

This introductory chapter presents the state-of-the-art of structural opti¬

mization which meanwhile has become an enormous field of research. First,
in Section 1.1 different approaches to structural optimization are discussed

and a thorough literature review is given. The subsequent Section 1.2

presents the goals of this thesis emerging from the identified needs for further

research. Finally, a detailed overview of the thesis is given in Section 1.3.

1.1 State-of-the-art of structural optimization

Nowadays, product development processes are inseparably linked to mo¬

dern software technologies iu order to virtually design, analyze, and manage

products from the first conceptual ideas to the manufactured end products.

During the entire design process computers come into operation by applica¬
tion of a variety of design and simulation software. In the beginning basic

design concepts, also called topologies or layouts, are developed. Subse¬

quently, preliminary designs specifying different shapes and, finally, detailed

models with exact geometrical specifications are created. The Computer
Aided Design (CAD) technology is often employed to generate digital and

fully-parametric design models allowing for the comparison of different de¬

sign variations. Furthermore, these models are used as a basis for numerical
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simulations, for instance by the Finite Element Method (FEM) predicting
the structural behavior or by Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simu¬

lations quantifying aerodynamic properties. It is self-evident that a lot of

numerical optimization strategies are directly based on such software tools.

In the field of structural optimization a variety of different automated

optimization methods have been investigated and applied during the last

decades of research. A popular way to categorize these methods is to use

their optimization algorithms as distinguishing feature. Three main cate¬

gories can be identified:

• Mathematical Programming (MP)

• Optimaldy Criteria Methods (OCM)

• Evolutionary Computation (EC)

The following subsections shortly explain the characteristics of MP and

OCM - they are sometimes called formal methods and mention some in¬

teresting applications. The subsection concerning the EC methods is more

detailed since this thesis is exclusively concerned with methods from this

category.

1.1.1 Mathematical Programming

The methods of MP generally require continuous objective and constraining
functions. Further requirements with respect to differentiability need to be

fulfilled depending on the MP method at hand, Direct (zeroth-order) meth¬

ods only require objective function values, whereas gradient-based (first-

order) methods also need the first derivative. Second-order methods are

additionally based on the Hesse matrix containing the second derivatives.

Apart from the method order, search methods are also characterized by the

model order which is the order of the Taylor series expansion that approxi¬

mates the objective function. Some examples of established algorithms can

be given. A direct method with model order zero is the Simplex Search

Method [1], and the Powell's Conjugate Direction Method [2] and the Re¬

sponse Surface Method [3] are examples for direct methods of model order

two not requiring any derivatives of the objective function. Examples for

first-order methods are the Cauchy Method [4] of model order one and the

Fletcher-Beeves Conjugated Gradient Method [5] of model order two. Fi¬

nally, a second-order approach of model order two is the Newton Method [6].
Typically, a formal model of the optimization problem needs to be de¬

veloped that resembles the original problem close enough. This approach

quite often requires simplifications, whereas oversimplifications may lead to

solutions which do not solve the original problem. MP is well suited for

convex objective functions since most of the algorithms are able to nearly
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or exactly locate the global optimum. In case of non-convex objective func¬

tions only local optima can be obtained and multi-start techniques need to

be employed in order to increase the probability of discovering the global

optimum. Unfortunately, the MP methods with high model order become

inefficient with increasing number of design variables. As an example, for the

Newton Method the number of function evaluations to calculate the Hesse

matrix scales quadratically with the number of design variables so that for

a large number of design variables the numerical effort becomes too high.

Probably the most popular development based on MP methods in the

field of structural optimization is the homogenization method initiated by
Bends0e and Kikuchi [7, 8, 9]. Their method is suited for topology opti¬

mization (cf. Section 2.1) and is directly based on a Finite Element mesh of

a fixed design domain. Each Finite Element of the design domain has to be

either void or full of material resulting in a discrete optimization problem.
The originally discrete topology optimization problem is rendered continu¬

ous by introducing a continuous density function for each element, hence;,

the optimal material distribution can be determined by using gradient in¬

formation. The density of each element can vary between zero and the

density of the massive material. These intermediate density values are then

mapped to the element material properties so that the optimization pro¬

cess converges to solutions having a discrete 0-1 material distribution. The

homogenization method was originally developed to solve; the convex and

differentiable minimum compliance problem subject to a mass constraint.

However, the method has been extended to allow for anisotropic material

models [7, 10], frequency optimization [11], and combined shape optimiza¬
tion strategies [12]. Several commercial software packages provide topology

optimization implementations based on the homogenization method, e.g.,

TOSCA.topology ', ANSYS 2, and Optistruct 3.

Although the MP methods can be efficient for continuous and convex

problems, they cannot cope with typical structural optimization problems
which are most often of discrete and highly non-convex nature;. Moreover,

a common disadvantage of all FE-based structural optimization methods is

that, their results directly depend on the granularity of the FE-discretization.

Therefore, a compromise has to be found between a coarse discretization to

keep the number of design variables moderate and a fine mesh to achieve

sufficient simulation accuracy.

1.1.2 Optimality Criteria Methods

A different approach to structural optimization are the so-called Optimality
Criteria Methods (OCM) [13]. They are based on a local optimality cri-

http://www.fe-design.de
Jhttp://www.ansys.com
http://www.altair.com
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terion, e.g. stress level, which has to be fulfilled in any region of a given

structural part. These Finite-Element based methods work locally by modi¬

fying appropriate nodes or elements of the FE-mesh and are therefore mainly
suited to minimize local stress concentrations. In general, these approaches
are often computationally efficient because no global objective has to be

evaluated and the convergence behavior is independent from the number of

design variables. The most popular implementations, i.e. the Soft Kill Op¬
tion (SKO) and the Computer Aided Optimization (CAO), were introduced

by Mattheck [14]. Both methods use an analogy to biological growth strate¬

gies of trees or bones. The SKO is based on the assumption that, the stiffness

of the design will globally increase if the Young's modulus is increased in

highly stressed and reduced in less stressed regions. If the stresses fall be¬

low a given threshold value, Young's modulus is reduced to zero in order to

completely remove the material. The CAO method is directly inspired by

the natural growth of trees, where material is accumulated at heavily loaded

locations in order to reach a homogenization of the failure probability over

the entire structural part. Several commercial software distributors have im¬

plemented these methods for shape and sizing optimization (cf. Section 2.1),

e.g., TOSCA.shape and MSC.Nastmn Optimization 4.

A major drawback of OCM lies in the nature of its local approach. In

general, only local modifications of structural parts can be found and the

incorporation of additional constraints, e.g. maximum allowable stresses or

compliance measures, is difficult.

1.1.3 Evolutionary Computation

The EC methods are stochastic (zeroth-order) search algorithms modeling

the natural phenomenon of evolution, i.e., a combination of the Darwinian

concept of "survival of the fittest" and the inheritance of genetic material

within a certain species. They are heuristic in nature and generally cannot

guarantee to find a global optimum solution. However, they are applicable
to even highly complex models for which standard optimization methods,

e.g. gradient-based algorithms, are not applicable and in practice they often

yield promising results. The terminology of EC is inspired by the strong

resemblance to biological processes, i.e., lots of the terms are borrowed from

genetics and cellular biology. A candidate design solution is called an in¬

dividual and a set of such solutions is called population. Furthermore, the

representation (parameterization, encoding) of an individual is called its

genome or genotype, consisting of a sequence of genes. For some algorithms
the search space (genotype space) is explicitly separated from the solution

space (phenotype space) and an additional mapping procedure is required

to code (phenotype to genotype space) or decode (genotype to phenotype

http://www.mscsoftware.com
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space) the candidate solutions. The process modifying individual solutions

to produce new solutions is known as breeding or mating and the newly
created individuals are called offspring. A fitness value is assigned to each

individual indicating its quality in the context of the given problem in order

to compare different candidate solutions. During the optimization process

environmental selection is imposed in order to determine which of the par¬

ents and the offspring survive and are trausfered to the new population
which is typically called a new generation.

EC is an enormous field of research concerned with the application of

Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) to complex real-world optimization problems.

Probably the most recent literature review is presented by Kicinger [15], but

also some older surveys [16, 17] provide an insight into the world of EC First,

a basic introduction to EAs is given, followed by an overview of applications
in the field of structural optimization.

1.1.3.1 Evolutionary Algorithms

The canonical Evolutionary Algorithm Although many different im¬

plementations of EAs exist, t he basic concept of the so-called canonical EA

forms the basis of all of them. The canonical EA consists of the steps pre¬

sented in Algorithm 1 and can be understood as a search process in which

a population experiences gradual changes.

Algorithm 1 Canonical EA
_____ _______ _______________________ __

2: Initialize the population

3- Evaluate the complete population

4 while (not termination condition) do

t - t + 1

6: Mating selection

7- Apply variation operators

s Evaluate offspring
l). Select individuals for survival

10. end while

Before the evolutionary process starts, an initial population of a given num¬

ber of individuals needs to be created at generation t — 0. Typically, this

initialization process is of completely random nature, but also other ini¬

tialization techniques incorporating knowledge of the optimization problem,

e.g. the insertion of already known solutions into the starting population,

are frequently applied. Next, each individual needs to be evaluated with re¬

spect to the predefined quality measures and a typically scalar fitness value

is assigned.

After these preparatory steps the time counter is incremented and the
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actual evolutionary process begins by selecting a subset of the current

population as parents for the generation of new individuals. The mating se¬

lection process favors individuals having higher fitness values over candidate

solutions with below-average fitness values. This holds for maximization

problems, whereas for minimization problems a lower fitness value indicates

better qualities of the candidate solution. Afterwards, new individuals are

created by copying them and applying genetic variation operators. The

most popular types of genetic variation operators are mutation and recom¬

bination. Usually, mutation operates on a single individual by changing at

least one gene value of its genotype, whereas recombination acts on several

(typically two) individuals by recombining their genotypes. The newly

generated individuals obviously need to be evaluated and a fitness value is

assigned. Subsequently, either all individuals or only a subpopulation of the

current population are selected for survival in the selection step. In case

all individuals are replaced the algorithm is called generational and the

replacement of subpopulations occurs in steady-state algorithms. The steps

5 to 9 of Algorithm 1 are performed until a given termination condition,

e.g. a maximum number of generations or evaluations or a target fitness

value, is met.

Evolutionary-Algorithm paradigms Today, four main EA paradigms

are accepted in the research community, namely, Genetic Algorithms (GA),

Evolutionary Programming (EP), Evolution Strategies (ES), and Genetic

Programming (GP). The different branches have rather historical roots, but

more and more the differences between these paradigms blear and a lot

of popular EC applications cannot be clearly associated to one of these

paradigms. The four branches are presented next in their pure forms as

described in the first publications.
Genetic Algorithms were originally developed by Holland [18, 19] and

subsequently studied by Goldberg [20], De Jong [21], Davis [22], and Grefen-

stette [23] to name only a few. The genotype space is binary ({0,1}") and

the phenotype space can be any space, as long as it can be coded into bit-

string genotypes. The mating selection scheme is proportional, i.e., each

individual has a probability proportional to its fitness to be selected for re¬

production. The only crossover operator is the so-called one-point crossover

which replaces a segment of bits of the first parent with the corresponding

segment of the second parent. Furthermore, the uniform mutation operator

is applied which randomly flips bits of the parent with an user-defined prob¬

ability and in the generational selection stage all offspring replace all parent

solutions.

Evolutionary Programming, introduced by Fogel [24, 25] and ex¬

tended by his son David Fogel [26] and others [27, 28], was originally devel-
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oped as an attempt to create artificial intelligence. This paradigm clearly

emphasizes the phenotypc space and simply relies on mutation operators

without applying classical mating selection. Every individual in the cur¬

rent population of size P generates exactly one offspring, whereas the best

P individuals among parents and offspring become individuals of the next

generation.

Evolution Strategies were initially designed with the goal of solv¬

ing difficult discrete and continuous parameter optimization problems by

Rechenberg [29] and Schwefel [30] and were then further investigated by

many others, e.g. Back [31]. The original (1 + 1)-RS algorithm consists of a

population holding a single individual defined as a real-valued vector. The

only variation operator is Gaussian mutation where a zero-mean Gaussian

variable with standard deviation <r is added. Then, the parent and the off¬

spring individual are compared and the better candidate solution becomes

the parent of the next generation. The choice of the parameter a is obvi¬

ously critical. Thus, the so-called 1/5 thumb rule is applied to adjust the

parameter rr: If more than \ of the mutations yield to improved solutions a

is increased, otherwise a is decreased.

Current state-of-the-art ES approaches [32, 33] are population based,

i.e., the basic concept is extended to so-called (ß + A)-ES and (/i,A)-ES
algorithms, where /.i parents generate A offspring individuals and numerous

further mutation operators exist.

Genetic Programming is the most recently developed paradigm

invented by Koza [34]. It is a method for evolving computer programs [35]
which can be represented as tree-like structures, e.g. LISP (list processing)
programs. The optimization algorithm itself is similar to the classical GA

with respect to initialization and selection. The main difference lies in the

tree-like representation and the customized variation operators. Crossovers

typically exchange subtrees to generate new offspring individuals and muta¬

tion operators replace arbitrarily chosen subtrees with randomly initialized

tree structures. The fitness evaluation of newly created individuals is

typically performed by running the program which is represented by tin1

tree-like genotype, whereas the fitness depends on how efficient the program

solves a given problem.

Advanced EA methods The four above-mentioned paradigms are pre¬

sented in their original specification, but all of them have been further

developed with respect to each step presented in Algorithm 1. Novel

approaches for initialization, mating selection, variation operators, and

selection strategies enhance the capabilities of these different search algo¬
rithms. Moreover, several hybrid algorithms which cannot be classified

by the presented paradigms have been developed. They combine several
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different features from at least two of the paradigms or they even combine

EC methods with MP approaches [36]. Also the attention paid to multi-

objecttue EAs remarkably increased during the last two decades. Instead

of searching a single optimum solution, they seek for a set of alternative

trade-offs also known as Pa reto-optimal solutions [37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. A
further variation of the basic EA concepts are parallel algorithms evolving

optimum solutions in multiple parallel subpopulations, whereas some in¬

dividuals occasionally migrate to other subpopulations [43]. The so called

coevoultionary algorithms (CEAs) also rely on multiple subpopulations but

additionally modify another fundamental assumption, namely that individ¬

uals are no more evaluated independently of one another. Two popular

models are the cooperative CEA [44], where the fitness of a candidate

solution is evaluated through 'cooperation' with individuals from other

subpopulations, and the competitive CEA [45], where the fitness assignment

is based on a competition of individuals of diffeient subpopulations.

Field of application Due to their stochastic nature EC methods are

excellently suited to tackle highly non-convex optimization problems where

gradient-based methods normally fail to produce significantly improved
solutions. Nevertheless, they arc typically moic expensive in terms of

function evaluations compared to MP or OCM strategies, i.e., whenever

possible some formal methods should be used. On the other hand, the

evolutionary paradigm is a 'weak' method making only a few assumptions

about the problem domain, hence, it can be applied to almost any opti¬

mization problem.

In general, EC can be implemented with different levels of knowledge in¬

clusion. The optimization problem can be transformed into a suitable form

to apply a standard algorithm, or a customized evolutionary system is de¬

veloped which fits as close as possible to the characteristics of the phenotype

space. In other words, it has to be decided how much domain knowledge is

incorporated into the evolutionary system in terms of repiesentation, vari¬

ation operators, and the corresponding objective function. Although there

is no general answer to the question of how much domain knowledge should

be included, many practical applications and experimental evidence indi¬

cate that as much domain knowledge inclusion as possible leads to more

successful evolutionary optimizations. Thus, an evolutionary system typ¬

ically consists of a basic EA which is adjusted to the needs of the data

structure to be optimized [46], i.e., the representation of the individuals as

well as the appropriate variation operators are problem-dependent.
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1.1.3.2 Applications in the field of structural optimization

The mentioned applications are grouped into the three major problem cat¬

egories existing in the field of stiuctural optimization:

• Topological optimum design (TOD), is also simply called topology op¬

timization searching for an optimal material distribution in a given

design domain,

• Shape optimization (SO) seeks for the optimal shape or contour of a

structural system with given topology, and

• Sizing optimization looks for optimal dimensions, e.g. cross-sectional

areas, of a structural system with fixed topology and shape.

Topological optimum design Typically, TOÜ problems are divided

into continuum and discrete TOD groups. Continuum TOD is based on a

discretized design domain consisting of usually rectangular (FE-)elements,
where each element contains material or is void. This problem formula¬

tion is known from the homogenization method (cf. Section 1.1.1) and an

EC approach is presented by Sandgren et al. [47] and Jensen [48]. In their

formulation the mass of the structure is minimized by means of a GA and

displacement as well as stress constraints are incorporated. Further research

on this subject is presented by Chapman and Jakiela [49, 50] and Kane et

al. [51, 52] particularly addressing the problem of unconnected sub-domains

of the resulting mechanical structures and disruptive crossover operators

leading to offspring which is not similar to neither of its parents. More

advanced concepts overcome the known drawbacks of FE-based parameteri¬

zation, e.g., mesh-dependent results or checkerboard patterns, by proposing
the use of Voronoi diagrams, holt1 representations, and 1FS representations
based on fractal theory [53]. In [54] the Voronoi-based parameterization is

even applied on a multiobjective topology optimization problem.

Discrete1 TOD addresses the determination of the optimal element con¬

nectivity from a finite number of possible connections and is typically applied
to truss structures. The initial problem formulation for linear programming

from Dorn et al. [55] established the so-called ground structure upproaih pro¬

viding a basic set of potential connections. It is suited for small problems,

but as soon as the problem size and the number of design variables increase

and due to the discontinuous nature of the problem formal methods may

become inefficient. Thus, the application of GAs to this problem class is a

logical step and in particular Hajela [56] presents sophisticated solutions to

several problems. Rajan [57] concurrently optimizes topology, shape, and

member sizing of truss structures based on the ground structure approach
and Rajeev and Krishnamoorthy [58] uses a variable-length string represen¬

tation. A real-valued representation has been recently presented by Azid et
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al. [59] and a demonstrative example for an optimization of steel structures

can be found in Erbatur [60]
The emergence of novel materials and process technologies in the field

of structural design has also great influence on the development of struc¬

tural optimization methods. The outstanding mechanical properties and

the functional features offered by composites, which are manufactured from

fiber-reinforced plies, demand for optimization methods able to exploit the

full potential of these materials. The optimal placement of laminate plies

(material) can also be considered as a kind of topology optimization. Hansel

et al. [61] describe a heuristic optimization which is based on local criteria

in order to find weight-minimal laminate structures. Besides some gradient-
based optimization methods of laminated structures, e.g. Zowe et al. [62],
which hardly can cope with the discrete nature of such optimization tasks,

also EC methods are applied. The use of a GA for the minimum thickness

design of composite laminated plates is explored by Le Riche et al. [63].
Soremekun [64] adapts the representation of a laminated panel structure to

concurrently optimize the number of layers as well as their orientation and

also Nagendra et al. [65] and Kogiso et al. [66] present a stacking sequence

optimization. All these approaches have in common that they optimize the

stacking sequence of a panel or a plate, but, they offer no possibility to change
the; shape of certain laminate plies to produce local reinforcements of the

structure. For a review of further applications of composite optimizations

see also Venkataraman [67].

Shape optimization Shape optimization generally maintains a fixed

topology but changes the shape of a structural part. Analogous to the

TOD case, shape optimization can be divided into groups of continuum and

discrete SO. Continuum SO deals with 2D and 3D structures which have

oriented boundary curves or surfaces, respectively. Formal methods are well

established for solving continuum SO problems [68, 69], but also a series

of EC methods have; been developed. In [70] a concept for GA-based shape

optimization is presented which moves the boundary nodes of a FE-model to

develop the optimal shape for the given problem. Jenkins [71] performs re¬

search on the shape optimization of structural members and an optimization

of a heterogeneous flywheel is presented by Huang et al. [72].
The discrete SO methods are concerned with variations of the geometry

of truss and frame structures by changing the locations of the connecting
nodes [73]. An application based on EC methods has been conducted by
Grierson and Wak [74] optimizing the shape of frame structures.

Sizing optimization Sizing optimization is generally easier compared to

TOD and SO because it only aims at finding optimal moments of inertia

or dimensions of structural elements. This kind of optimization problem
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is relatively well understood and the application of formal methods [75] is

favorable as long as the objective function is convex. The cross-sections of

members of a plane 10-bar truss are optimized by Goldberg and Samtani [76]
using GAs. Hajela [77, 78] thoroughly investigates cross-section optimization
of discrete member trusses and Deb [79] applies GAs to optimize designs of

welded beams.

1.2 Goals of the thesis

In the beginning of this thesis the development of CFRP (carbon über rein¬

forced plastics) racing motorcycle rims has been carried out (cf. Chapter 3).

During this work some major drawbacks of the traditional representation of

composite laminate structures have been found as well as insufficient op¬

timization performance due to inefficient application of variation operators

has been detei ted.

In particular for structural optimization problems the evaluation of a

single1 individual can be very expensive, i.e., an evaluation can take minutes

or even hours. It is therefore of high importance to apply most efficient

optimization algorithms providing improved solutions with few evaluations.

The development of adaptive optimization algorithms is therefore a promis¬

ing approach to increased the overall optimization performance.

Furthermore, the rim optimization was run with constant-length geno¬

types only circumstantially allowing for a changing number of laminate

plies what is an absolute prerequisite for mass-saving optimizations. The

introduction of variable-length representation concepts is a further develop¬
ment of the parameterization of laminated structures which also contributes

to the optimization performance since non-coding regions are omitted in

the genotype. During the work on variable-length representations the idea

for a mathematical graph-based representation concept emerged which

overcomes some drawbacks of the variable-length vector genotype lepre-

sentation, e.g., the suboptirnal mapping procedure from single laminate

plies to the underlying FE-model. In the course of this development the

graph-based representation which implicitly provides variable-length repre¬

sentation properties turned out to be suitable for a wide held of topology

optimization problems, e.g., optimization of truss structures or CAD-based

topology optimization. A major part of this thesis is therefore dedicated

to the development of graph-based representation concepts for structural

optimization problems.

The main goal of this thesis is to develop an EC-framework which is

suited for structural optimization, whereas a strong emphasis is laid on

the representation of topology and laminate optimization problems. Three

major subgoals can be identified:
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The first goal of this thesis directly addresses the identified drawbacks

of the CFRP motorcycle rim optimization. A variable-length repre¬

sentation giving the opportunity of easily use a changing number of

design entities is introduced and an adaptive EA is developed which

is able to change the operator rates according to the search state in

order to increase the optimization performance.

The second goal is to develop novel representation concepts based

on mathematical graph theory which are suited for truss as well as

for laminate optimization. Mathematical graphs implicitly allow a

variable size of the representation but they also require the devel¬

opment of suitable variation operators as they are known from GP

applications. An important advantage of such representations is the

possibility of concurrent optimization of topology, shape, and sizing

what today is most often strictly separated. However, only a concur¬

rent optimization of all of these aspects allows for the exploitation of

the full potential of design improvement.

Finally, the third goal aims at adapting the mathematical graph-based

representation approach to make it usable for direct CAD optimiza¬

tion. Today, only simple shape (parameter) optimization is state-of-

the-art in the established CAD software packages what can be over¬

come by using a graph representation. The C++ interface CAA V5 of

the CAD system CATIA V51 is employed to directly apply the varia¬

tion operators on the tree-like specification of an arbitrary mechanical

part. Thus, concurrent topology, shape, and sizing optimization of

fully-parameterized CAD models is rendered possible.

1.3 Thesis outline

The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents an EA which is

adapted to the special requirements of structural optimization. In particu¬
lar the representation of individuals, the design of variation operators, and

the definition of fitness functions are discussed. The development of CFRP

racing motorcycle rims is presented in Chapter 3 as 'starting point' of this

thesis highlighting again the needs for further research. The following Chap¬
ter 4 addresses the investigation of an adaptive EA whose operator rates are

controlled based on an analysis of the convergence behavior. All further

chapters are then concerned with the representation issue in the field of

structural optimization. Chapter 5 pursues a straight-forward approach to

http'//www.ibm.com/catia
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introduce more flexible representations by allowing for variable-length geno¬

types (VLG). Then, Chapter 6 demonstrates a mathematical graph based

representation of truss structures which is probably the most simple ap¬

plication in structural optimization due to the obvious similarity between

trusses and mathematical graphs. Besides the optimization of truss struc¬

tures, the mathematical graph representation is also excellently suited for

the representation of laminated composite structures. The necessary adap¬

tations and the appropriate variation operators are presented in Chapter 7

which is concluded with the optimization of a sailplane wing structure. Fi¬

nally, Chapter 8 deals with the development of CAD-integrated topology,

shape, and sizing optimization which is also based on a mathematical graph

representation. The thesis is concluded with Chapter 9 summarizing the

findings and giving an outlook for further research in the enormous field of

structural optimization.



Chapter 2

Evolutionary Algorithms in

structural optimization

There are many different implementations of EAs which are tailored to the

lespective optimization problem. While some researchers still rely on the

traditional GA approach with bit string, representation, others trust in real-

valued or even heterogeneous representations [80] in order to adapt the EA

to the optimization problem. Apparently, the evolutionary process works

for all of these representation types. Generally, the criteria which must be

met for evolution to occur are: reproduction, inheritance, variation, and

.selection. Ab stated in Bentley [81]:

"..., as long as some individuals generate copies of themselves

which inherit their parents' characteristics with some small vari¬

ation, and as long as some form of selection preferentially chooses

some of the individuals to live and reproduce, evolution will oc¬

cur."

Some attempts were conducted to theoretically investigate the evolution¬

ary mechanism reliably producing improved solutions. On the one hand,

Markov chain analyses are available for the standard bit string GA [82]. On

the other hand, the so-called Schema Theorem [19] and the Budding Blocks

Hypothesis [20] are often cited to explain the convergence of, at least, canon¬

ical GAs. A schema is a template identifying a subset of bit strings with

similarities at certain string positions and the schema theorem states that

short, low-order, schema with above-average fitness increase exponentially
in successive generations. In addition the building-block hypothesis states

that the short, low order, and highly fit schema are sampled, recombined,

and resampled to form strings of potentially higher fitness. These particu¬
lar schema are named building blocks, whereas the hypothesis suggests that

GAs are able to evolve improved solutions by combining these above-average
fit schema to form superior bit strings.
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With these principles in mind, the development of a customized EA

matching to the requirements of structural optimization, particularly in

terms of representation and variation operator design, can be approached.

First, the different problem categories of structural optimization are pre¬

sented which heavily influence the design of EC methods. Then a basic EA

scheme is outlined which is used within this thesis and the purpose of each

step is briefly explained. Afterwards, important issues concerning the repre¬

sentation, the variation operator design, and the fitness function definition

are discussed in detail. Finally, some remarks on the implementation and a

survey of the representation and adaptation concepts developed within this

thesis conclude the chapter.

2.1 Problem categories in structural optimization

Particular requirements to EAs in terms of structural optimization can be

identified by considering the different types of optimization of a mechani¬

cal structure. In general, three different problem categories, namely topol¬

ogy (TOD), shape (SO), and sizing optimization as already defined in Sec¬

tion 1.1.3.2 and illustrated in Figure 2.1 for continuum and in Figure 2.2 for

discrete structures, are distinguished. Tu most of the published optimization

problems one category is addressed isolated from the others, i.e., either the

topology, the shape, or the sizing is optimized. Further applications follow

a sequential approach, where in different design stages of the development

process a tailored optimization strategy is employed. The concurrent opti¬
mization of all three aspects of a mechanical structure is rare because some

optimization methods are only suited for a single problem category, e.g. the

homogenization method, or it is a too complex task. However, one might

argue that only the concurrent optimization can lead to a superior solution

since, e.g., a sequential optimization of topology and shape only can find the

optimal shape for the previously developed topology, whereas a concurrent

optimization would provide the best combination of topology and shape.

Rozvany [83] defines layout optimization as the simultaneous selection

of the optimal topology, geometry, and cross-sectional dimensions in the

context of truss optimization. This concept can be generalized for structural

optimization of arbitrary mechanical parts where geometry is replaced by

shape and sizing stands for the cross-sectional dimensions.

Evolutionary Computation is perfectly suited to perform layout opti¬
mization which can be considered as the most general approach to struc¬

tural optimization. In order to pursue the layout optimization approach,
the representation and the variation operators need to be designed in a way

that, layout optimization is possible.
After the presentation of a basic EA scheme, the aspects of represen¬

tation and variation operator design are discussed in detail in Sections 2.3
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2.2 A basic EA scheme for structural optimization

Figure 2.3 shows the basic EA scheme used within this thesis. The EA

scheme is similar to the basic Algorithm 1 presented in Section 1.1.3.1 ex¬

cept for the mapping and the adaptation stage. All the shaded stages are

typically problem-dependent, i.e., they require an appropriate definition for

each optimization problem. For all other stages often default strategies are

employed. The most popular strategies for this basic EA scheme arc pre¬

sented next from the point of view of structural optimization

2.2.1 Initialization

The purpose of the initialization stage is to provide an initial population

forming the basis of the subsequent genetic search. Typically, the individu¬

als are randomly initialized, i.e., the design parameter values are completely
chosen by chance, in order to sample the entire search space. Another pos¬

sibility is to seed the initial population with prior knowledge by including

some already known good solutions or by generating random values only
in a specified range of the representation. Moreover, it might be useful to

provide some known solutions which are only slightly modified, hence, the

initial population contains a lot of prior knowledge. In case the random

initialization leads to extremely non-competitive or even inieasible solutions

not satisfying a given constraint, they can be excluded from the initial pop¬

ulation.

The choice of the appropriate method is obviously problem-dependent.
In particular for structural optimization problems where the evaluation takes

a long time and only a relatively low total number of evaluations is possible
a completely random initialization strategy might be inappropriate. In this

case the optimization is started in a region of the search space close to the

already known solution and the evolutionary process aims at finding fitter

solutions nearby. Consequently, the evolutionary optimization loses a bit

of its global approach, but the algorithm is still able to escape from local

optima.

2.2.2 Mapping

In general, GAs require the implementation of a mapping process since they

explicitly make a difference between the search (genotype) space and the so¬

lution (phenotype) space. The mapping stage can be simple, e.g. conveiting

a binary string (genotype) to a real number (phenotype), but it can also be

more complex. There is no definite answer to the question of whether this

stage is really needed to improve the optimization performance or whether

it is better to apply the variation operators directly in the phenotype space.

However, several arguments support the opinion that the mapping process,
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Figure 2.3: A basic EA scheme for structural optimization

problems. Problem-dependent stages appear shaded.

known as embryoqeny in biology, is important (cited from Bentley [81]).

• Reduction of the search space. Embryogeny permits highly com¬

pact genotypes to define the phenotypes. This reduction (often re¬

cursive, hierarchical, and multi-functional) results in genotypes with

fewer parameters than theii corresponding phenotypes

• Better enumeration of the search space. Mapping permits two

differently organized spaces to coexist,. A search space designed to

be easily searched can allow the EA to locate corresponding solutions

within a hard-to-search solution space.

• More flexibility to design smart recombination operators.

Maintaining a search space and a solution space allows for recombi¬

nation operators changing the genotype itself. As an example, several

genes can be grouped to entities or the genotype can be reordered

during evolution.

• Improved constraint handling. Mapping processes can ensure that

all phenotypes always satisfy all constraints, without reducing the ef¬

fectiveness of the search process in any way, by mapping every geno¬

type onto a legal phenotype.

The mapping strategy is the crucial point for evolutionary optimization of

mechanical structures, since it defines the space of possible solutions. It is
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extremely important that the representation and the corresponding mapping

strategy as well as the variation operators are well-defined and match to each

other. In Section 2.3 the representation issue is discussed in detail.

2.2.3 Evaluation

After the mapping process is completed, each new phenotype must be eval¬

uated, i.e. the fitness value indicating the quality of the solution has to be

assigned. In classical EAs the fitness is a scalar value, whereas for mini¬

mization problems a lower fitness value stands for better solutions and vice

versa for maximization problems. This stage is normally the most expensive

one, in particular for structural optimization problems where the evaluation

typically incorporates numerical simulations taking minutes or even hours

for a single evaluation. It is therefore of high importance1 to find a good

compromise between simulation accuracy and evaluation Lime in order to

perform an accurate and efficient optimization. Furthermore, the develop¬
ment of efficient optimization algorithms aiming at a reduction of the total

number of evaluations also contributes to the optimization performance.
In general, fitness function formulations are required in order to assign a

fitness value to a given solution. These fitness functions can have single or

multiple objectives and often need to take constraints into account. More¬

over, they can be of continuous or discontinuous, of smooth or noisy, and

of static or continually changing nature. A large variety of different fitness

function strategies exist which are most often tailored to the optimization

problem. In Section 2.5 a static as well as an adaptive fitness function defi¬

nition incorporating an arbitrary number of constraints are presented which

are employed for all applications presented within this thesis.

2.2.4 Adaptation

After the initialization, the mapping, and the evaluation process are all

performed once, the actual optimization cycle is entered with the adaptation

stage. Only few of the known KA implementations run an adaptation stage.

Their strategy parameters defining the operator rates, the fitness functions,
the population size, etc. are altered during the optimization process. They
are known as (self-)adaptive optimization algorithms which generally try to

adapt the optimization strategy to the search state or even evolve optimal

strategy parameters on the run. Eiben et al. [84] propose a comprehensive
classification considering four aspects of adaptation:

1. what is changed: representation, fitness function, variation operators,

operator rates, selection, population size, etc.,

2. how is it changed: deterministic, adaptive, or self-adaptive update

mechanism,
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3. on what level is it changed: population, individual, or gene level,

4. and based on which evidence the change is made: performance of

operators, diversity of population, etc.

Item 2 deserves closer attention since these three different categories need

some more explanation:

• Deterministic parameter control. No feedback from the search pro¬

cess is used and the strategy parameters are altered deterministically.

Normally, the rule is applied periodically after a given number of gen¬

erations.

• Adaptive parameter control. This adaptation strategy is based on

feedback from the search process. The magnitude and the direction

of change of the strategy parameters directly depend on predefined

measures.

• Self-adaptive parameter control. The self-adaptation of strategy pa¬

rameters is inspired by the idea of "evolution of evolution". The strat¬

egy parameters are directly encoded in the representation and are sub¬

ject to mutation and recombination like ordinary genes.

Within this thesis the adaptation stage is used twofold. On the one hand, an

adaptive operator-rate controlled EA (AORCEA) is presented in Chapter 4

aiming at minimizing the number of evaluations in order to increase the

algorithm performance. On the other hand, an adaptive fitness function

definition is introduced in Section 2.5 which is applied in chapters 5, 6,
and 8. This adaptive fitness function aims at enforcing the compliance with

some constraints if they are difficult to be fulfilled.

2.2.5 Mating selection

The selection of some solutions which are chosen to be parents of the subse¬

quent generation is part of most of the EA implementations, although it is

not essential for the evolution process. Other stages also exert evolutionary

pressure, i.e., they prefer better solutions to propagate their genetic mate¬

rial to subsequent generations. Nevertheless, choosing the fitter solutions

to be parents of the next generation is a common way of inducing selective

pressure towards evolution of fitter individuals.

A variety of selection strategies exist, but typically one of the following
is used:

• Fitness ranking. The current population is sorted according to the

fitness values of the individuals and the probability of an individual to

be selected as parent is based on its position in the ranking.
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• Tournament selection. A given number of randomly picked individuals

are compared with respect to their fitness values and the best one is

selected as parent.

• Fitness proportionate selection. The probability to be selected as par¬

ent is based on the relative fitness scores of each individual, i.e., the

fitter an individual the higher its chance to be selected.

This is a typical problem-independent stage not needing a customization to

struct ural optimization problems.

2.2.6 Reproduction

Reproduction is the key stage of an evolutionary piocess, since it is respon¬

sible for the generation of offspring from the selected paient solutions. Two

components required for evolution, namely variation and inheritance, aie

realized by the reproduction stage. It is crucial that the offspring inherit

characteristics from their parents and that they are subject to variations.

Therefore, two different types of variation operators, namely mutation and

recombination, are typically implemented (except for the basic implementa¬
tions of EP and ES where no recombination is used).

The purpose of mutation operators is to introduce variation into the

optimization process by varying a single individual. This is necessary to

prevent the search from getting trapped in local optima and to explore
unknown search space regions with probably even better solutions to the

problem. A lot of different mutation operators exist introducing more or

less variation into the search process. The basic mutation operators used

within this thesis are presented in Section 2.4.1.

Recombination operators, also known as crossover operators, require two

or even more parent solutions. The genetic material of the parent solutions

is partially exchanged leading to new offspring inheriting and recombin-

ing characteristics of their parents. Typically, for GA applications most

of the offspring is generated by using such crossover operators since they
are important for the convergence behavior of the optimization process, but

for example EP and ES generally work without crossover operators The

implementation of these operators strongly depends on the chosen repre¬

sentation of the problem, thus only some basic operators are universally
valid. The design of different basic recombination operators is discussed in

Section 2.4.2.

2.2.7 Environmental selection

Once offspring is created from the selected parent solutions by applying vari¬

ation operators, the environmental selection stage decides which of the new

individuals will be part of the next generation. In most EA implementations
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the population size is fixed, hence, for each individual which is inserted into

the population an existing individual must be removed. A simple approach
is to apply a generational strategy where all individuals in the population

are replaced by the offspring. If additionally the weak elitism mechanism is

activated, the fittest individual in the population cannot be replaced, thus,

preventing the search process from losing the best solution. Other selec¬

tion strategies are fitness-based as presented above, i.e., weak individuals

in the population are replaced by fitter ones what is also known as steady-
state strategy Some other criteria leading to removal frorri the population
can be (he age of the solution, some constraint satisfaction measures or any

other criteria introducing evolutionary pressure. For structural optimization

problems, where the number of evaluations is a critical issue, steady-state

strategies often perform more efficiently since a kind of implicit elitism is

introduced.

2.2.8 Termination

A termination criterion is required in order to halt the optimization process.

Typically, these criteria are based on the solution quality or on some time

measures. The most simple quality-based termination criteria is to continue

the algorithm until the fitness of the best individual reaches a given target

fitness. Other criteria measure the convergence rates of the process or stop

if for a given number of generations no improved solution could be found In

particular for optimizations which require computationally expensive fitness

evaluations the primary termination criteria is the time or the available

number of evaluations or generations, respectively.

The subsequent section discusses the representation issue in detail, since

typically a mapping stage is employed for structural optimization problems.

2.3 Representation

Generally, the representation is basically an abstract description of an engi¬

neering design. In case of EC applications this representation is most often

a genotype which is mapped to a phenotype in the mapping stage (cf. Sec¬

tion 2.2.2). Typically, the genotype is a multi-dimensional data container

holding all the necessary information to describe the phenotype solution.

The most straightforward genotype consists of a vector of genes, where each

gene represents a dimension and corresponds to an attribute of the mechani¬

cal structure. As an example, the most simple genotype is made1 of a constant

number of binary genes denoting the presence or absence of a feature. In

more complex EC applications the genes are usually multi-valued.

The design of the representation is highly influenced by the optimization

objective. In the case where novel design concepts or topologies are to be
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found, the representation is called open-ended [15] indicating that a variable

number of design entities is possible. On the other hand, the representation
is called parameterization, if the topology is already defined in advance and

only optimal shape and sizing are subject to optimization.
In general, representations are divided into linear and non-linear. The

linear representations are organized as a vector of genes which can be of

binary, integer-valued, or real-valued type, In contrast, the non-linear rep¬

resentations have more complex structures such as trees, bitarrays for FE-

mesh based topology optimization [85], or mathematical graphs.

Furthermore, another distinguishing property of representations is their

lenqlh. The number of genes of fixed-length genotypes remains constant

during the entire optimization process, whereas the variable-length geno¬

types are allowed to change their length. Obviously, the variation operators

need to be adapted in order to produce meaningful offspring from parents

of possibly unequal length.
The definition of the representation and the definition of the mapping

stage are obviously heavily interdependent. Thus, Gen and Cheng [86] dis¬

cuss five major requirements characterizing good representations in terms

of the mapping stage in engineering design problems

Non-redundancy The mapping between the genotype space and the phe-

notype space / : G —> P should be inject ive:

Vx,yeG:i?y=>f(r)jLf(y), (2.1)

i.e., two solutions which are different in the genotype space should also

have varying attributes in the phenotype space1. In practice this property

is sometimes difficult to achieve. The worst ease where a single genotype

might have several solutions in the phenotype space, i.e.

Vr,yeG:x = y=>f(x)£f(y)t (2.2)

should be particularly avoided. Such properties can occur if the mapping

procedure is based on stochastic or time-dependent rules.

Completeness Any solution in the phenotype space should have a corre¬

sponding genotype and is therefore accessible to genetic search. Thus, the

mapping function should also be surjective:

/(G) = P or V/eP3/eG: f(x) = x'. (2.3)

In case the mapping function /' : G —> P is injective as well as surjective it

has so-called bijective properties.
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Legality With regard to the application of variation operators any muta¬

tion and recombination of genotypes should correspond to a solution. It is

important to distinguish between infmsibrfity and illegality. Illegal means,

that a particular genotype does not represent a phenotype for the given prob¬
lem. On the other hand, an infeasible solution decoded from a genotype lies

outside the feasible region violating some given constraints. As an example,
in case of a structural optimization problem a maximum allowable stress

value could be exceeded, what cannot be completely excluded by modifying
the representation Nevertheless, the space of infeasible phenotype solutions

P„,f, = /(G)-P/e(i, (2.4)

should be as small as possible, since the evaluation of these individuals

uses computational resources. It is therefore of high importance to implic¬

itly incorporate as much domain knowledge and constraints as possible. In

paiticular manufacturing restrictions, e.g. minimum thicknesses of casting

parts, or also design space limitations can easily be incorporated by defin¬

ing a representation with design variable limits only allowing for feasible

solutions.

Lamarckian property1 The meaning of alleles, i.e. all possible values a

gene can have, should not be context dependent. If the meaning ol alleles

for a gene is interpreted in a context-dependent manner, i.e., the meaning
of a gene value depends on the other gene values as for example for repre¬

sentations of sorting problems like the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP),
the representation has the non-Larrunvkum property. Then, the child solu¬

tions typically inherit nothing from their parents. Structural optimization

problems typically have the Lamarckian property since each gene always
codes the same attribute of the mechanical structure and its interpretation
is independent from other gene values.

Causality / continuity Small variations in the genotype space should

lead to small changes in the phenotype space. The appropriate definition of

the mapping stage in combination with the variation operators is important
for successful evolutionary search processes. The application of variation

operators in the genotype space should preserve neighborhood in the cor¬

responding phenotype structure. As an example, the causality requirement
does not hold for binary coding because small changes of the binary string

may lead to large changes in the real-valued parameter values. It is there¬

fore favorable to use integer- or real-valued representations particularly in

'Note this if, diffeiont from the Lanicirtkicin property known trom numoiou^ EAt.

(e.g [87, 88]) which refers to whether an individual may be modified during the evaluation

procovs, eg by "repair" mechanisms, or not
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structural optimization.

Next, the basics of a powerful representation concept developed for EC

applications is briefly presented. It is an important component of all the

representation concepts developed within this thesis and fulfills the above-

mentioned requirements.

2.3.1 UniGene - the universal genotype

Typically, real-valued representations solve1 specific problems, e.g. the opti¬
mization of the shape of a given mechanical structure, but this concept is

not suited to perform layout optimization as introduced above. If topology,

shape, and sizing optimization should be combined, the representation needs

to be able to code changes of all three categories. In particular discrete genes

are required to realize changes of the topology. The most straightforward

way is therefore to concatenate different representation types to a heteroge¬

neous genotype. An excellent implementation of such a combined genotype
is the UmGene concept introduced by König [80] and Wintermantel [80].

The universal genotype concept offers a collection of different gene types

which can be arbitrarily combined to an entire genotype.

• Float-gene represents a real-valued design parameter with optional and

arbitrary lower and upper limits.

• Integer-gene represents an integer-valued design parameter with op¬

tional and arbitrary lower and upper limits.

• Bool-gene represents a binary design parameter with state true or

false.

• Float-list-qene repiesents a real-valued design parameter with arbi¬

trary alleles.

• Const-float-list-gene represents a real-valued design parameter with

equidistant alleles between a lower and an upper limit.

• Stnng-hst-gene represents a discrete design parameter of arbitrary val¬

ues upon which no order or norm can be applied.

Typically, such an universal genotype1 is assembled from an arbitrary number

of genes which are organized in a vector of constant length. For each gene

type basic mutation and recombination functions are implemented defining
how these operations change the value of the respective gene. The order of

these genes is unchangeable, hence, recombination operators can be easily
defined in a way that only genes of the same type mate with each other.

Fuithermore, these gene types can also be integrated into any other fixed-

length, variable-length, or non-linear representation as basic components.
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The only restriction is that either the recombination operators have to pre¬

serve the order of the gene types or only genes of the same type are allowed

to mate with each other in order to produce meaningful offspring solutions.

Within this thesis the UntGene concept is a basis for all representation con¬

cepts presented in chapters 3 to 8 and it is therefore thoroughly explained
in Appendix A. Due to the fact that different representation concepts are

developed throughout this thesis, namely vector genotypes of constant and

variable length as well as graph-based genotypes, they are discussed in the

respective chapters

2.4 Variation operators

The implementation of appropriate variation operators for the reproduction

stage directly depends on the chosen representation. As an example, ele¬

mentary GAs with binary string representation apply bit-flip mutation and

one-point crossover, while basic ES with real-valued vectors use Gaussian

mutation. Obviously, more complex representations, e.g. variable-length
vectors or mathematical graphs, require customized variation operators pre¬

serving the structure of the representation. In other words, the variation

operators have to comply with some rules ensuring that the representation

itself is not inappropriately changed. As an example, the heterogeneous uni¬

versal genotype presented in the previous Section 2.3.1 must not be manip¬
ulated with operators either changing the length or the size of the genotype.

A further requirement for structural optimization problems concerns the

problem category introduced in Section 2.1. It is essential that the variation

operators allow for changes of the topology, the shape, and the sizing, if all

three categories should be subject to optimization, otherwise the optimiza¬
tion process cannot tap the full potential of structural improvements.

The main purpose of the variation operators is to further explore unex¬

plored regions of the search space and to exploit already known domains.

The implementation of the variation operators as well as their relative prob¬

ability of application heavily influence the balance between exploration and

exploitation. Thus, the determination and careful tuning of the operator
rates is also an important issue with a possibly big impact on the optimiza¬

tion success. This problem is addressed in Chapter 4 where an adaptive

operator-rate controlled EA (AORCEA) is introduced aiming at improv¬

ing the optimization performance. The following subsections briefly explain
the basic concepts of mutation and recombination operators for ordered

and constant-length vector genotypes which are used in chapters 3 and 4.

Furthermore, these variation operators are later taken as a basis for the

development of the novel variation operators tailored to the representation

concepts presented in chapters 5 to 8.
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2.4.1 Mutation operators

The purpose of the mutation operators is to introduce variation into the

evolutionary process. They usually act on a single individual by randomly

changing some gene values. In general, four different mutation operators are

used, namely uniform mutation, deterministic uniform mutation, Gaussian

mutation, and deterministic Gaussian mutation. Therefore, each gene type
needs to know how the respective mutation operator changes is current value.

In the case of uniform mutation every gene of the genotype is mutated

with a relatively low probability. The new gene value is randomly computed
within the admissible range, whereas the old gene value does not have any

influence on the computation. A slight variation is the deterministic uniform

imitation which alters a given number of genes of the genotype instead of

using a probability for each of them.

The Gaussian mutation operator again changes the gene values of a

genotype with a given probability. The current value v of a real-valued gene

is altered according to the following formula

,/ = „+Af(0,a), (2.5)

where a is the standard deviation of a zero-mean normal distribution. Thus,

depending on the value of a this operator leads to relatively small variations

of the old gene values. Analogously, similar Gaussian mutation mechanisms

can also be defined for gene types which are not real-valued. Their imple¬
mentations for each gene type can be found in Appendix A. Again, the

deterministic Gaussian mutation is defined by the number of genes of an

individual which are subject to modification.

2.4.2 Recombination operators

The r<-combination or also called crossover operators are responsible for the

inheritance from parent properties to offspring solutions. In general, these

operators are defined to generate two offspring solutions from two parents,

but theoretically multiple parents may produce an arbitrary number of off¬

spring as long as inheritance occurs. In general, two basic types of crossover

operators can be distinguished:

Exchange crossover operators The standard procedure to create two

offspring solutions from two parent solutions is to exchange single or multi¬

ple genes between the respective parents. This type of operator is indepen¬
dent from the data structure a single gene represents, but the genes to be

exchanged must be at the same location in the respective genotypes. Typ¬

ically, this prerequisite is fulfilled due to the fixed order and the constant

length of the genotype.
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Some examples for exchange crossovers are: n-point crossover, uni¬

form crossover, and intermediate crossover. The classical n-point crossover

chooses n sites separating the parent genotypes in n + 1 segments before ev¬

ery second segment is exchanged. The uniform crossover simply exchanges a

predefined or randomly chosen number of genes and the intermediate cross¬

over uniformly swaps every gene with a given probability between the two

parents.

Arithmetic crossover operators Arithmetic crossover operators create

offspring by computing a kind of average value for every gene of the involved

parents. These operators need more knowledge about the gene types they

handle, i.e., rules defining the computation of the average values must be

implemented for each gene type. Furthermore, these operators only act on

single genes but not on groups of genes.

Two examples for arithmetic crossovers are the hypercube crossover and

the segment crossover. Given two parent solutions p1 = \p}),p\,... ,p],} and

p2 — \po,P], • • ,p'%], two offspring o1 and o2 are created according to the

following rule

o\ = Pii.7 + p2.(i-7) (2.6)

°2t = l>\ 0 - 7) + p] 7 for i = 0,..., n,

where 7 is a random proportional factor and 77 is the length of the respective

genotypes. For the hypereube crossover the factor 7 is evaluated anew for

each gene, whereas the segment crossover processes the parent genotypes
with a constant factor 7.

In structural optimization the mutation and recombination operators

are normally applied with a strong emphasis on recombination. A global
crossover as well as a global mutation rate need to be defined and also

a relative weighting specifying how often specific types of crossover and

mutation are applied is required. The optimal configuration of global and

relative weighting of operator rates cannot be analytically determined and

is therefore based on lots of experience, adjusted by some rules, or adapted

by the evolutionary algorithm itself.

2.5 Fitness evaluation

The fitness assignment is a part of the evaluation stage in any EC applica¬
tion. After the properties of an individual are evaluated, e.g. by a numerical

simulation, they have to be rated in order to render the individuals compa¬

rable. An adequate fitness evaluation function assigning a unique and scalar

fitness value to each individual is therefore a key issue in evolutionary opti¬

mization processes. Although the representation is generally constructed to
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implicitly fulfill as many constraints of the optimization problem as possible,

there are still constraints which cannot be influenced by the representation

itself, e.g. maximum allowable mechanical stresses. Thus, the fitness evalua¬

tion should not only rate the design objective, but also a penalty mechanism

is required punishing solutions conflicting with the constraints. A thorough

overview of possible constraint handling strategies can be found in Yu [90].

2.5.1 Formulation of the fitness function

In contrast to multi-objective EAs (MC)EAs) considering multiple objectives
in order to find Pareto-optimal solutions, i.e. a set of alternative trade-offs,
the optimization problems addressed within this thesis typically have a single

objective, but they are also subject to an arbitrary number of constraints.

The fitness formulation presented next is based on findings of König [80]
and was implemented and further developed by the author.

The fitness function value F(i) depending on the individual i is defined

as a weighted sum

F(i) = w0D0(i) + YiwjDj(i), (2.7)

where D0 (i) represents the rating for the objective and Dj (i) the rating for

a specific constraint. Both w0 and Wj are the corresponding relative weights,

respectively. This means that the objective and every constraint value must

be mapped to an addend D(i) of the; fitness function, whereas O(i) usually
takes values in the range [0, 1]. Thus, none of the ratings becomes dominant

compared to the others and can be easily scaled with the factor w in order

to emphasize the importance of the objective or a constraint. Next, three

different types of fitness functions for design objective, upper or lower, and

target constraints are presented.

2.5.1.1 Design objective

An optimization problem with a design objective measure O(i), e.g. the

mass or the compliance of a structural part, can always be defined as a

minimization problem

y ... J O (i) : if O (i) to be minimized
,

W =

\ -O (i) : if O (i) to Ik; maximized,
^ '

i.e., O'(i) is to be minimized. The addend D„(()'(ij) of the fitness function

should meet the following requirements:

. D0(0'(i)) e [o, f]

• Relevant design improvements should be reflected in distinct decreases

oiD0(cy(i)).
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• In the early search process the selection pressure should be strong and

towards the end of the optimization it should continuously decrease.

Note: This holds only if fitness proportionate selection is applied.

These requirements are incorporated into the following mapping function

definition

D0 (O'(i)) = (o • O'(i) + b)°, (2.9)

where the exponential factor a = 5 is based on experience and a and b

are scaling factors. The determination of a and b depends on two further

values, namely 0,n,t and Oe^ttm- Ointl represents an initial value of the

design objective which results in a maximum fitness value of 1 On the

other hand, Ocstim is the estimated goal value which is supposedly achieved

uni il the end of the optimization process. Its corresponding fitness value is

set to 0.1, hence, for the mapping function it holds

D0{Omit) = 1 (2.10)

D0{QrHltm) = 0.1.

As a consequence, the scaling factors a and b evaluate to

1 - '</ÖJ
" =

o -o
(2J1)

b = l-a-Omd.

Figure 2 4 depicts the mapping function for a design objective with variable

values for a, Oln,t = 100, and Of,s/,m = 0.

2.5.1.2 Upper and lower limit constraint

For constraint values C(i) which are not allowed to exceed or fall below a

certain threshold value Ci%mit-> the most straightforward penalizing approach
would be a simple step function.

DJ{C(i)) = {\ ::^]~Chmi (2-12)

This penalty function exerts an immense selection pressure towards solutions

fulfilling all the constraints. Unfortunately, such a definition is unable to rate

the magnitude of constraint violation, hence, solutions only marginally vio¬

lating the constraints would be excluded although they might hold valuable

genetic information As a consequence, a continuous constraint function is

defined

giving constraint violating individuals a chance to remain part of the popu¬

lation. The two parameters A and A are impractical to adjust the constraint
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Figure 2.4: Fitness function for a design objective defined by

(J,nit and urt,t)m.

function. Thus, another parameter, namely Cfeabjoi, is introduced in order

to contribute to the usability of the constraint function. According to the

following definition

Dj (Cu,nlt) = Dhmit = 0.01

Dj{Clmd+Cjl,all.to{) = Dfeas ~ 0.5,

(2.14)

Dhm,t stands for the penalty value assigned to an individual exactly com¬

plying with the constraint. Moreover, DjeiI^ coriesponds to a constraint

violating individual which is penalized with 0.5. The value CfeaHjoi there¬

fore defines the steepness of the constraint function. From Equations 2.13

and 2.14 the original parameters A and A can be computed as

A

A

1
In

1

CfeasJol \ \Dlimit

^ V Dlimit

1 111
1

D
-1

Jcaä

Figure 2.5 depicts a constraint function for a threshold value Ciirrat — 5 and

different tolerance values CfeaHj„i = 0.6,... ,6. The function formulation
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can be used for lower (C/Pa,_fo; e R~) and for upper limits (Cfeaa.toi £ ^+)>
respectively.

In particular for structural optimization problems this approach is ex¬

tremely useful since optimized mechanical parts usually explore the limits

of some constraints, e.g. the maximum compliance or also the maximum

allowable stresses.

3

JO

Ô

c

05
(0

C

Constraint value C [a.u.

Figure 2.5: Penalty functions for an upper limit constraint de¬

fined by CUmd and C/eai_toi.

2.5.1.3 Target constraint

For some EC applications it is desirable to tune a certain property of the

optimization model, e.g. the stiffness of a mechanical part, to a predefined

target value Cfargef. A tolerance range Cadm.toi 's additionally defined, since

usually such target values cannot exactly be hit. Similar to the constraint

function a smooth, but this time symmetric, and continuous function is

defined as

Dj (C(i))

\C{i)-Cta,gel\<Cl

.

(\rM-rtamet\-C'adm.toO

'adrnJol

|C(i) — Ctarget] > C,
(2.IG)

adrri-tol i
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where C(i) refers to the constraint value of individual i and k defines the

steepness of the function. Again, the value

D) (Ciargti + Cfcas_tol) — ö/eo, — 0.5 (2.17)

is defined in order to simplify the usage of the target constraint function.

The parameter k can therefore be determined as

-2\n(l-Dfms)
(2.18)

Figure 2.6 shows some example functions with a target value Cfnnjel = 25,

a tolerance Ca,jmj0i = 2.5 and variable values for Cfeo^j0i = G,..., 14.

-~r— i

C, ;=25
target

10.
,

=6-14
Teas toi

adm_tol

15 20 25 30 35

Constraint value C [a.u.l

40 45 50

Figure 2.6: Penalty functions for a target constraint defined by

*- limit j
t- admJnl ana C feas-lol-

2.5.2 Adaptive constraint functions

The above presented penalty function for upper and lower limit con¬

straints (cf. Section 2.5.1.2) has proved its efficiency in several applica¬
tions [80, 91, 92], but for some optimization problems the tuning of the

parameters turned out to be impractical. In case the random initialization

for a given problem almost exclusively produces constraint violating indi¬

viduals, it may be extremely difficult to move the population towards the
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Figure 2.7: Adaptive penalty functions for the
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.th limit con¬

straint defined by Cumü,i and C°

constraint. This is because the initial definition of the constraint function

must be chosen rather flat, otherwise all individuals are penalized with the

same constraint rating value which is typically 1. Thus, in these cases it

is common practice to start with an initial fitness function setup which is

manually adjusted during the optimization and requires a restart of the

entire process. Another phenomenon in conjunction with the constraint

handling is that for some types of constraints the values can differ by orders

of magnitude, e.g. margins of safety for some structural stability measures.

Thus, it is almost impossible to find a solution which fulfills the respec¬

tive constraint without manually adjusting the fitness function during the

optimization process. A further developmeni of the constraint functions is

therefore the introduction of an adaptation strategy allowing for automatic

redefinition of the fitness function during the optimization run.

The adaptation strategy needs to be based on a measure indicating the

magnitude of constraint violation of the current population. First, average

and median constraint values of the population were taken, but it turned out

that these measures are inapplicable. For some constraint types these values

can be almost random due to the large differences of the constraint values

and scattering effects, respectively. Thus, the constraint value of the current
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best individual i* of the population P is taken as decision support in order

to adapt the constraint function definition. The basic idea of the adapta¬
tion strategy is to force the compliance with the constraints by temporarily

increasing their contribution to the overall fitness value.

The fitness adaptation Algorithm 2 is executed in each adaptation stage

(cf. Section 2.2.4) of the EA. The current best solution i* is checked for

violation of each defined constraint. In case a constraint is not violated

the constraint function remains unchanged, otherwise the adaptation algo¬
rithm is deployed. The constraint function is adapted, if the fitness rating

Dj(Cj(i*)) of the best individual i* for constraint j exceeds an upper rating
limit D,ippf., or falls below Diower. A scaling factor Sj with an initial value of

1 is multiplied by 2 in case the upper limit is exceeded and it is divided by 2

in the other case. The initial parametei C?eag tol
and the initial weight vP

aie then multiplied by the scaling factor s3, whereas the current value of ,s7

is kept for the adaptation stage of the next generation. In order to prevent

extremely steep constraint functions, the scaling factor .Sj cannot become

smaller than its initial value.

The adaptation of the constraint function naturally involves a réévalu¬

ation of all individuals of the population, but since for each individual the

constiaint values are stored, the overall fitness values can be easily com¬

puted by re-rating the respective constraint values. Figure 2.7 depicts such

an adaptive constraint function for an arbitrary constraint j with a limit

Algorithm 2 Adaptation of upper and lowei limit constraint functions.

1 bool adapted = false
2 for j — 0 < number of constraints do

3 if Dj(Cj(i*)) > Wj DuppcT then

4 s,=2- sj
5 Wj = »} uPj
0 "• JeasJolj

— -sy
'

^JfcasJolj
7 adapted = true

8 else if Dj(Cj(i*)) < u>j Dimite, and w3 > wü then

9 Hj = 0.5 fi,

10
j,
-

,-,, U!J
11 Cfemjoij — fi, CfcasJolj
12 adapted = true

13 end if

14 J = j + 1

15 end for

10 if adapted = true then

17 Reevaluate fitness of population P

18 end if
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value of CnmUj = 5 and an upper rating limit of Dap[)er = 0.9 and a lower

rating limit DimuRr — 0.1. The rating limit values are chosen based on

experience since they proved to be efficient for a variety of test problems.

Next, some brief notes on the implementation of EC systems within this

thesis are presented.

2.6 Implementation - the Evolving Objects library

All the EAs used within this thesis are implemented based on the Evolving

Objects (EOlib) [93] library, an object-oriented framework for EC applica¬
tions. EOlib provides a set of C++ classes for the evolution of arbitrary
data structures (objects) which fulfill some simple preconditions, namely

initializability, selectability, replicability, mutability, and combinability [94].
The algorithms programmed with EOlib are not limited to the basic EA

branches introduced in Section 1.1.3.1, but arbitrary combinations and new

developments in each EA stage;, e.g. reproduction or evaluation, can be

easily integrated. This generic concept makes the EOlib framework supe¬

rior to the few other available libraries such as Matthew's GAlib [95] or

PGA Pack [96].
This chapter is concluded with a survey of representation and adaptation

concepts presented within this thesis.
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2.7 Survey of representation and adaptation con¬

cepts

Within this thesis several different combinations of representations, varia¬

tion operators, and adaptation strategies are applied. It is important to

emphasize that the representation concept and the corresponding variation

operators are highly dependent in any EC application. As a consequence,

the following chapters thoroughly present the representation as well as the

variation operators and, where; employed, the adaptation strategies. An

overview is given in Table 2.1.

Application Chapter Representation Adaptation

CFRP rim 3 vector genotype.; -

AORCEA 4 vector genotype operator rates

Variable-length

genotype

5 variable-length
vector genotype

fitness

eoGraphTruss 6 graph genotype fitness

eoGraphLaminate 7 graph genotype -

eoGraphCAD S graph genotype fitness

Table 2.1: Survey of representation and adaptation concepts.



Chapter 3

Application: CFRP racing

motorcycle rims

This chapter is based on the publication: Development of CFRP many

motorcycle rims using a heuristic evolutionary algorithm approach [91].

3.1 Introduction

In motorcycle racing it is absolutely crucial to permanent ly pursue improve¬

ments and new developments in order to remain competitive. A variety of

components contribute to an outstanding racing performance, e.g., engine

performance, aerodynamic properties, wheel grip, the drivers' skills, but

in particular the motorcycle rims significantly influence the overall perfor¬

mance.

The quality of a motorcycle rim can directly be quantified through its

mechanical properties such as stiffness and strength. The stiffness is partic¬

ularly important in turns of high speed where vertical and lateral loads re¬

sulting from the motorcycle's weight and eentiipetal effects introduce bend¬

ing loads into the rear and the front rim. Furthermore, the motorcycle rims

must not fail when maximum loading occurs. The front rim is heavily loaded

when full braking is applied. The maximum loading of the rear rim occurs

at maximum acceleration of the motorcycle once the front rim loses ground
contact.

In addition to the mechanical properties the mass and the moments

of inertia of a motorcycle rim should be as low as possible. On the one

hand, the rim mass contributes to the overall mass of the motorcycle and

it belongs to the so-called unsprung mass crucially influencing the handling
of the motorcycle on uneven race tracks. On the other hand, low moments

of inertia of the rims are much more important. As a matter of simple

physical principles, a lower moment of inertia with respect to the rotation

axis of the rim allows faster acceleration and deceleration of the wheels
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and therefore of the racing motorcycle. Moreover, changing the direction

of the motorcycle creates gyroscopic forces whose magnitudes are directly

correlated to the moments of inertia of the wheels. It is therefore crucial to

reduce the moments of inertia - in particular of the front rim - in order to

improve the handling, the performance, and therefore the competitiveness
of the racing motorcycle.

Nowadays, magnesium alloy rims that are even lighter than aluminum

rims are state-of-the-art in motorcycle racing. These magnesium alloy rims

are technologically sophisticated and do therefoie not offei a gieat potential
of further mass reduction. Thus, the newly developed rims are manufactured

from carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP) allowing for a significant re¬

duction of mass and moments of inertia due to superior stiffness and strength

properties of the material.

The rims are manufactured by combining unidirectional arid woven

CFRP plies, whereas the mechanical properties and the orientation of each

ply directly influence the mechanical properties of the rim structures. Con¬

sequently, the highly complex issue of determining the optimum stacking

sequence of the plies needs to be addressed. Only the application of ad¬

vanced optimization methods allows for the consequent exploration of the

mass reduction limits. Obviously, the integers representing the quantity of

plies and the discrete parameters determining the orientation of the plies
render the search space of the optimization task extremely discontinuous.

Furthermore, a variety of constraints have to be considered during the op¬

timization in order to produce feasible design solutions. Consequently, the

optimization problem cannot be efficiently solved by using gradient-based

optimization techniques so that evolutionary optimization methods need to

be chosen.

Section 3.2 gives a brief overview of the required steps to apply EAs to the

rim optimization problem. The set-up of the necessary simulation models is

outlined in Section 3.3, whereas the representation is detailed in Section 3.4

and the optimization process is the subject of Section 3.5. Within the scope

of this project a front and a rear rim are developed. The methodology of

the optimization process is demonstrated by means of the front rim but the

optimization results are presented for both motorcycle rims in Section 3.6.

Finally, a short conclusion and an outlook aie given in Section 3.7.

3.2 Evolutionary algorithms applied to the rim

optimization problem

Before Evolutionary Algorithms can be used for the optimization of any

structural part, a preparatory step has to be carried out. A simulation

model of the stiucture to be optimized is required in order to evaluate the

fitness value for each individual. A CAD-model of the motorcycle rim is
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prepared using the CAD-software CATIA V5 defining the geometric shape
of the structure (cf. Section 3.3.1). In this project the geometric shape of

the motorcycle rim remains unchanged (hiring the optimization process, only
the stacking sequence of the composite laminate is altered. The CAD-model

forms the basis of a FE-model generated in ANSYS used to evaluate stiffness,

strength, and mass properties of the motorcycle rim (cf. Section 3.3.2).

Simulation model

CAD-model FE-model •-( Representation

Optimization process

Evaluation

*-( Environmental selection
Initialization

Evaluation

Reproduction
V

Termination )

^Mating selection}*' No Yes "*-( Solution

Figure 3.1: Working schedule of FjAs applied to structural op¬

timization problems. The definition of the representation is a

preliminary step of the optimization process.

Figure 3.1 illustrates a general working schedule for stiuctural optimiza¬
tion problems addressed with an evolutionary approach. After defining the

simulation model, the optimization process can be set up. The represen¬

tation is the key to an efficient and successful optimization. It has to be

defined which paiameters, e.g. the number of plies at a given position or

the orientation of a certain ply, are modified during the optimization pro¬

cess. Obviously, there are thousands of possibilities to represent laminated

structures. The structure can be subdivided into an arbitrary number of

sections having different stacking sequences and requiring therefore a lot of

optimization parameters defining the number of fiber plies and their orienta¬

tion. The number of optimization parameters defines the size of the genotype

and accordingly the size of the search space. A large number of parameters

expands the search sprue and generally requires a greater number of evalu¬

ations to explore the search space sufficiently and to finally converge to an

optimum solution. Therefore, it is extremely important to choose an appro¬

priate representation rendering possible reasonable optimization results.

The last step before starting the optimization process is the definition
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of the evaluation step. A fitness function (cf. Section 3.5.1) mapping the

evaluated stiffness, strength, and mass measures from the FE-simulation to

a unique fitness value needs to be defined.

After these preparatory steps the actual optimization process can be

started. A starting population is initialized based on random initialization.

Afterwards, the optimization loop containing evaluation, mating selection,

crossover, mutation, and selection is iteratively run until a given stopping

criterion is reached and an optimum design solution is found.

In the following sections all the above mentioned steps from the simula¬

tion model to the optimization process are discussed in detail.

3.3 Simulation model

For both the front and the rear rim a FE-simulation model has to be set

up. Since this project is concerned with a complete new development of the

motorcycle rims, CAD-models only defining the geometric shapes, but no

material or other structural properties, are created first. Then FE-models

defining the stacking sequences are derived from these CAI)-rnodeLs. Finally,
the load cases for the simulation of the mechanical behavior are defined.

3.3.1 CAD-modcl

The CAD-models define the geometric shapes of the motorcycle rims and

are therefore heavily constrained to meet a variety of requirements. There

are some interfaces to adjacent parts that have to comply with small toler¬

ances in order to guarantee faultless function. Probably the most important
interface is situated between the tires and the rims since there all acceler¬

ation and deceleration forces are transmitted through friction forces. The

geometric shapes of the rim beds are therefore given by t he geomet ry of the

tires. Furthermore, the front rim has two more interfaces to the brake disks

transmitting the braking forces over the tires to the race track. The rear

rim has only one interface to a brake disk, but additionally the drive torque

is transmitted from the engine via the chain through five rubber inserts to

the rear rim. Finally, the rims have bearing carriers forming the connection

to the motorcycle suspensions.

Only the spokes and adjacent regions of the hub remain to the designer's

creativity, whereas still a constraining factor has to be considered. The width

of the spokes is limited by the design space boundaries given through the

brake caliper.
It is decided to use a five-spokes design particularly due to the customer

acceptance, but also stiffness properties, load transmission qualities, etc.

are not less important. The bending stresses introduced by maximum drive

or brake torque are reduced by connecting the spokes tangentially to the

hub. The design of the rims and in particular of the spokes, see Figure 3.2,
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Afc defined without tunning shape optimizations, since al tins stage the

optimization softwaie tools have not allowed for a combined optimization of

geometric shape and stacking sequence of the laminates.

(a) 1'iont mil 'li) HfMi urn

Figure 3.2: CAD-uiodels of the rims.

3.3.2 FE-modcl

The FF-modols of the front and reai runs are set up in A\SYS by importing

surface models from the ('AD-soft ware CM'IA Va. l'he surta< e model is

(lien meshed with layered 4-node isoparamet n< shell elements (SHFLFI.HI)

admitting the definition of laminate propel ties i e, the stackin» sequent e

consisting oi single (TRI' plies.
The purpose ot the FF-model is to simulate tlie critical load cases oc¬

curring during a race and to pio\e the mechanical strength of the inns.

Furthermore, the FE-analysis is also applied for the estimation of the stiff¬

ness properties of the lims The rims must not be too compliant even if they

would not fail due to mechanical stresses. Consequently two load cases per

fiont and reai1 rim have to be defined one simulating t Ik1 maximum load ease

and anothei piowding a stiffness measure. For brevity only the KF-inodel of

the lïont inn is discussed Both load cases for the Iront rim are illustrated

in Figuio ;i.;J

Maximum loading of (he liont rim occurs in full braking stages when

the rear wheel loses giound contact. All Hie biaking forces aie tiaiistuitted

through the front rim to the rate track causing a toisional loading of the

structure 1 he brake torque is assumed to be equally distributed along the

circumference <>f the rim bed which is m direct contact with the tire- At

the- bearing carrier the- rim is axiallv .did lateiallv supported and the holes
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(bi I lie bolted joints to the brake disk carriers are supported to block the

iotfdioii.il decree of freedom.

Additionally, the giouncl reaction force has to be superposed after it

is multiplied with a scaling factor in order to take vertical impacts into

<« count The ground reaction l'on e is assumed to follow a cosine distribution

along the lower half of the rim circumference. In a tonner project j97l

this assumption produced the most accurate simulation results compared to

practical deformation tests Foi this load case1 lateial forces introduced l>\

centripetal effects can be neglected

I'bi (lie estimation of the1 stiffness pioperties a lateral load c ase is eval¬

uated The rim is laterally siippoited at one outei nm bed and a lateral

force is applied on the- hub. The deflection value- is compared to results

bom tests with state-of-the-arl magnesium allov rims. The final aim is to

approximately match (lie stiffness propeilies of these

(a) Maximum bwikc (orque and giound if- (I)) b.itCT.il load < ase

<u 111)11

Figure 3.3: KK-model load cases of the front lim.

3.4 Representation

Based on the FE-model of the front rim Hie representation is set up by

defining the1 optimization parameteis of the1 rim model The optimization

parameters span the- search space1 and simultaneously determine1 the- ap¬

pearance of the1 model in the1 solution space1. Since the1 geometric shape ol

the1 motorcycle inn is fixed, no shape1 parameters appear. Onlv parameteis

defining the stacking sequence of the composite laminate1 are admissible
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3.4.1 Optimization model

Obviously, the stacking sequence should not be identical for the entire rim

model since there are many differently stressed parts of the structure. It is

important to only utilize as much fiber material as absolutely necessary in

each section of the rim in order to tap the full potential of mass and moment

of inertia reduction. Consequently, the lim structure hats to be subdivided

into several sections having different stacking sequences. The boundaries of

these sections tire defined in consideration of the force flow in the structure

enabling the optimization to locally reinforce highly stressed regions by ap¬

plying additional plies. The number of sections directly influences the num¬

ber of optimization parameters because each section with a different stacking

sequence requires additional optimization parameters. In consideration ol

the rule of thumb that the number of parameters to be optimized should

not exceed the population size to get reasonable optimization performance
beyond pun1 stochastic search, the number of different sections cannot be

arbitiarily high. In consideration of the available computing power a max¬

imum of approximately sixty to eighty optimization parameters has been

chosen.

It is decided to subdivide the rim structure into four major domains

having different stacking sequences of the composite laminates. The first

domain includes the hub and the spokes, the second domain incorporates the

rim bed, and the third domain defines the region where the first two domains

overlap each other. Domain number four has the same base laminate as the

first domain, but some additional unidirectional plies are added in order to

locally reinforce this highly stressed region, i e., the transition zones between

the hub and the spokes. Figure 3.4 illustrates the subdivision into these four

domains with the respective optimization parameters.

For the first two domains base composite laminates are defined consisting
of a maximum number of ten plies each. The choice of the maximum number

of ten plies is based on an antecedent FF-simulation with woven laminates

only leading to a feasible design solution. Both base composite laminates

require thirty parameters in order to define their stacking sequences, respec¬

tively. Ten parameters determine whether each of the ten plies is active or

not, ten parameters define the material type, and ten further parameters

define the ply orientations. In the third domain both base laminates are

partially overlapped in order to guarantee a proper connection between the

first two domains, hence, no additional parameters are required. For the

fourth domain an integer parameter is added to the genotype to define the

additional number of unidirectional reinforcement plies.
The optimization model finally consists of 61 parameters to be optimized

in order to achieve the optimization objective, i.e. minimization of the

structural mass, in consideration of stiffness and strength constraints. They
are organized in a vector genotype and all
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Figure; 3.4: Schematic illustiatioii ol I lit1 loui niajoi domains

with (lie < oHespotidinu, optimization paiameteis

3.4.2 Implementation of the representation

I h< ( liou t ol I he opt uni/,il ion pa) ametets ([(Hoi inities how the sta< Unit!, s<

(|ii( lui ot the 11 m (an be (\ landed dm ihr the optimization pioo ss BasK a IH

then1 aie I luce dilleiont paiameUis desuibmy, the stacking sequence ol a

stiuctmal palt made lioiu CFRP piepiet<s le «aibou libels mipieimated
with thoinios« ttint> opox.v icsins

• I he niunfxr ol hhei plies has to bo determined

• A \aiiotv ot piepiei; mutnmh .no available with diffeient hbei lav-

outs In this pio]o(t an unidnoc tional (aibon laminate and woven

(at bon laminates aie used wheioas the woven tahiu is available in

two dilfeiont thicknesses
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• The ontntutinn of each orthotropie ply needs to he defined.

The representation of these properties is addressed hv using the universal

genotype eoneept introduced in Section 2..S.I and further detailed in Ap¬

pendix A. Kor each ply of the composite laminate a boolean, a string-list,

and a const-float-list gene need to be defined.

• A maximum number of plies is defined for the stacking sequence in

each section of the rim. The boolean gene determines whether a ply
of the stacking sequence is active (tint ) or not (fnlst ). Hv setting the

boolean value to fnlst for some plies they can be omitted to reduce

the rim mass This procedure is necessarv because the evolutionary

opeiators always lequire constant-length genotypes. It is therefore

impossible to only represent all existing plies and removing the genes

defining the phes that aie éliminaied from the genotype

• rhe string-list gene identifies the material of a ply. hoi the manufac¬

turing of the motorcycle rim I hree different prepreg t vpes are selected.

The first prepreg type is a standard unidirectional carbon laminate

with a thickness of 0 15mm represented bv the string / ml. The sec¬

ond and third prepreg types arc woven carbon laminates (orientation
0 and 90°) having thicknesses of 0 '2.rimm and 0 'nimi respectively.

They are represented by the strings / Jüt) and t It DO according to

their product names All these materials are defined in the KK-model

andean therefore arbitrarily be chosen by the optimization algorithm.

• The third gene type, the so-called const-lloal-list gene, determines the

orientation of the chosen prepreg for ('ach ply. Due to the limited

manufacturing accuracy of approximately 5" it is useless to admit ar¬

bitrary orientation angles, because the search space would then be

unnecessarily large. Thus, onlv a lew possible values (alleles) for the

ply orientation are taken into account. Those values need to span

the whole range from -!)()" to 90" in order to tap the full potential

of the (TRI' materials. This range is subdivided into twelve equidis¬

tant subranges leading to possible ply orientation values of -90
.
-7-5

,

-()()°. to (SO
.
75". and 90". In fact, the tauge for the woven laminates

onlv needs to span a range from 0° to 90". but the representation docs

not allow to distinguish between two different ranges for unidirectional

and woven laminates since the laminate t.ype is chosen independently

from the ply orientation The increment of 15' is larger than the the¬

oretically possible manufacturing accuracy, but it is considered to be

sufficient small to not lose a potentially best solution.

In addition, an integer gene is needed for the fourth domain to locally de¬

fine (lie number of additional unidirectional reinforcement plies with a 0

1
L 1 \Iz!(>-KL ( ompotieiil picpic^s lit 1 p //www ,k h t o ilk
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<nientatioîi. Figure 3.5 illustrates schematically the parameterization of an

arbitrary section.

Figure 3.5: Schematic illustration of the lepresentation con¬

cept .

3.5 Optimization process

The variation operators presented in Section 2. i are applied during the op¬

timization process. A fitness proportionate mating selection seheine and a

steadv-state replacement strategy introducing environmental pressure drive

the evolutionary process.

Foi the j>urpose of rating the individuals, a fitness function needs to

be defined combining the optimization objective with the optimization con¬

straints 'bliese1 fitness formulations for the rating of the evaluated rim indi¬

viduals are presented in Section 3.5.1 and in Section 3.5.2 I lie soft wan1 tool

DvnOI'S controlling the optimization loop is briefly explained.

3.5.1 Fitness function

The optimization objective is to minimize the front rim's mass and accord¬

ingly its moment of inertia. Simultaneously, two constraints have to be

fulfilled, i.e. the rim must not collapse1 under maximum loading and it has

to piowde a target stillness loi sufficient handling properties

The strength criterion is based on the well known Tsai-YVu criterion [0<S]
for laminated structures. The 'Isai-\Vu index must remain below the limit

value of I in order to prevent damage of the struct lire. Ïlie stiffness criterion

relies on practical stillness tests with magnesium alloy funs, wheteas the

(.'FRF rim should approximate!v achieve the same1 stiffness properties for

the lateral load case as outlined in Set tion 3 3.2. The lowei deflection limit is

set to 0.13mm and the upper limit is set to0.23min. l'hus. the optimization

can be formulated as follows

The objective and both constraints are mapped to a single fitness value

accoiding to the fitness definition presented in Section 2 5
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Minimize mass

subject to: Tsai-Wu index < 1

0.13mm < Deflection value < 0.23mm

The mapping function for the optimization objective, i.e. the mass, is

defined by Omii — 1500 grams and Oe„iim — 900 grams. Figure 3.6 illus¬

trates this mapping function. Since the; FE-model is simplified compared to

the CAD-model the evaluated mass of each individual is below the effective

mass of the corresponding manufactured rim. This difference does not affect

the optimization itself, because the fitness portion of the mass is a relative

measure for the quality of the rim.

The mapping function of the upper limit constraint, i.e. the Tsai-Wu

index, takes two parameter values, namely Cj(fmj = 1 and Cfeai>_i0i = 0.1.

Figure 3.7 illustrates the respective mapping function used for the opti¬

mization of the front rim. The second constraint is formulated as a tar¬

get constraint and the corresponding mapping function is depicted in Fig¬

ure 3.8 with the defining parameters Ciim,t = 0.18mm, Cjeasj0i — 0.12mm,

and Cadmjoi = 0.05mm.
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Figure 3.6: Mapping function for the optimization objective
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3.5.2 DynOPS controlled optimization loop

The execution of the optimization process is based on a variety of compo¬

nents. The Evolving Objects (EO) library, the representation based on the

universal genotype concept, the evaluation of the FE-model, and the assign¬

ment of a fitness value to the evaluated individuals need to be managed. A

proprietary developed software tool called DynOPS (Dynamic Optimization

Parameter Substitution) written in C++ is able to cope with this complex

task. DynOPS connects the EO library with any simulation software that

can be staited in batch-mode, e.g. ANSYS, CATIA V5, etc. The evaluation

of the individuals during the optimization loop is most often computation¬

ally expensive. For this reason DynOPS runs the evaluation tasks in parallel

by distributing them to a potentially heterogeneous hardware environment.

DynOPS consists of four different modules:

• Optimization engine The Evolving Objects (EO) library provides
the necessary framework to apply EAs in general. In connection with

the universal genotype, an optimization engine lor structural optimiza¬

tion problems is established.

• Text file interface DynOPS creates text-based input files to nm

arbitrary simulation software (in this project ANSYS for the evalua¬

tion of all individuals) in their batch mode. A prototype text hie has to

be provided with the specification of (he optimization parameter po¬

sitions within this file. DynOPS then generates new input files based

on the new parameter values provided by the optimization engine that

are sent to the simulation software for the evaluation of the respective

individual. After these individuals are evaluated DynOPS reads the

lesult values, i.e. objective and constraint values, from output text

files created by the simulation software in order to evaluate the overall

fitness value according to the defined fitness function.

• Process manager The process manager specifies a sequence of

programs with their adequate input files to be executed during the

optimization process, whereas the input and also the output files can

be of any data format. It is possible to use files of arbitrary format,

e.g. a modified CAD geometry that is passed to a Finite Element

analysis

• Parallelization DynOPS is able to evaluate the individuals of a

population in parallel using the PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine) li-

biary [99]. Tin- parallel machine is set up based on the user-specified

list of processors that need to be connected, whereas DynOPS man¬

ages the evaluation tasks in a queue and distributes them to available

processors.

For more detailed information on DynOPS see König [80].
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3.6 Optimization results

Figure 3.9 illustrates some convergence plots of the front rim optimization.

In each plot the objective and constraint values of the best individual having

the lowest overall fitness value F(V) within the population of a generation

as well as the average value of the entire population are presented. The plots
show the first 55 evaluated generations; further evaluations have not found

significantly improved design solutions and are therefore omitted from the

plots. The optimization run is performed with 50 individuals per generation

since the computing time is also a kind of an optimization constraint. This

number is slightly below the rough rule of thumb saying that the number

of individuals per generation should be at least, the number of optimization

parameters (61). Instead, the probability of mutation is chosen rather high
in order to ensure a sufficient exploration of the entire search space.
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Figure 3.9: Convergence! plots of the front rirn optimization.

Regarding the convergence: plots it is important to note that from the
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beginning of the optimization process the respective best solutions always

fulfill both the strength and the stiffness constraint The overall fitness

value is reduced to approximately 50% of the initial fitness value, whereas

the mass of the best individual is reduced by about 15%. The average of

the fitness value is reduced simultaneously indicating a decreasing diversity

in the populations. Obviously, these results aie heavily influenced by the

chosen representation. If the number of independent domains would be

chosen much higher, e.g. ten instead of four, there would be an even greater

potential of mass reduction. The stacking sequences could be adjusted more

precisely to the loading in each domain, but then the optimization would be

computationally more expensive since this implicates a larger search space.

Furthermore, it is extiemely important to establish a representation leading

to feasible designs from the beginning of the optimization, otherwise the

optimization might be incapable of finding any feasible design solution at

all.

Finally, only the stiffness constraint restricts the optimization since the

optimum rim is manufactured from a lot of thick woven layers to achieve the

stiffness target value. The optimization of the front rim clearly shows that

it is the stiffness constraint that prevents the rim from becoming lighter.

Under the given load cases the front rim is not at risk to fail due to high

stresses what is indicated by a Tsai-Wu index of approximately 0.4

The results of the rear rim optimization are presented in Figure 3.10.

Basically, the results are similar to the optimization results of the front rim

optimization. The geometric shape of the rear rim is different from the front

rim shape and therefore another representation and slightly different map¬

ping functions are defined. The optimization is also run with 50 individuals

per generation and is stopped after 42 generations. The fitness value of the

best individual in each generation is reduced by approximately 38%, whereas

the mass is reduced by about 9%. The rear rim optimization converges to

a solution where the strength and the stiffness constraint are quite close to

their allowable limits.

Both optimizations finally lead to manufacturable stacking sequences of

the laminates consisting of all three given materials. The ply orientation

angles span the range from -90° to 90° whereas some directions are par¬

ticularly reinforced according to the force flow in the respective sections.

The maximum number of plies is not utilized in all sections of the rim, i.e.

the mass of the rims is reduced by choosing small prepreg materials and by

eliminating entire plies from the stacking sequence.

The optimization results are the basis for the realization of both motor¬

cycle rims which are shown in Figure 3.11. Details of the manufacturing

process are not discussed within the scope of this thesis. Finally, when

comparing the mass of the novel rear rim (2220 grams) with state-of-the-art

magnesium alloy rims (approx. 3000 grams) a noticeable advantage of about

800 grams or 25% results. For the front rim the mass is 1650 grams what is
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Figure 3.10: Convergence plots of the rear rim optimization.

a reduction of 15% compared to the magnesium alloy rims (1950 grams).

3.7 Conclusion

EAs are a well-suited tool for the optimization of laminated structures. The

presented optimization problem demonstrates their applicability particu¬

larly to problems with discrete1 search spaces. Only the application of the

heterogeneous genotype and an adequate representation technique make this

optimization possible and successful. The formulation of the fitness function

consisting of smooth constraint mapping functions, steers the optimization
into an appropriate direction, finally leading to significantly improved CKIIP

motorcycle rims that hardly could be designed by human intuition.

A major drawback of the evolutionary optimization at hand is that it

requires equal-length genotypes because of the implementation of DynOPS.
This disadvantage has to be overcome by introducing a boolean gene for
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Figure 3.11: Manufactured rim piolotvpes.

each pl\ that decides wliethei the pk is omitted or not. F veil il a certain

piv is removed the deduinu, genes foi the choice o[ matenai and oiienta-

tion leinain in tin1 gonotvpe mid are transmitted to the next geiieiatlou.

although the\ do not iniluence the pheuotvpe solution. '1 lius. tin- optimiza¬

tion efficiency and the solution quality might be affected adverseh. The

further research is therefore focused on the development of vanablo-length

genotypes and then appropriate opeiators (cf. 5). Furthermore. I he limited

number ot evaluations requires a most ef[i< lent EA to lind superior solut ions.

A valuable method to increase the algorithm's efli< ieney is to investigate

adaptive opera!oi lales (cf 1) In other words, successful operators should

be applied more often than less ellic icnl opeiators

This pio]ect "I)( c( Jopnu nl <>l Hiqli l'( rformaria ("/<7i7) Motoit i)< It

liini^ by I'^inq Innovât iff Evolutionary Optimization Slnit<qi<s" was sup¬

ported In ('"II (no G 109.1 ). Seveial piolotv pe rims hove been manufactured

and a first race track test has been successfully conducted.
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Chapter 4

AORCEA: Adaptive

operator rate controlled

Evolutionary Algorithm

This chapter is based on the paper draft submitted to Computers & Struc¬

tures: AORCEA - an Adaptive Operator Rate Controlled Evolutionary Al¬

gorithm [100].

4.1 Introduction

During the last two decades much of research has been invested in the field

of adaptive EAs. The motivation to investigate a wide variety of adaptation

techniques is the appealing idea to adjust the EA to the problem while

solving the problem itself.

Each EA consists of components which need to be defined. These com¬

ponents are variation operators such as mutation and crossover, selection

mechanisms for selecting parents for reproduction and for the determina¬

tion of individuals which are kept in the current population, etc. Each

of these components is influenced by strategy parameters, e.g. population

size, operator rates, or tournament size of selection, which have to be set.

The choice of good parameter values is most often based on experience and

requires therefore considerable effort.

De Jong [21] experimentally developed a heuristic for a traditional GA

with one-point crossover and bit mutation which proved to be efficient for

a number of numerical problems. Later studies using a meta-algorithm [23]
to find suitable values or using exhaustive testing [101] led to further recom¬

mendations regarding the parameter values. Despite these recommendations

there is no evidence that there exists a parameter setup which is optimal for

an entire1 optimization run. Consequently, adapting the parametei values on

the run is a promising way to improve EA performance. In Section 2.2.4 a
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comprehensive classification proposed by Eiben et al. [84] and Angeline [102]
considering several aspects of adaptation is presented and therefore not re¬

peated here.

In this chapter an EA providing a robust operator setting for arbitrary

optimization problems is presented. AORCEA - the Adaptive Operator-
Rate Controlled Evolutionary Algorithm - can be categorized as follows:

AORCEA works on the variation operator rates in an adaptive way where

the changes of the strategy parameters affect the population-level and the

evidence of change is based on the success of operators as well as on a relative

diversity of the population with respect to the current best individual

The next section gives a detailed description of AORCEA followed by

some numerical benchmark function optimizations in Section 4.3. In Sec¬

tion 4.4 the performance of this novel algorithm is tested by optimizing
a tubular steel trellis frame of a Ducati 998S motorcycle and Section 4.5

concludes the chapter.

4.2 AORCEA - the algorithm

The motivation lor introducing an adaptive strategy arose from the recur¬

rent problem of setting appropriate operator rates for different optimization

problems.

4.2.1 The components of AORCEA

Figure 2,3 illustrates the general scheme of an adaptive EA. Theoretically,

arbitrary control parameters of an EA can be adjusted in the adaptation

phase, e.g., the population size, operator rates, or the fitness definitions,
which directly influence the1 optimization performance. Within the scope of

AOIICEA only the operator rates of tin1 applied variation operators are ad¬

justed on the basis of success and relative diversity measures. The algorithm
can further be characterized as follows:

Representation For structural optimization problems it is convenient to

use a heterogeneous genotype (cf. Appendix A) since often different param¬

eter types are required. A heterogeneous vector genotype of constant length
is therefore employed for the numerical benchmark optimizations, where

only float-genes are used, as well as for the structural optimization example
where two different gene types, namely float- and inteqei-genes are assem¬

bled to the genotype. The details of the representation of the structural

optimization example are discussed in Section 4.4.1.

Variation operators In general, the variation operators presented in Sec¬

tion 2.4, particularly suited for the constant-length and heterogeneous geno¬

type, can be applied within the scope of AORCEA. Each of these operators
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is assigned with a unique operator rate determining its probability of ap¬

plication during the evolutionary process. An important difference to the

traditional GA [19] is that AORCEA does not sequentially apply both cross¬

over and mutation to the selected individuals in order to produce offspring.

Instead, only a single operator is chosen from the set of available operators

to produce the child individual. This style of algorithm which is successfully

applied in Tuson [103] and Davis [104] is used to estimate success and rela¬

tive diversity measures for each operator application. Then, these measures

are taken as a basis for the adaptation of the respective operator rates

Fitness formulation For the numerical benchmark functions as well as

for the optimization of the tubular steel trellis frame the fitness function

formulation piesented in Section 2.5 is applied. For brevity, the parameters

defining the fitness functions are not stated within this thesis.

4.2.2 Adaptation strategy

Evolutionary search is always an interaction between exploration of new

regions and exploitation of previously detected good regions of the search

space. The adaptation strategy proposed within this chapter, schematically
shown in Figure 4.1, focuses on determining whether exploitative or explo¬

rative operators should be favored in the current search state.

First, a best-fitness-frequency measure is evaluated indicating the suc¬

cess of the current search. Depending on this value either exploitative or

explorative variation operators are forced in order to aeeeleiate the search

process. In other words, if the search process is too exploitative, i.e. the

search stagnates in a local optimum, the operator rates of explorative varia¬

tion opeiators are increased. On the other hand, if the search process is suc¬

cessful the rates of opeiators finding above-average offspring are increased in

order to explore the region around the current best solution. Consequently,
the next step is to determine which operators are of explorative and which

are of exploitative nature. For that purpose a success and a relative diver¬

sity measure aie introduced. The success measure indicates which variation

operators are able to produce offspring individuals of above-average quality,
whereas the relative diversity measure determines how exploitative the vari¬

ation operators are. Then, the operators are ranked based on these measures

and their rates are adapted, whereas the rates of operators with low rank

are increased and operators having a high rank get a lower probability of

application.
The subsequent sections describe the best-fitness-frequency measure, the

success as well as the relative diversity measure, and the operator-rate adap¬
tation in detail.
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* Linear operator rate adaptation

Figure 4.1: Operator rate adaptation algorithm. Input vari¬

ables are shown in oval boxes.

4.2.2.1 The best-fitness-frequency measure

A popular method to investigate the search state is the analysis of the so-

called fitness landscape1 as for example shown by Puisa [105]. Although
the exact shape of the fitness landscape is generally unknown for structural

optimization problems, the distribution of the fitness values on the fitness

landscape indicates the seaich state. If all the fitness values of the current

population are extremely close to each other, this either indicates that the

search stagnates in a at least local optimum or that the fitness landscape
is rather flat. On the other hand, a population containing individuals with

differing fitness values indicates a rather steep uni- or multimodal fitness

landscape where the search process quite often finds improved solutions.

A simple analysis of the search state can therefore be estimated by cal¬

culating the so-called best-fitness frequency (bff). The bff value is based

lThe fitness landscape represents a hypersurface in the (n+l)-dimcnsional space, wheie

n is the number of genes in the genotype and the additional dimension stands for the fitness

value. Each individual ran thetefore be represented as a point on this hyporsuifare
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on the frequency distribution of the fitness values of the cm rent population.
As shown in Figure 4.2, a histogram of the fitness values can be established.

The class limits defining the class intervals are determined by /4«, i.e. the

fitness value of the current best individual, and a factoi e determining the

width of the class interval. The bff value of a single individual i of the

current population is calculated as

«r.-{J:^-'-'£'-< (-»

where /, is the fitness value of individual i. The total bff value of the current

population is then calculated as

1
N

bff = -iïY,w» (4-2)
1

where N denotes the population size. In othei words, the bff value corre¬

sponds to the proportion of individuals in e-distance to the best individual

in the population.

Figure 4.2 schematically illustiates different states of the search process

with the corresponding bff values. A lathei low bff value can be found in

Subfigure 4.2(a) where the search is successful on a rather steep region of

(he fitness landscape. Only few individuals are close to the current best

solution since in almost every new generation an improved individual is

found. In Subfigure 4.2(b) the search reaches a local optimum and only

slightly improved individuals can be found, hence, the bff value is increased.

If the search algorithm is able to escape from this local optimum, the bff
value is reduced again a.s illustrated in Subfigure 4.2(c). Finally, the search

algorithm reaches another at least local optimum in Subfigure 4.2(d) and

the bff value is increased again.

Summarizing, low bff values indicate a rather successful or explorative
search On the other hand, high bff values indicate stagnation in a at

least local optimum. By introducing a threshold value / S [0,1] defining a

balance between exploitation and exploration, the adaptation strategy can

be described as follows:

• bff < I: Increase the operator rates of successful operators contribut¬

ing above average to the search process performance.

• bff > ': Increase the operator rates of explorative operators in order

to escape from the local optimum by introducing more diversity into

the population.

Thus, measures lor success and diversity of the applied operators need to be

defined.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic illustration of different search states of

an evolutionary search on the fitness landscape. Shaded areas of

the histograms indicate the bff value (relative frequency of the

most left class interval).

4.2.2.2 Operator success measure

In general, the evolutionary search process is assumed to be a minimization

problem. Thus, the success measure for the application of an operator of

type X in generation number G producing an individual i is defined a,s

Jp> Jci

J pi ~h*

o,

if fci < fpi
else

(4.3)

where fpi is the fitness of the best parent individual, /c, is the fitness of the

newly created child individual i, and /,* is the fitness of the overall best

individual included in the current population. Thus, the maximum success
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measure sc/nu^ = 1 occurs, if a new overall best individual (fcl = ft*) is

found. Then, foi each operator of type X (e.g. one-point crossover, uniform

mutation, etc.) an average1 success value can be calculated, i.e

where N\ is the number of operator applications of type X in the respective

generation G. The operator success measure uses the overall best fitness as

well as I he paient fitness. Consequently, each individual needs to hold the

information about its parent individual(s). This is realized by recording a

MySQL database storing all the individuals on the run. For a simple nu¬

merical function optimization this may slow down the optimization process,

but foi a structural optimization problem, where one evaluation often takes

seconds to minutes, the additional "bookkeeping" does not influence the

performance significantly. In contrast, it is an advantage to have access to

all the evaluated individuals.

4.2.2.3 Relative operator diversity measure

The relative operator diversity measure analyzes the distribution of the in¬

dividuals in the search space with respect to the current best individual.

The Euclidean distance of an individual i originating from the application
of an operator of type X in generation G to the current best individual i* is

calculated

\
D'< - ')¥• <4-5>

=1

where n is the number of genes of the genotype, and is and i* are the

components of the respective genotypes. A weighted Euclidean distance

could alternatively be used of the foim

dw?x
N
5>A-'P2' (4.6)

7 = 1

where w} is a weighting factor for each component of the genotype. This

weighting factor could serve1 the purpose- of mapping the current gene val¬

ues into intervals [0,1], but then the lower as well as the upper limit of the

respective gene need to be known. Since the heteiogeneous genotype1 e'on-

cept eloes not generally require lower or upper limits for each gene, the gene

values can theoretically grow to infinity. Thus, it is not always possible to

define lower and upper limits for a gene and therefore the weighting factor

coulel not be determined anel a workaround would have to be found. As long
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as the genotype consists of identical genes, e.g. for typical numerical bench¬

mark functions, such weighting factors have no influence on the optimization

performance.

However, within this work no weighting factors are used and the rela¬

tive diversity measure therefore analyzes at which absolute distance to (he

cuiient best individual new individuals are created. The relative diversity

measure for the application of an operator of type X in generation immbei

G producing an individual i is defined as

r o, if/</,-(i + e)

Cv = { —jr—, if/>/,-(!+£), (4-7)

where d^nT is the maximum Euclidean distance between the current best

individual and all individuals of the current population. The factor n is

introduced for scaling purposes only and is set to a = 9. Operators produc¬

ing individuals with fitness values close to the current best individual are

rated with a relative diversity measure of 0, since these individuals do not

essentially help to escape from this region. It might happen that individu¬

als with similar fitness values are located in a different region of the seaich

space, but for typical structural optimization pioblems this is unlikely, i.e.,

this situation occurs only rarely and therefore has a minor influence on the

optimization performance. All other individuals are assigned with relative

diversity measure values decreasing slightly with increasing Euclidean dis¬

tance to the current best individual. This way, operators exploring the

region around the occupied region can be identified. Again, for (-ach oper¬

ator type X an average relative diversity value can be calculated for each

generation G, i.e.

'a=^£'^, (4.8)

where N\ is the number of operator applications of type X.

4.2.2.4 Operator rate adaptation

The aim of the operatoi rate adaptation is to provide operator rates guar-

ant eeing a balance bet ween exploration and exploitation Depending on the

current bff value either the success or the relative diversity measure is ap¬

plied. If the current bff value is below the target bff value /, the success

ranking is employed in order to force the successful operators, see Figure 4.3.

On the other hand, the relative diversity measure is applied if the search

stagnates and finds a lot of similar individuals close to the current best

solution.
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relative diversity

0 / 1 bff

Figure 4.3: Adaptation rate based on bff measure.

An adaptation rate 5 is introduced depending on the difference between

the current bff value and the threshold value /.

-(bff-n, ^ bff >
(4.9)

By setting the target value / and the maximum adaptation value ömai the

proportion between exploration and exploitation as well as the magnitude
of adaptation can be controlled.

Figure 4.4 illustrates the linear adaptation of the operator rates which

always sum up to a total of 100%. On the left, the current rates of six oper¬

ators are shown. Then, the operators are ranked according to the previously
determined success or relative diversity measure. The operator fulfilling the

respective measure the best is assigned with rank 1, the worst operator is

assigned with rank 6. Subsequently, the operator rates are linearly in- or

decreased for the next generation according to

VT : Px +
No + 1 - 2RX

No-I
(4.10)

where G is the current generation, No is the total number of applied opera¬

tors, and i? v is the rank of the operator of type X. Furthermore, a minimum

operator rate pmm is guaranteed for each operator in order to prevent that

single operators are completely excluded from the optimization process.

Practice has shown that not only the measures of the current gener¬

ation should be considered to rank the operators but also some previous

generations should he taken into account. If a lot of previous generations

are considered, this may not reflect the operator performances of the current

search state On the other hand, only considering the operator performances
of (he current iteration may be statistically poorly founded. Therefore, the

last five generations are averaged to success and relative diversity measures

for all operators and the adaptation of the operator rates is performed each

fifth generation.
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Figure 4.4: Linear operator rate adaptation.

4.3 Numerical examples

A series of benchmark functions is investigated to compare the performance
of AORCEA with a non-adaptive EA. The general setup of the non-adaptive
EA is exactly the same as it is for AORCEA in terms of population size,
number of generations, selection, etc., with the only exception of constant

operator rates. For the investigations at hand four different variation opera¬

tors are chosen, namely one-point crossover (0.35), uniform crossover (0.35),
uniform mutation (0.15), and Gaussian mutation (0.15). The initial operator
rates are given in parentheses which remain constant for the non-adaptive

optimization.

For each optimization problem the population size is P = 2n, where n

is the problem dimensionality, and the maximum number of generations
is set to Gmax = 20n for unconstrained and GmajL — 40n for constrained

benchmark functions. The e-value from Equation 4.1 determining the bff
value is set to 0.01 and the minimum operator rate pmin is set to 10% for

each operator.

The sensitivity of AORCEA with respect to the parameter values of the

maximum adaptation 6mar and the target bff value / from Equation 4.9 is

investigated by using different combinations of these adaptation parameter

values listed in Table 4.1. The setups S[ to £3 rather slowly adapt to the

search state since the magnitude of adaptation Smai is relatively small. The

setups A4 to 5V are characterized by increased Smax values and therefore

adapt faster. Finally, the different / values should investigate which propor¬

tion of exploration and exploitation performs better.

A total of seven well-known unconstrained and four constrained func¬

tions listed in Tables 4.2 and 4.3, respectively are examined. The test

functions Fl - F3 are from De Jong's [21] test function suite. The fur¬

ther unconstrained functions are Ackley's function [106] (F4), a version of

Griewank's function [107] (F5), the Michalewicz function [46] (F6), and the

Rastrigin function from [108] (F7). The constrained functions CI and C2

are takcu from Floudas and Pardalos [109], C3 and C4 are from Hock and
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Setup S0 Si s2 S3 Si Sr, S0 s7

Omar 0.0 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2

i - 0.1 0.25 0.5 0.1 0.25 0.1 0.25

£ - 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 01 0.01 0.01 0.01

Table 4.1: Test function setups defined by adaptation parame¬

ters. Setup So is the reference optimization without adaptation.

F n iuiK tlOIl rangt öl j.,

Fl 10 /(»,*) = £:_,<•? x G -10 0,10 0]
Fi 20 /(«.*) - EIL"/10°(^ -^ i)2 + (>-

\2

' fc -10 0,10 0]

l'2.t 50

J t-1 J

/(,x) = i:;'=iii""(^-'-f-i)2+(i-
^ )2

/ e -10 0,10 0]

Fi 5 ;Kx) = .îo + e;,=iL'-.J t fc -5 12,5 12]

14 10 /(.,x) = -2of-W^:'-,^
_ / g - 32 76«, 32 768]

Fr> 10 J & -600 0,600 0]

F6 10 f(n,x)

-Er=1 (««('.)«.«20(^))
r e 0,ir]

F7 20 f(n,x) = lOn 1

£"-l [^-10s(27rr,)]
T e -5 12, r) 12|

F7a r>0 j(rt,x) = 10?? +

E,"=l [^-lOco»^,)!
/ g [-5 12,5 12]

Table 4.2: Unconstrained benchmark functions.

Schittkowski [110]

4.3.1 Results

For each test function and each setup a total number of 20 independent runs

were performed to get statistically well-founded data. The numerous opti¬
mization runs produced a huge amount of data, too much to discuss them all

in detail. Nevertheless, in order to compare the optimization performances
of the different setups, Wilcoxon rank-sum tests [111] are used to determine

whether the adaptive setups are significantly superior to the non-adaptive

setup.

The Wilcoxon lank-sum test is a statistical significance test for assessing
whether the difference in medians between two samples of observations is

statistically significant, whereas the null hypothesis is that the two samples
have a common median Here, the first sample consists of the best fitness

values of the 20 runs after the maximum number of generations of the non-
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f n tuilLtion / COIlstrdllltb

n 1 i /(x y) = 5ji + 5.12 + 5xi + 5^4 - 5

2«i + 2(j+i/(, + J/7 < 10

2a-2 + 2ri + 1/7 + 1/n < 10

—8x2 + Vi ^ 0

-2r( - i/t +i/h < Ü

-2yi - y^ + iys < 0

0 ^y ^1 i = l 2 i 4 5 <i

"ËT=1^ -E,=i Vi

2xi + 2xi (- !/fi + iys < 10

Sj. 1 + j/o < 0

-8tj + 1« < 0

—^i/j - J/i + !/7 < 0

0 < 1 .li = 1234

() ^ I/, )
- fi 7 8

C2 () /(x v) = —10 5j i
— 7 5x2 — 3 5x ;

- 2 5x4 - 1 5x=i - Khy - 0 > EJ=1 r2

0 < £ 1

10n + 10xj + y < 20

0 < V

Ci 7 i(x) = (n 10)2f5(x2 12)''-M1,
l()r0 -817

+ *( n _ii)^+io^ + 7^+,* -4^0(7-

127 2j^ - iri - )3 -4^ - 5) ,

196 - 23xi - x^ 6X,5 f 8x7 > 0

-10 0 <x < 10 0 1 = 1 7

0 282 - 7j. 1
- 3.11 - 10j

3
-

x4 + a:-, > 0

-4rf-^+jr1X2-2jJ-5(.o+Ht7 ^ 0

C 4 10 /(x) - if + x'i + xixj- 14ji- 16^2 +

2(rh- xy + Ki*+ 7(i*- II)2 + 2(J9-
xi-l0)'J + 4(x1 -5)^ + (r=i- ^ +

L0)' + (ai0- 7)' + 45

10r) — 4r, - r,ij + 3j7-9;8 - 0

-lOxi f 8x-> I- 17x- - 2x« ^ 0

-3(ai-2)- l(x> })-_2x2 + 7r,+

120 >0

-if-2(r.-2)2 + 2jH2-14!r, + 6x, >

0

-öxj 8x7 - (n -h)- + 2j4 +40 > 0

-0 5(xi-8)'-2(x2- I)2 W+r„ f

») > 0

Sri - 2rj - rjïy +2do + 12 > 0

ÎJ 1 -ör2 - 12(r4 -8)2 + 7i,u 2 0

-10 0 1 x, > 10 0 1 = 1 10

Table 4.3: Constrained benehniaik functions

adaptive setup The second sample contains the best fitness values of an

adaptive setup hence, each adaptive setup is compared to the non-adaptive

setup by means of a rank stun test The p value returns the significance foi

testing the null hypothesis The alternative is that the median of one sample
is shifted from the median ot the other sample by a non zero amount Thus,
for p-values below 5°A a significant difference of the median values is much

likely

4.3.1.1 Unconstrained benchmark functions

The icsults presented in tables 4 4 and 4 5 show the best and the median

objective values after 20ri generations as well as the Wik oxon rank sum tc st

icsults for the optimization setups giv<ii m Table 4 1 Obviously, not all of

tht optimizations are fully conveiged to then global optima, but nevertheless

an inteipretation of the optimization results is possible The test function

results aie briefly discussed

• Fl The median of the non adaptive configuration (Sq) is cleaily

gieatei than the median values of all adaptiv« s< tups and only one
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best value of the adaptive setups (Si) is slightly worse. Additionally,
the p-value of the Wilooxon lank-sum test is clearly below 5% for all

adaptive setups indicating that they perform significantly better than

the non-adaptive setup.

• F2: For both, the test functions F2 and F2a, the adaptive setups
are again superior to the non-adaptive setup because the median as

well as the best values are below the reference values of the setup

So. However, for function F2 the setup S3 cannot be considered as

significantly better and for function F2a the setups #2, £3,65, and 67

miss the 5% criterion, but they are never significantly worst1 than the

reference setup Sq.

• F3: The step function is difficult to be interpreted. Each setup finds

the global optimum at least once, whereas the fast adapting setups

(6'i to £7) more often solve the problem since even their median values

coincide with the global optimum.

• Fl: Similar to Fl, the adapting setups show the better performance,
i.e

,
their median values are clearly below the reference of setup So.

Furthermore, the p-values of the rank-sum test confirm this observa¬

tion, they are all clearly below the 5% significance level. The conver¬

gence behavior of the different strategies are shown in Figure 4.5(a).

• F5: The median values as well as the p-values reveal that fast adapta¬
tion leads to a better convergence behavior for this benchmark func¬

tion. Although all adaptive strategies show a lower median value than

the non-adaptive one, the setups S'i and S$ slightly miss the 5% signif¬
icance level. In Figure 4.5(b) the convergence behavior of the different

strategies are shown.

• F6: Again, all adaptive setups perform better than the reference setup

So in terms of the median values. However, only the setups S4 and Sq
reach the 5% significance level.

• F7: Although the median values of the adaptive setups are generally
superior to the non-adaptive setup, the significance level is only rarely
fulfilled. In particular the 50-dimensional benchmark function shows

no significant differences in terms of the optimization performance, but

the non-adaptive setup is never significantly better than the adaptive
set tips.

4.3.1.2 Constrained benchmark functions

The results presented in tables 4.6 and 4.7 analogously show the best and

the median objective values after 40« generations for the constrained test
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A'o Si S-z Si
F median bis>t median best median best median bcht

Fl

F2

F2a

F3

Fl

F5

F6

F7

F7a

0.14702 0 02521

487.11 201.45

199.1 109.66

1 0

4.1241 1.7282

0.23172 0 082854

-7.7739 -8.8138

78 192 54.029

287.13 212.66

0.065138 0.026211

261.4 155.62

138.89 56.756

1 0

3.4377 1 0077

0.15872 0.047653

-8 1087 -9.1023

67.613 45 946

282.96 244.39

0 08G848 0.022536

289.4G 130 77

160.18 72.302

1 0

3.3178 2.7353

0.15949 0.094708

-8.2884 -9 1929

70.062 42.211

276.18 202.39

0.058401 0 019852

294.35 96.888

177.14 95.893

1 0

3 4G91 2.4690

0 17759 0.080719

-8.2319 -9.4415

75 997 35.735

291 G5 206.17

St S", Sfi S?
Fl

F2

F2a

F3

Fl

F5

F6

F7

F7a

0.04524 0.014090

305.29 122.83

125.21 87.379

0 0

3 1302 2.1135

0.15339 0.057408

-8.4073 -9.044

64 886 50.821

279.63 215 26

0.042572 0.005285

254.15 104.97

152.44 51.56

0 0

3.083.3 1.6939

0.16099 0.058149

-8 2368 -8.7635

69.566 54 50

281.12 239.38

0.042878 0.016557

261.1 156.78

146.52 56.837

0 0

3.1606 1.G684

0.12516 0.042378

-8.3065 -8.7469

75.37 43.425

283 68 223.46

0.046939 0.01G557

221.04 105 07

151.28 45 583

0 0

2.7102 2.2463

0 12604 0.050569

-7.9113 -9 1131

71.325 50.322

290 39 253.01

Table 4.4: Median and best values of the objective of the uncon¬

strained benchmark functions after 20n generations. The global
optimum F(x*) of all functions is 0.0 except for F6(x*) = —9.66.

F So St s2 Sn. Si S--, So St
Fl I 0 4.193e"1 4 549p-J 4.045c-' 1.890e—' 1 890c 4 1.401p-4 2 931p-4

F2 1.0 3 05Gc-2 4.004c-'2 1.004?
' 4559c-J 2.509p "2 8 034c-ï 4.045e-J

F2a 1.0 1.088e "2 5 222c'i l.vine.-' 1 524e"2 3.317c-' 4 549c '! 1.353c-'
F3 1.0 4.671c.-' 5 49If

' 9.340e-' !l.!l<)8e ' 3.258c-' 4.248p-2 8 300c"2
F4 1.0 4.193e-4 1 713«= :i 4 044c"2 1.890e-4 5 934c ' 1.204p-4 1 40le-4
F5 1.0 / 084c

' 2.509p-2 / Me"' 1.688c"2 1.524p-2 3 185c"1 1 94 lp-1
F(i 1.0 l.ShOe-' 6 735c'2 8.592c~'i 2.7G2e 2 7.313c-'- 2.509p 2 3 134c~'
F7 10 3.036e-2 1.084?

' 9.296c~J 2.06.3p 2 1 237c-2 1.0H4e~' 5 222c
~

'

F7a 1 0 9.702c-' 5.691?'° 2.471c-' 2.179e.-1 9 108c-' 8.227er' 1.404e
'

Table 4.5: The p-values of the Wilcoxon rank-sum test, results

for the unconstrained benchmark functions. Values above the

5% significance level are printed in italic.

functions. Due to the fact, that the fitness is a weighted sum of the objective
and the numerous constraints it is necessary to define how the best individual

is determined. In this case, it is not the individual with the lowest objective
value, but it is the individual with the lowest, overall fitness value.

• CI: After 520 generations the search is converged for all strategies,

hence, the median as well as the best values seem to be close to each

other. However, the p-value of the rank-sum test clearly reveals that

the adaptive strategies perform significantly superior compared to the
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Figure 4.5: Median values for different adaptation strategies

compared to the non-adaptive strategy.

non-adaptive setup.

• C2: For this constrained test function the adaptive strategies work

extremely efficient, since they all converge to a solution close to the

global optimum. The best solutions are all below -212.16 and the

median values are smaller than -209.96, see Figure 4.5(e). At the

same point of the search process the non-adaptive strategy finds a

best individual with an objective value of -210.93 and the median

objective value is only -197.69. Obviously, also the p-values confirm

the superiority of the adaptive strategies.

• C3: The convergence behavior depicted in Figure 4.5(d) clearly shows

that the adaptive strategies again outperform the non-adaptive strat¬

egy. The adaptation of the operator rates is obviously able to cope

with optimization tasks searching along constraints.

• C4: Finally, the adaptive strategies are again better than the non-

adaptive setup. The best solutions and the median objective value of
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each adaptive setup are below the reference values of So and only the

setup A3 does not reach the 5% significance level.

So Si S-2 «3
F median bebt median best median beat median best

Cl -13.922 -13.958 -1.3.944 -1.3.943 -13.95 -13.948 -13.939 -13.955

C2 -197.69 -210.93 -210.95 -212.69 -209.96 -212.16 -210.82 -212.74

CH 743.32 691.90 705.52 «82.95 696.20 683.05 692.91 68.3-81

04 39.939 32.803 33.406 28.fi.38 34 449 27.552 35.266 29.350

S4 Su Ä« s7
Cl -13.955 -13.954 -13.952 -13.954 -13.942 -13.945 -13.948 -13.949

C2 -210.94 -212.20 -210.94 -212.92 -210.94 -212.21 -210.94 -212.25

C3 702.22 683.17 «96.35 «83.00 685.99 683.27 fi88.2« 683 05

CA 33.956 27.319 32.515 27.654 32.431 27.322 34.743 29.307

Table 4.6: Median and best values of the objective of the con¬

strained benchmark functions after 4077 generations. The global
optima are: C\l(x*) = -15.0, C2(x*) = -213.0, C3(x*) =

680.6300573, and C4(x*) = 24.3062091.

F So A'l S2 S:i St ^ So St
Cl 1.0 8.844ft"!j 1 0.33c " 1.204e"' 1.033e"4 1.204c ' 1.399c"1 8.857ft"'-'

f'2 1 0 1.964c"4 4.045k ' 1.237c-2 4.045c-3 3.981 ft
' 1.823c-1 1.087c"3

C3 1.0 5.111c-3 1.688e-'- 4.785t 2 5.733c-3 8.034ft ;i 1.324c-^ 1.033c-1
C4 L0, 1 -204c "* 6.124c"3 1.560e.-' 5 11 le-3 3.902c"4 6.424ft"3 l.524t 2

Table 4.7: The p-values of the Wilcoxon rank-sum tost results

for the constrained benchmark functions. Values above the 5%

significance level are printed in italic type.

Summarizing, for each constrained and unconstrained test function the

adaptive strategies show superior median values. The only exception is

setup S7 of function F7a, where the median value of the non-adaptive setup
is better. Furthermore, more than 50% of the adaptive setups of the uncon¬

strained functions and almost 100% of the adaptive setups of the constrained

functions perform significantly superior to the non-adaptive indicated by
the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. Although there are some setups which are not

significantly better, they still perform on at least the same level as the
tradi¬tionalEA.Unfortunately,itisimpossibletorecommendaparametersetupfor5rmu:andIsincenoneoftheinvestigatedsetupsclearlyoutperformsthe;other

setups.
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The FE-model is composed of standard 2-node beam elements and incorpo¬

rates the engine block which obviously influences the stiffness behavior of

the entire system. The frame is clamped at the connection points to the

swing arm and at an additional support at the headset, see Figure 4.6(b).

First, the torsional stiffness is evaluated by applying a torsional moment

Mr at the headset and solving a linear static analysis. A stiffness measure

S is defined with the applied torsional moment and the resulting rotation

Ar between the swing arm axis and the headset axis:

MT Nm

(4.11)

The second load ease simulates braking by applying a pair of forces F# at

the headset. After a second linear static analysis the maximum Von Mises

stress <7max is evaluated based on the nodal stress values.

The objective of this optimization is to reduce the total mass of the frame

in compliance with the torsional stiffness and mechanical stress constraints.

E

Minimize m = > m,

i=\

TNnr
subject to S = 1330 ± 5

-ir

<rmor < 470.0 [MPa], (4.12)

where E is the number of unite elements and m, the mass of element number

/. The torsional stiffness is formulated as a target constraint which should

be exactly met and the mechanical stresses must remain below the critical

limit. The fitness function implementation is based on a weighted sum of

ratings of the objective and both constraints (cf. Section 2.5).
The same seven adaptive setups are compared to the non-adaptive strat¬

egy defined in Table 4.1 by performing 20 runs for each setup. Two different

operator configurations are investigated.
This configuration is denoted as free" and custom", respectively, and the

minimum operatoi rate pmir, is analogously set to 10%. The second operator

configuration (free^ and custom^) includes some more variation operators,

i.e. one-point, two-point, uniform, intermediate, segment, and hypercube
crossover (0.1167), and uniform, deterministic uniform, Gaussian, and de¬

terministic Gaussian mutation (0.075), whereas the minimum operator rate

Pmm is reduced to 5%. A brief definition of these genetic operator types is

given in Section 2.4.

Furthermore, the population size for both, the free and the custom tube

parameterization, is chosen to be 60 and the maximum number of genera¬

tions is limited to 1000. In tables 4.8 and 4.9 the results of both parameter-

izations are presented for all setups and the convergence plots are depicted

in Figure 4.7.
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4.4.3 Results

For the operator configurationb free" and custom" no significant differences

between the convergence behavior of the adaptive and the non-adaptive

setups can be seen during the first 100 to 200 generations. Presumably

this behavior originates from the fact that the adaptive algorithm needs

some generations in the beginning to identify efficient operators. Once

these operators are detected their rates are increased and contribute to a

superior convergence behavior. AORCEA seems to be quite insensitive to

the adaptation parameters since all adaptive setups show approximately

the same performances which are clearly superior to the non-adaptive

set up. This observation is also confirmed by the p-values of the Wilcoxon

rank-sum test listed in Table 4.9. All adaptive setups produce significantly

lower median values indicated by p-values below the significance level of

5%. For the custom tubes parameterization the non-adaptive setup cannot

find a best solution below 6.022 kg, whereas all adaptive strategies locate1

solutions below 5.952 kg without violating the torsional stiffness or the

mechanical stress constraint

For the operator configurations free^ and custom^ the effect of adaptation

occurs after approximately generation 400. Since there are much more

operators involved and the minimum operator rates are relatively high,

the adaptation cannot exert that ninth influence on the optimization pei-

formance. Nevertheless, all adaptive strategies art1 still superior compared

to the non-adaptive strategy in terms of the best and the median fitness

values. Additionally, all but one setup (SV,) are significantly better for this

parameter configurât ion.

The comparison between the configurations free'* and free' reveals that

the application of more operators helps the non-adaptive strategy to per¬

form better. The converse behavior can be observed by comparison of the

configurations custom" and custom'5 where the application of more varia¬

tion operators leads to generally worse optimization performances in terms

of the median as well as the best solutions. All these results confirm the

observations from the numerical examples in Section 4.3 where the adap¬

tiv«1 strategies always perform superior or at least equal to the traditional

algorithm.

Surprisingly, the adaptation parameters seem to have a minor influence

on the optimization performance. All adaptive optimization setups show

a similar convergence behavior although their adaptation parameters are

different. The convergence plots in Figure 4.7 as well a.s the optimization

performance measures in Table 4.9 confirm this observation. However, fur¬

ther investigations have shown that these adaptation parameters cannot be

chosen arbitrarily. Othei optimization runs with higher values for e, Smtll,

and / provide convergence behavior and best solutions which aie extremely
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Figure 4.7: Convergence behavior of different setups for the

tubular steel trellis frame optimization. The plot shows the me¬

dian objective value of each setup.

worse compared to the non-adaptive algorithm. Thus, a reasonable choice

of the adaptation parameters in the range of the presented seven setups is

definitely necessary.
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So Si Ä2 Sz

t ubes median best median best median best median best

freea

custom"

5.9668 5.8095

6.0666 6.0222

5.8738 5.7921

5.9902 5.9.315

5.8771 5.8086

5.98 IL 5 9518

5.8658 5.7836

5.9845 5.9.373

free'*

custom**

5.9390 5.8303

Ö.1001 0 0353

5.8835 5.7993

0.0274 5.9527

5.8953 5.8126

0.0095 5.9402

5.8657 5.8028

0.0214 5 9498

tubes Si Sr, Su St

custom
a

5.8898 5.8031

5.974« 5.9332

5.8597 5.7895

0.0152 5.9470

5.8644 5.8084

0.0222 5.9405

5.8690 5.8052

5.9922 5.9542

custom'-

5.8883 5 7991

6.0407 5.9497

5.8893 5.7919

6.0386 5.9583

5.8716 5.7836

6.0422 5.9193

5.8971 5.7918

6.0256 5.9389

Table 4.8: Masses in kilograms of the best and median solutions

of the tubular steel trellis frame optimization.

tubeb So Si S'2 S-i Si Sr, Su St

free"

customa

1 0

1.0

1.507e '

1.028e-4

2.535c 4

8.857p-0

8 918c 4

1.401e-4

1.018c '

5.107p-4

8.918c 4

1.204b-4

7.795e 4

3.3K4e-4

5.934p "4

5.934e-4

custom'

1 0

1.0

3.036c--

5.934c 4

7.189e-:i

2.190c 4

5.167p."4

1.890c 4

2.820p _:i

6.806c 4

6.735e-'J

1.112c 2

2.820c":i

7.189c -1

2.203p-3

4.49.3c 4

Table 4.9: The p-values of the Wilcoxon rank-sum test results

for the tubular steel trellis frame. Values above the 5% signifi¬
cance level are printed in italic type.

4.5 Conclusion

AORCEA is tested on eleven well-known unconstrained and constrained

numerical functions and compared to the performance of the non-adaptive

strategy. For each of the; test functions AORCEA performs at least slightly
but most often significantly improved compared to the traditional algorithm.

Additionally, AORCEA is applied to a structural optimization problem
which reduces the mass of a steel trellis frame of a Ducati motorcycle while

complying with the given stiffness and stress constraints. The adaptive strat¬

egy clearly outperforms the non-adaptive strategy in terms of convergence

behavior and solution quality. Unfortunately, the results cannot, identify an

adaptation parameter setup which is clearly superior, but at least one can

conclude that tin; performance of
AORCEAisnotextremelydependentontheseparameters.ItisinthenatureofEAdevelopmentthattherearealwaysalotofparametersdecisivelydeterminingtheoptimizationperformance.Further¬more,thesealgorithmscanonlybetestedonalimitedsetoftestfunctionsorconcreteproblemsfromengineeringpractice.Itisthereforenecessarytodeveloprobustalgorithmswhicharegeneralintheirnaturetomake

them
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usable; for a wide variety of optimization tasks, hi the future, AORCEA will

be used for structural optimization problems based on the heterogeneous

genotype used in this work. Further steps in the development could be the

incorporation of self-adaptive strategies for some particular variation opera¬

tors. As an example, the standard deviation determining the behavior of the

Gaussian mutation operator seems to have a crucial influence on the opti¬

mization performance in particular when it comes to the fine tuning towards

the end of the optimization run. Some self-adaptive strategics are known

but mostly they are developed for algorithms using the bit representation.
It is a promising approach to combine these self-adaptive approaches with

AORCEA in order to increase the algorithms efficiency again.

AORCEA has not been compared to other optimization algorithms yet,

but further research should address this issue in order to assess the quality

of the newly developed algorithm.



Chapter 5

Variable-length

representation for composite
laminate optimization

5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 Research in the field of variable-length representations

On the first bight the generalization from a constant-length to a variable-

length representation allowing for an almost arbitrary number of design

entities seems to be a small step to a generalized representation concept.

However, the additional freedom gained by this generalization is paid with

an important restriction. The variation operators, in particular the cross¬

over operators, need to be modified in order to exclusively produce feasible

solutions. As an example, for the heterogeneous genotype concept piesented

in Appendix A only genes of the same type encoding similar phenotype enti¬

ties are allowed to be mated, otherwise genotypes would be produced which

could not be mapped to reasonable phenotypes.

Numerous researchers have already investigated several variable-length

representation concepts. An early study of variable-length representation

is the messy GA [112, 113] which is based on a binary genotype where

the gene is an ordered pair (locus, value). Although the number of bits

required to geneiate a solution is constant, the number and ordering of the

bits varies for each individual. Thus, the messy GA stiings can be under-

specified, exactly specified or over-specified. Missing bits of under-specified
solutions are retrieved from a universal template and over-specified solutions

aie mapped to a string containing an appropriate number of genes. Cut and

s[)1kc operators are used instead of classical crossover which allow genotypes

of any length to develop over time, but in fact everything is based on an

underlying fixed-length representation with a given number of loci.
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The so-called Species Adaptation Genetic Algorithm (SAGA) [114] is

another example for GAs which are based on variable-length representa¬

tions. SAGA is inspired by the natural evolution as ordinary GAs, but

additionally mimics the probably most impiessive feature of evolution, i.e.,

that simple organisms have evolved over cons to more and more complex

ones. Typically, optimizations within the SAGA framework start with

relatively small genotypes which then grow with increasing number of

generations. In the population individuals with different genotype sizes,

the so-called iperif<,, coexist, and intra- as well as inter-species variation

operators promote the evolutionary process until an optimum solution is

found. SAGA applies classical crossover operators which bieak the parents

at sites which an1 equidistant from one end of the genotype. Furthermore,

some sophisticated algorithms are used which maximize the similarities

between the two segments which arc swapped in the one-point ciossover,

and also a generalization for the n-pohit crossover is presented in [115],

The tree-like representation of GP [34] which varies in structure and

length also belongs to the class of variable-length RAs, but also the held of

evolutionary electronics [116] profits from such a flexible form of represen¬

tation.

In the field of structural optimization the variable-length genotype is

particularly suited to perform topology optimization where an a priori un¬

known number of design entities needs to be found. Kim et al. [117] pro¬

pose a progressive refinement piocess for FE-based topology optimization

following the design principle "from coarse to fine". The design freedom is

gradually increased by extending the genotype length in stages what leads to

a reduction of computational costs for complex problems. Ryoo et al. [118]

present several topology optimization problems. They apply their concept

to algebraic functions, to a benchmark truss structure problem, and to a

topology and layup optimization of a stiffened composite panel.
As the number of variable-length representation applications increases

- only few of them are presented above - also the need for a theoretical

and empirical understanding of such evolution processes grows. Kallel and

Schoenauer [85] extend the Fitness Distance Correlation concept from Jones

and Forrest [119] to the general framework of variable-length representation

involving continuous parameters in order to estimate the problem difficulty

and the adequacy <>f the representation. Ramsey et al. [120] find that the

length of the individuals in the population self-adapts in direct response to

the mutation rate applied. Their investigations reveal that the representa¬

tion length tends to increase in the early phases of the optimization process,

and then decrease to a level based on the mutation rate. Their interpreta¬

tion of this phenomenon is that such algorithms have a considerable degree

of self-adaptation.
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5.1.2 Composite laminate optimization

Due to the ever increasing utilization of fiber-reinforced materials the

need for effective optimization tools grows. A thorough literature review

on the optimization of laminates and stiffened panels is presented by

Venkataraman [67]. In most applications the mechanical structure is man¬

ufactured from a single laminate or the structure is subdivided into several

regions with different stacking sequences. A common strategy to optimize
these stacking sequences is to parameterize these laminates independently,
whereas between to adjacent laminates some contiguity conditions have

to be satisfied in order to ensure structural integrity (adjacent laminates

must possess common plies). Such a strategy is applied in Chapter 3

where the entire rim structure is subdivided into four regions each having
a maximum number of plies. For each ply the choice of material and the

orientation of plies are subject to optimization and a reduction of mass can

only be realized by deactivating several plies by means of boolean genes.

This approach is inevitable due to the requirement for a constant-length

genotype. Consequently, the size of the genotype, i.e. the size of the search

space, directly depends on the maximum number of plies, although this

estimation is typically too large. As soon as the number of plies is also sub¬

ject to optimization, the introduction of a variable-length representations is

definitely useful as will be shown in this chapter.

A different approach to composite laminate optimization is presented

by Zehnder and Ermanni [121]. The so-called patch concept overcomes the

disadvantage of invariable regions which need to be defined previous to

the optimization. Instead of optimizing the stacking sequences of several

laminates, an appropriate number of patches which are free to adapt their

size and to move over the surface of the structural part are chosen as basic

design entities. Such a patch is defined by the shape, the material, the

orientation, and the position on the surface. Thus, the representation of a

composite laminate can be formulated as a collection of such patches. In

Zehnder and Ermanni [121] the genotype is restricted to constant length
since1 their optimization algorithm is not suited for variable length.

The following sections combine the variable-length representation and

the patch concept which is obviously well-suited for variable-length geno¬

types. The optimal number of patches is implicitly represented by the

length of the genotype and no boolean genes activating or deactivating single

patches or plies are required. Thus, the size of the search space is adapted
to the problem and non-coding regions of the genotype which do not influ-
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ence the appearance of the phenotype can be omitted1. In combination with

appropriate crossover operators only exchanging entire patches, a superior

optimization performance may be achieved.

Section 5.2 presents the basic requirements for a variable-length repie-

sentation of composite laminates and the coiresponding variation operators.

Then, Section 5.3 investigates a simple eigenfrequency optimization of a i oct¬

angular plate aiming at a performance comparison of the variable-length

with the tiaditional const ant-length representation. Finally, Section 5.4

presents the optimization of the stacking sequence of a hockey stick as an

example application of the variable-length representation.

5.2 Variable-length representation of composite
laminates

5.2.1 The patch gene

As basic design entity a single patch is chosen which consists of several genes

provided by the UruGcne concept, see Appendix A, in oider to represent

the patch properties. The patch gene is defined by the position in the

design space, by the orientation, by the shape, and by the material of the

fiber-reinforced ply A schematic example for a rectangle patch qeve for

a 2-dimensional panel optimization problem is shown in Figure 5.1. The

shape1 of a patch is generally not limited, but the more complex the shape,
the more defining variables need to be included in the patch gene. The

genotype defining the stacking sequence of the entire panel consists of an

arbitrary number of such patch genes arranged in a vector. In fact, the

genotype is complex compared to a bit string representation, but the logical

grouping of information is necessary to be able to define reasonable ciossover

operators which are exchanging homologous segments.

5.2.2 Crossover operators

The requirements for variable-length representations are stricter than for

const ant-length repiesentations, where genes of different types are always
at the same location within the genotype, i.e., the crossover point on one

parent genotype has a distinct counterpart on the other parent genotype.

For variable-length genotypes one can distinguish between intra- and inter¬

species crossover, i.e., crossover operations with parents of equal or unequal

length, respectively. For intra-species crossover the same principles hold as

Some studies have investigated the effects of non-coding regions on the recombination

of building blocks m GAs [122, 123] and they found that non-coding segments reduce the

disruption of building blocks Fot the more complex ((»presentation and the appropriate

variation operators presented in Section 5 2 this effect is assumed to be negligible
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Figure 5.1: Patch gene consisting of an arbitrary number oi

universal gene types defining the position in the design space J 2,

the size, the orientation, and the material.

for operators for const ant-length genotypes, but inter-species crossover re¬

quire a careful implementation. They have to satisfy two basic requirements:

• the resulting offspring need to be interprétable in the mapping stage,

and

• they have to inherit meaningful 'building blocks' from their parents

Thus, the problem for crossover operators is, given a crossover point in one

parent genotype, how to identify an appropriate position to break the other

parent genotype in order to exchange homologous sections.

5.2.2.1 N-point crossover

The crossover operators used here are a classical and a pmportional one-

point crossover and the corresponding two-point crossovers. Since the basic

design entity is a patch and the genotype consists of a list of patches, these

operators are only allowed to split the genotypes between patches as illus¬

trated in Figure 5 2. If for inter-species crossover also arbitrary crossover

points within the patches would be allowed, one would run the risk of pio-

ducing ill-defined offspring
The classical one-point crossover simply determines the crossover points

for both parents equidistant from one end of the potentially different-length

genotypes. Consequently, this inrei-species crossovei only produces offspring
of the same species as their parents belong to. On the other hand, the

proportional crossover is able to produce offspring of different species. It

requires the definition of a random variable A G [0,1]. The crossover points
in both parents are determined according to the following formula

<7>i

CP2

LA>i-l)J+1

|A>2-1)J+1,

(5.1)
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where ri[ and n>i are the number of patch genes of the respective parents

and the numbering of the crossover points can be seen from Figure 5.2. For

n-point crossovers this formula can analogously be extended by introducing

a total of n random variables.

^^^ ^^^^
1 ;11V

5 6

wmwmmm

(a) classical one-point crossover (b) proportional

crossover, A = Ü.3

one-poiiit-

Figure 5.2: Classical and proportional one-point crossover with

numbered crossover points.

5.2.2.2 Arithmetic crossover

The group of arithmetic crossovers as presented in Section 2.4.2 is still appli¬
cable. If the parents belong to different species, either the genes equidistant
from one end of the parents can be processed, or also a proportional strategy

similar to the one presented above can be chosen. The arithmetic crossovers

determine new patch gene values based on the current patch gene values

of both parents. Since a patch gene consists of several universal genes, the

genes of the first parent are processed with the respective counterparts of

the second parent.

5.2.2.3 Geometric crossover

Patches which are close to each other in the design space are not necessarily

close to each other in the genotype, since the genotype is an "unordered" list

of patch genes. The second requirement on crossovers mentioned above is

that the offspring has to inherit meaningful 'building blocks' from their par¬

ents. This can be achieved by applying reordering algorithms or by exchang¬

ing phenotypic substructures of the parents. The latter approach is denoted

as geometric crossover which simply divides the typically 2-dimensional de¬

sign space into two sub-domains by placing a straight line at a random

position in the design space. All the patches from both parents which are
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positioned on one side of the straight line are then exchanged in order to

produce two offspring individuals. Accordingly, in the 3-dimensional case

the straight line is replaced by a plane.

5.2.3 Mutation operators

The classical mutation operators can be applied without any further restric¬

tions, since they only act on a single genotype. A new category of mutation

operators needs to be introduced because the traditional operators are in¬

capable of creating genotypes of different length and species, respectively.

Therefore, udd-mutuhun and delele-mutahon are introduced to (hange the

length of genotypes. Add mutation simply adds a patch gene to the geno¬

type which is uniformly initialized, whereas the delete-mutation removes a

randomly chosen patch gene from the genotype. Needless to say, it would

also be possible to add or delete a larger number of patch genes.

5.3 Simple benchmark laminate optimization

The basic motivation to investigate vaiiable-length representation for lam¬

inate optimization is (he efficiency of the optimization piocess. So fai, the

representation was of constant-length, hence, mass reduction was only pos¬

sible by deactivating regions of the genotype what leads to non-coding seg¬

ments

Within this section the variable-length representation as described above

is compared to a constant-length representation where each patch gene is

extended with a boolean gene deteimining whether the patch is mapped to

the phenotype or not.

5.3.1 Problem description

A concentrated mass is placed on a rectangular plate which is clamped at

all edges, see Figure 5.3, and imidiiectiorial fiber-reinforced patches have

to be arranged on the plate to maximize the first eigenfrequency of the

entire system. The optimization is subject to a mass constraint limiting

the amount of reinforcing fiber material and regions of the plate which are

not covered by at least one patch are filled with an extremely compliant fill

material. The material properties are listed in Table 5.1.

5.3.2 Representation of patches

The patch genes for both the boolean and the variable-length represent ation

are identical in terms of the genes defining
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Material UD fill-material mass

Ei 135 1 1 [GPa]
#2 10 1 1 [GPa]
V 0.3 0.3 0.3 H

G12 5 0.5 0.5 [GPa]
Thickness 0.15 0.15 10.0 [mm]
Area density 0.237 0.237 158 [kg/m2]

Table 5.1: Materials of the rectangular plate optimization.

100 50 350

Figure 5.3: Geometrical specifications of the rectangular plat«
with the concentrated mass. Dimensions are given in mm.

• the position in the design space,

u: float-gene true 250.0 true 0.0 true, 500 0 50.0 50.0 false

v: float-gene true 125.0 true 0.0 true 250.0 25,0 25.0 false

• the orientation,

y. const-float-list.gene true 0 0 -90 1 90 1 12 0 SO false

• the shape, and

/: float-gene 1 100 0 1 50 0 1 500.0 50.0 50.0 false

w: float-gene 1 100.0 1 50.0 1 250.0 25.0 25.0 false

• the material of the patches.
m: string gene true 1 0 0 0 t ud

The only difference is that for the boolean representation an additional

boolean gene (booLgene true true 2.0) is added which determines whether

the patch is mapped to the phenotype. It is important to note that the

midpoints of the patches can be located anywhere in the design space what
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leads to patches extending the design domain 0. Tf this would not be pei-

mitted, the boundary regions of Q would have a relatively lower probability
of being covered.

5.3.3 FE-model

A FE-model is implemented in FELyX, see Appendix B, foi the evaluation

of the eigenfrequency and the mass of the entire structure. FELyX is di¬

rectly integrated into the optimization framework so that the mapping from

the genotype to the phenotype is extremely fast. In Figure 5.4 the mapping

process is schematically depicted. The design domain is meshed with 200

finite elements and for each patch it is checked which midpoints of elements

arc located within the covered region. All patches represented by the geno¬

type aie processed, whereas the order of the patches in the genotype defines

the stacking sequence of the laminate. The quadratic 8-node layered shell

element is used allowing for the simulation of several overlapping patches,
whereas the concentrated mass is also modeled as such a layer.

y< 1
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Figure 5.4: Mapping of a single patch to the FE-model.

5.3.4 Optimization setup

The boolean and the variable-length representation are compared to each

other for a maximum genotype length of 20 patches. The design objective is

the maximization of the first eigenfrequency subject to different maximum

mass constraints. Four different setups are investigated in order to find out

whether the amount of non-coding regions of the boolean representation in¬

fluences the optimization performance. Therefore, the mass constraints are

set to produce final solutions with approximately 4, 8, 14, and 18 patches,
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respectively. For (he assignment of fitness values the adaptive fitness func¬

tion definition presented in Section 2.5 is employed, see Table 5.2 The

population size is set to 100 individuals for all optimization setups and the

total number of generations is limited to 200.

Obviously, the choice of the variation operators depends on the represen¬

tation. The inter-species crossover and variable-length mutation operators

are not applied to the boolean representation. Consequently, the compara¬

bility of both representation concepts is slightly limited, although the global

crossover (0.8) and mutation (0.2) rates are set to equal values. Neverthe¬

less, the comparison might indicate which of both concepts tends to provide
better optimization results.

Setup {J libit [Hz] Uesttm [Hz] Chrmt [kg] CfeniJol [kg]
A, 0.5 4.0 0.424625 0 02123125

s2 0.5 8.0 0.45425 0.027125

sA 0.5 28.0 0.5135 0.025675

Si 0.5 50.0 0.632 0.0316

Table 5.2: Fitness definitions for setups »Si to AY

5.3.5 Results

For each of the four setups a number of 30 runs are performed for the boolean

as well as for the variable-length representation in order to produce statisti¬

cally well-founded data. The figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the fitness and design

objective convergence plots for all four setups. The median fitness value of

the respective best solution of all 30 runs is plotted over the number of gen¬

erations. All the convergence plots are similar, whereas the variable-length

representation always outperforms the boolean representation. For the setup

A\ as well as for the setup S2 both representation strategies converge to sim¬

ilar solutions. The median number oi patches of the best solutions after 200

generations are equal, namely 4 for setup A'i and 7 for setup S2, but nev¬

ertheless the variable-length representation provides superior solutions. For

all optimization setups Wilcoxon [111] rank-sum tests are conducted and

the results indicate a 99% confidence level that the variable-length repre¬

sentation finds superior solutions after 200 generations.
The purpose of this investigation is to find out whether the reduction

of non-coding regions leads to a bettei optimization performance. When

comparing the setup S\ to the setup A4 which has significantly less non-

coding regions for the boolean representation, this hypothesis needs to be

partially rejected - at least for the optimization example at hand. The

convergence plots of these setups are similar, i.e., the divergence of the

fitness plots of setup Äx is not significantly larger compared to setup A4 and
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Figure 5.5: Median fitness values from the best solutions of 30

optimization runs for boolean and variable-length representation.

also the setup $2 shows an analogous behavior. The only exception is setup

Si, where the fitness plots show a slightly more divergent behavior.

The amount of non-coding regions seems not to be the only explanation
for the superior convergence behavior of the variable-length representation.
A possible explanation is the basically larger search space for the boolean

representation, since each patch gene consists of an additional boolean gene.

A fuithei major difference between the boolean and the variable-length rep¬

resentation is the application of different variation operators, i e., inter¬

species crossover and variable-length mutation are applied for the latter

representation concept. Due to the low operator rates of add- and delete-

mutation their effect is supposed to be almost negligible. On the other

hand, the inter-species crossover, in particular the proportional one- and

two-point crossovers, are applied with relatively high operator rates. Conse¬

quently, their influence on the optimization performance could be a reason

for the differences in efficiency.
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Figure 5.6: Median objective values from the best solutions of

30 optimization runs for boolean and variable-length representa¬

tion.

A potential problem known from GP applications is the occurrence of

so-called blonts. Such bloats describe the tendency of the solutions to grow

in length the longer the optimization process runs. In particular for the

setups 6*i and S-2 this phenomenon would have to occur due to their low

mass constraint. In Figure 5.7 the respective average numbei of patches
are shown. Although the average number of patches of the variable-length

representation are slightly increased during the optimization process this

cannot be explained with the bloat phenomenon. It is rather the contin¬

uing optimization process finding improved solutions with smaller patches
which locally increase the stiffness of the structure and therefore increase

the first eigenfrequency. In the beginning of the optimization process it is

much more likely that individuals with few relatively large patches are su¬

perior, whereas the optimization process is typically able to arrange more

but smaller patches later on. It is in the nature of the variable-length patch

representation that no non-coding sequences in the genotype can occur, i.e.,
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Figure 5.7: Median number of patches from the best solutions

of 30 optimization runs for boolean and variable-length represen¬

tation.

each patch of a genotype is mapped to the FE-model what automatically

leads to an increased mass of the structure. Additionally, the minimum

patch size is given by the gene definitions for the length and the width of

the patch and therefore the number of patches cannot grow unlimited.

The results gained from this optimization example cannot be generalized
to any other variable-length optimization concept, but at least for composite
laminate optimization tasks the presented approach is promising. The next

section presents the application of the variable-length laminate optimization

concept to a problem from engineering practice the optimization of a

hockey stick.

5.4 Hockey stick optimization

The variable-length representation concept for composite laminates was ap¬

plied to the optimization of a hockey stick [124]. The main goal of this

application is to show the applicability of the variable-length representation

concept to arbitrary laminate optimization problems, hence, no performance

and solution quality comparison to a fixed-length representation concept is

carried out. The design objective is to determine a stacking sequence with

minimal mass in consideration of stiffness and cost constraints. Only the ba¬

sic idea and results are presented within this section in order to demonstrate

the capabilities of the laminate optimization framework. A presentation of

all results would go far beyond the scope of this chapter.
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5.4.1 FE-model

I he hockey stick is manufact itred from a foam coie which is surrounded b\

caibon. glass, and/or aramid fiber-reinforced plastics 1'he shaft and (lie

blade have to fulfill several requirements in terms of stiffness and strength,

hence, the stacking sequence needs to be varied in diffeient regions of I lu-

stick.

For the construction of a hockev stick two different load cases have to

be consideied. First, a lateral load case as shown in Figure 5.X allows foi an

estima! ion of the st illness proporl ies of the st k k. A second load case models

(he ultimate- load applied when a slap shot occurs, see Figuie 5.0 For both

load cases a maximum defle< tion can be measured in the middle of the shaft

and at the blade, respectively.

The I'Tj-model is built from quadratic S-node layered shell elements

which model the reinforcement plies and (lie foam coie is modeled bv

quadratic l()-node tet rahedral solid elements.

wij.w.>iw»i^Mpm»CTmT»CTroroyAi

Figure 5.8: Lateral displacement load easi

Figure 5.9: Shot load case

5.4.2 Representation

Obviously, the patch gene as it is introduced in Section o 2 cannot be Irans-

fored to this optimization in its original form. The basic shape of a patch
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is still rectangular, but the mapping from genotype to phenotype is not 2-

dimensional anymore. Consequently, the patch representation needs to be

slightly adapted to the new design space, i.e. the surface of the hockey stick.

In Figure 5.10 a single patch is depicted with its defining parameters. The

positioning of the patch is determined by the distance x between the mid¬

point of the patch and the shaft end. The length I of the patch is defined

in the direction of the shaft and the orientation 7 is given relative to this

direction. An adaptation is required for the definition of the patch geometry

along the circumference of the shaft. From a manufacturing point of view

it is not reasonable to use patches which start or end in the middle of a

shaft surface. Thus, the starting edge of the patch is defined by a further

parameter which can take values from 1 to 4 as indicated in Figure 5.10.

Another parameter which can also take values from 1 to 4 is finally intro¬

duced defining how many shaft surfaces are covered by the respective patch,

i.e., a value of 1 produces a patch which covers only one surface;, a value

of 4 leads to a patch covering the entire circumference. Finally, a material

parameter defines which fabric is chosen for the respective patch.

A base laminate is used for the entire shaft and the reinforcing patches
are exclusively arranged on the shaft. The blade has a predetermined stack¬

ing sequence which is not subject to optimization. The mapping from geno¬

type to phenotype is implemented by incorporating the FELyX library into

the optimization framework. Thus, each finite element, can be directly ac¬

cessed and the respective patches can be mapped to the VK-model.

Figure 5.10: Hockey stick patch gene.
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5.4.3 Optimization formulation

The main goal of this optimization is to determine a stacking sequence pos¬

sessing the same structural stiffness as state-of-the-art hockey sticks, but the

mass should be reduced as much as possible. Furthermore, a cost constraint

has to be satisfied in order to comply with a given maximum production cost.

Unfortunately, failure criteria could not be considered within the scope of

this work, since FELyX did not provide the required postprocessing routines

at this time.

The fitness formulation introduced in Section '2.5 is employed for this

optimization. The mass of the stick is the design objective and three ad¬

ditional constraints are to be considered. The costs are formulated as an

upper limit constraint, whereas both the lateral and the shot deflection are

defined as target constraints.

Mass Costs Latei al deflection Shot deflection

^init 0.35 [kg]

Ucbtim 0.18 [kg]
^limit 28 [Fr]
^ torqet 10 [mm] 450 [mm]
^ feu* toi 2 [Fr] 5 [mm] 250 [mm]
^- adrri-tol 0.15 [mm] 10 [mm]

Table 5.3: Objective and constraint definitions foi the hockey

stick optimization.

Four different materials can be used for the laminate, namely carbon-

and glass-fiber reinforced unidirectional plies, and carbon- and glass-fiber

reinforced woven fabrics. The properties of these standard fabrics are not

listed within this thesis, but they can be found in [124].
The population size is defined to be 56 and the same variation operators

as presented above are employed. The geometric crossover is appropriately

adapted in order to exchange patches from either the lower or the upper

part of the shaft.

5.4.4 Results

The optimization is completely random initialized and the maximum number

ol patches is set to 12. Since already a base laminate is applied and only
the reinforcement plies are subject to optimization, this nunibei is chosen

rather high. The convergence behavior of the optimization run is plotted in

Figuie 5.11. During the optimization the number of patches is continuously
reduced until the best solutions consists of only two large patches covering
almost the entire shait. The mass can be clearly reduced and the cost
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constraint, is never violated, whereas both target constraints are satisfied

after 150 generations. However, the results have to be interpreted carefully,
since the missing failure criteria should be considered as well. Unfortunately,
it cannot be guaranteed that in some highly stressed regions the failure

criteria could be violated, but in this case, the optimization algorithm should

be able to locally reinforce tin; structure with an additional small patch.
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Figure 5.11: Result plots of the; hockey stick optimization.

5.5 Conclusion

Within the scope of this chapter a variable-length representation concept

for composite laminate optimization is presented. It, is a combination of

variable-length representation, which is widely used in the evolutionary op¬

timization community, and the patch concept for composite laminate opti¬
mization.

A benchmark problem dealing with the maximization of the first, eigen-

frequency of a rectangular plate indicates that the variable-length approach,
at least in its current, implementation, performs superior to the boolean

representation approach which has been used so far for composite laminate

optimization. Furthermore, the optimization of a hockey stick demonstrates

the applicability of the concept to problems from engineering practice,

although the simulation model used lacks the consideration of failure cri¬

teria. Just recently FELyX has been provided with the postprocessing of

state-of-the-art failure criteria so that this aspect, could also be considered

in future laminate optimization problems.

A possible drawback of the presented method is the mapping stage where
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the rectangular patch is mapped to the FE-model. First of all, the patch
should not be necessarily of rectangular shape, i.e. other shapes should

also be possible in order to only place über fabrics where they are really

required. This could be achieved by introducing patches of more complex

shape, but the search space would grow accordingly. A second issue is the

injectivity of the mapping process. The patches can cross the boundaries of

the design space and the rectangular patches are discretized depending on

tin- granularity of the FE-mesh, hence, different genotypes can be mapped
to identical phenotypes what may affect the search process adversely. In

Chapter 7 a novel approach to laminate optimization is presented which

is based on mathematical graphs as representation concept addressing the

identified drawbacks of this method.



Chapter 6

Graph-based truss

optimization

This chapter is based on the publication: Evolutionary tni.ss topology opti¬

mization using a graph-based parameterization concept [92]

6.1 Introduction

In the held of truss optimization a variety of methods have been developed
in the last decades. A lot of research has been done on the ground struc¬

ture appioach initiated by Dorn [55] where the members and the nodes are

selected from a highly connected ground structure. The cross-sectional ar¬

eas of the members are considered as continuous design variables, whereas

the nodal locations are fixed [125] or can be moved [126, 127] in order to

minimize the mass or the compliance of the truss structure. Most often the

optimization objective is restricted to comply with stress and eigenfrequency
constraints as well as local and global stability requirements) as for exam¬

ple can be seen in Pedersen and Nielson [128]. These types of constraints

complicate the search for the global optimum due to the phenomenon of

singulai topologies. A thorough summary of many methods dealing with

design-dependent constraints, e.g. the e-relaxation approach [129], can be

found in liozvany [130]. Furthermore, stress ratio and compliance based

methods, e.g. Fully Stressed Design (FSD) or Uniform Energy Distribution

(UED), have been thoroughly investigated. A critical review of these and

further popular methods, e.g. Evolutionary Structural Optimization (ESO,
see [131]) or Adaptive Biological Growth (ABG), can be found in [132].

Besides all the above mentioned methods, the application of GA to

truss optimization has been investigated in several publications. Hajela
and Lee [56] use GA to develop near-optimal topologies by subdividing the

optimization task into two stages. The first stage generates a number of

kinematically stable truss topologies, whereas the second stage is dedicated
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to the member sizing in order to get a minimum weight structure. Azid et

al. [59] employ evolutionary genetic search in combination with a slightly
modified ground structure approach for the layout optimization of a three-

dimensional truss and Liiigyim et al. [133] successfully apply a niche hybrid
GA to truss optimization with frequency constraints. Kawamura et al. [134]
present an interesting representation approach by using triangular elements

as basic design entity. The topologies produced by this method are guar¬

anteed to have neithei needless members noi undesirable overlaps between

members and only stable structures can occur. All these examples show that

GAs arc also well-suited for the optimization of truss structures, although a

global optimum solution can hardly be found. Furthermore, these examples

have in common that they are based on binary or real-valued representation,

i.e., the design variables are organized in vectors which are manipulated by

variation operators according to the basic theory of KA.

Basically, the topology of a tiuss stiucture can also be considered and

modeled as a mathematical graph (cl. Appendix C). The nodes of the truss

shuctuie can be regarded as vertices, whereas the members correspond to

the edges of the graph. Kawamoto et al. [135] use the graph representation
hi combination with the ground structure approach to perform topology

optimization of symmetric mechanisms. Their idea is to embed some topo¬

logical graphs into the ground structure in order to reduce the complexity
of the optimization problem

In this chapter a novel combination of EAs and mathematical graph

theory is applied to truss optimization. The complete truss topology is

represented by a graph, whereas each vertex corresponds to a node and

each member is described by an edge. In other words, instead of holding the

information of the truss stiucture in a conventional 1-dimensional genotype,

the graph itself is considered as the genotype and special vaiiation operators

are directly applied on it. Additionally, some typical graph algorithms, e.g.

Cuthill-McKee reordering and connectivity analysis, are used in order to

impiove the optimization efficiency or filter out globally unstable solutions.

The main motivation to investigate this combination of methods is the

independence of any kind of ground structure. Furthermore, this approach
overcomes the ordinary restriction of having constant-length genotypes for

genetic search, i.e., the number of design entities must remain unchanged
where the only way to remove members from the truss structure is to let

the cross-sectional area be null or to use a binaiy gene determining whether

the member exists or not. Only Ryoo and Hajela [118] investigate a binary-
encoded representation concept based on variable-length genotypes The

graph representation approach provides more flexibility, since the size of

the graphs can arbitrarily change during the optimization process and even

graphs of unequal size can be recombined.

In Section 6.2 the graph genotype as representation concept is defined.

Section 6.3 deals with graph variation operators required for mutating and
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mating graph individuals. Finally, Section 6.4 presents three planar numer¬

ical examples in order to demonstrate the strength of the concept at hand.

Moreover, an introduction to graph theory explaining the basic notions is

given in Appendix C.

6.2 The graph genotype

6.2.1 Representation requirements

In Figure 6.1 a classic two-dimensional truss structure is depicted with its

corresponding graph genotype. For each node of the structure three different

data types need to be known:

• a unique identifier,

• the planar or spatial coordinates,

• and a boolean parameter determining whether the node can be moved

during the optimization process or not. Clamped or loaded nodes must

not be relocated.

Additionally, some information about each member is required:

• the two unique identifiers of the member's nodes,

• and the cross-sectional area.

All the above mentioned information is required to unambiguously de¬

fine the truss structure and has therefore to be represented by the graph

genotype.

According to Balakrishnan and Ranganathan [136] a simple graph has

no loops and no multiple, i.e. parallel, edges and in computer science such

(1,1,0)

Figure 6.1: Simple truss structure and the schematic illustra¬

tion of its corresponding graph genotype.
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vertex label X y movdble

id 1 0 0 false

v2 2 Ü l fali>e

iï.i 3 1 i falbe

vA 1 [Od] [0,1] true

edge label 1 label 2 weight/area

el L 2 1

e'2 1 4 1

t3 2 3 1

e\ 2 /| 1

pr> :j -1 1

Table 6.1: Node/vertex and member/edge properties

graphs are generally termed acyclic. Loops do not make sense in a truss

structure as they only contribute to the overall mass but not to the struc¬

tural stiffness. Parallel edges are undesired because they would unnecessarily

inciease the complexity of the structure and they could easily be replaced

by single edges Furthermore, (he requirement of a unique identifiei for each

node can be realized by using a labeled graph, whereas it is reasonable to

choose integers as labels. The coordinates of the nodes and the boolean

parameter are assigned to the graph genotype's veitices by introducing or¬

dinary vertex properties As stated in Definition 11 in Appendix C.l each

edge is defined by an unordered pair of incident vertices. In practice, these

vertices are identified by their labels, hence, each edge can be represented as

a pair of labels. Finally, the cross-sectional area of each member can easily
be mapped to the graph genotype by interpreting it as an edge weight.

Summarizing, the graph genotype needs to be a simple, labeled, and

weighted graph supplemented with additional vertex properties. Each ver¬

tex holds properties defining its label (unique integer), the position (three
floating-point numbers for the spatial coordinates) and whether it is allowed

to move or not (boolean variable), whereas every edge holds the information

about its endpoints (labels of respective nodes) and its cross-sectional area.

Recalling the example illustrated in Figure 6 1, the Table 6.1 lists all

required information. The membeis should all have a cross-sectional area

of unity. Only vertex vi is neither clamped nor loaded, thus, its position
can be anywhere in the square design space.

Rozvany [83] defines layout optimization tus the simultaneous selection of

the optimal topology (spatial sequence or connectivity of members), geome¬

try (location of intersections), and cross-sechonal dimension* (sizing). The

graph genotype allows for the concurrent optimization of all these aspects

of structural optimization, although this leads to a tremendous complexity
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of the optimization task. The topology of a truss structure can be modified

by either changing label 1 or label 2 of an edge (or both) or adding and

removing members. The coordinates of the nodes define the geometry of

the truss structure. It is important to strictly distinguish between clamped

or loaded nodes, they must not be moved, and free nodes which can be

placed anywhere in the design space. Consequently, only the coordinates

of movable nodes are subject to changes during the optimization process.

Finally, the sizing optimization is realized by modifying the edge weights of

the respe< tive members. Needless to say, separate optimization of the above-

mentioned properties is possible, but not recommended, since a separately

optimized topology may no longer be optimal if the geometry is changed.

6.2.2 Graph genotype analysis

Each graph genotype produced during the optimization process has to be

mapped to a FE-model for the evaluation of its fitness composed of ob¬

jective and constraint values. Unfortunately, not each graph genotype (or
individual when speaking in terms of evolutionary optimization) can be sue

cessfully mapped to a running FE model. After applying variation operators

individuals can occur representing novel truss topologies which would fail in

the evaluation step. Thus, there are several obvious preconditions a graph

genotype has to fulfill in order to guarantee feasibility of the truss structure:

1. no non-connected subgraphs1 may occur,

2. all the clamped and loaded veitices (nodes) must be connected, and

3. the represented truss topology must be statically determinate.

It would be absolutely useless to start the mapping and evaluation process

for individuals not complying with these requirements, hence, tin1 optimiza¬
tion efficiency would be decisively decreased. Such individuals as for exam¬

ple depicted in Figure 6.2 need to be filtered out before by applying graph

analysis algorithms.

Connected components A path is a sequence of vertices where each

vertex is connected by an edge to the subsequent vertex in the path. If

there exists a path from vertex u to v, then vertex v is said to be reachable

from u. A connected component is a group of vertices in an undirected

giaph which are all reachable from one another, whereas a single vertex

is considered to form the smallest possible component. The connected-

components algorithm (based on the depth-first search algorithm, for details

see [137]) is able to quickly determine such connected components. Not only

the total number of connected components is given, but also the grouping

lA graph IT is railed d, suhgiaph of G, if V{H) Ç V{C)
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of the vertices is provided. Thus, the connected-components algorithm is

perfectly suited to check the first and the second precondition.
In order to comply with the first precondition, the number of connected

components must either exactly be equal to one, i.e. all vertices are con¬

nected to each other, or, if there are more connected components, only one

of them may contain more than one vertex. Furthermore, the second piecon-

dition says that no clamped or loaded nodes may be represented by isolated

vertices. Consequently, all the conesponding vertices must be contained in

the same connected component

Figure 6.2: Two undesired topologies filtered out due to viola¬

tion of precondition 1 (left) and 2 (right), respectively.

Statical determinacy The statical determinacy of a truss structure can

be estimated by applying Maxwell's algebraic rule (see e.g. Fowler and

Guest [138] and references therein). Generally, the rule can be formulated

as

f = d- n(G(V, E)) - m(G(V, E)) -

.s, (6.1)

where d is the dimensionality, ,s is the number of supports, and n and in are

the order and the size (cf. Appendix C) of the mathematical giaph repre¬

senting the truss structure, respectively. If / = 0, at least a necessary but

not in general sufficient condition for establishing statical determinacy is

fulfilled. Individuals for which it holds / < 0 are statically overdetermined

and can also be eonsideied as feasible solutions. However, each individ¬

ual is checked for compliance with Equation (i.l and the FE-evaluation of

individuals not fulfilling the condition is omitted.

Nevertheless, all these individuals violating at least one precondition are

consciously kept in the optimization process and the population, respec¬

tively, since their 'genetic material' is not necessarily useless. It would be

a possibility to repair individuals not complying with the preconditions by

applying further graph algorithms and inserting edges in order to stabilize

the truss structures, but practice has shown that in an optimization run

only a low percentage of individuals aie infeasible.

Î
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6.2.3 Implementation

The entire code is implemented in C++ and based on four libraries. As

optimization engine, the Evolving Objects library [93] (EOlib) is employed

providing the basic functionalities required for evolutionary computation.

The implementation of the graph genotype itself is a combination of the

Boost Graph Library [137, 139] (BGL) and the universal genotype concept

(cf. Appendix A). The vertex labels are icpresented by integer-genes pro¬

viding lower and upper limits, the vertex coordinates and the edge weights
are described by float-genes, and a bool-gene indicates whether a vertex is

movable or not.

Due to the huge number of evaluations typically required for evolutional y

optimizations, FELyX (cf. Appendix B) is utilized allowing for extremely

fast mapping and evaluation procedures. The graph genotype properties

are mapped to 3D-spar uniaxial tension-compression elements with three

degrees of freedom at each node. For any computation the self-weight of

the truss members is not taken into consideration The build-up of the FE

model is completed by inserting the boundary conditions of clamped and

loaded nodes. Fmally, parallel computing is made possible by including the

Parallel Virtual Machine [99] (PVM) library.

6.3 Graph variation operators

ft is crucial that the variation operators cover all aspects of layout opti¬

mization, i.e., they have to allow for changes concerning the topology, the

geometry, and the sizing of the truss structures. There are a lot of possi¬

ble operators acting on vertices and edges and their properties, respectively.
The only restriction is to keep the number of vertices (connected or un¬

connected) constant, otherwise some graph algorithms cannot be applied

anymore. For the illustration of the effect of mutation and crossover opera¬

tors the adjacency matrix is used which is defined in Appendix C.2.

6.3.1 Mutation operators

Generally, topology mutation can be considered as a transformation hA :

A0 — Am„t of the respective graph adjacency inatiix, whereas the geometry

and the sizing can be mutated by altering the respective vertex and edge

properties.

6.3.1.1 Topology mutation operators

Random removal or insertion of edges Probably the simplest possible
mutation operator concerning topology optimization is the random insertion

or removal of edges. A random number generator (RNG) is used to deter¬

mine an edge to be removed. Analogously, two vertices are chosen by RNG
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which are newly connected with an edge, whereas the edge weight, i e. the

cross-sectional area of the newly created member, is also determined by

chance. In the example below the edge (;;2, vS) is removed while another

edge (vl,u'S) is inserted.

0 wu wu Wh

«'12 0 0 U>24

W13 0 0 W,$4

W]4 W'24 W'$4 0

Removal or connection of free edges It might happen that individuals

occur having vertices with only one incident edge. Obviously, such edges are

not reasonable and do not contribute to an optimum truss structure. Conse¬

quently, such vertices need to be completely isolated (if they are not loaded

or clamped) or a second edge (or also a third edge in the three-dimensional

case) needs to be inserted in order to stabilize the truss structure. Newly

inserted edges are initialized with random edge weights.

Flipping edges This operator changes the topology by flipping edges, i.e.,

one endpoint of an existing edge is reconnected to another vertex, whereas

the new endpoint is determined by chance. The edge weight of flipped edges

is not changed as can be seen in the example below

'

0 wu Wu Wu'

Wu 0 U/23 W'2i

Wu W2i 0 0
'

W{4 W24 0 0

where w^ = («34.

Merging or disconnection of vertices A general problem when apply¬

ing variation operators is that the structure can hardly become simpler with

ordinary removal of edges. If a truss structure is statically determinate one

cannot simplify it by removing a single edge, since this transforms the truss

topology to a mechanism. Therefore, two similar strategies are implemented

as mutation operators. Either a vertex is completely disconnected from the

remaining structure, i.e., all the edge weights in one row and its correspond¬

ing column in the adjacency matrix are deleted, or the incident edges of two

vertices are merged as can be seen in the example below (iùi and <;4 are

merged)

0 wu wu 0

Wu 0 W-2A 0

Wu W2A 0 0
'

0 0 0 0

Ao

0 wu 0 wu

WU 0 U?23 «;24

0 W2'i 0 W34

W\4 W'24 Wi,4 0

1?77 Ut

0 wu

wu 0

0 «>23

W\4 W24

0 Wu

W23 W24

0 W34

</>34 0

A0

0 W\2 0 '^14

WU 0 W2d W24

0 W23 0 W34

M^14 W24 W34 0

lmut
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where wis — wn- ff both involved vertices are movable, the new vertex lies

exactly in between the two original vertices.

6.3.1.2 Geometry mutation operators

The geometry of the truss structure can only be influenced by the vertex

locations. Thus, mutating the vertex locations leads to a direct geometric

variation of the original individual. There are (wo types of mutation, i.e.

the uniform and the Gaussian mutation strategies, which are applied to

all vertex location coordinates with a certain probability. Since the vertex

locations are implemented by float-genes, these mutations can be applied in

a stiaightforward way.

6.3.1.3 Sizing mutation operators

The sizing mutation operators work similar to the geometry mutation oper¬

ators. Analogously, an uniform and a Gaussian mutation strategy is imple¬
ment ed for mutating the edge weights of the truss structure.

6.3.2 Crossover operators

The crossover opeiatois can be considered as transformations C : Ap\, Ap2 —>

A0\,A02 of two parent to two offspring individuals. They work most effi¬

ciently if they exchange substructures of the original trusses and therefore

the Cuthill-McKee reordering algorithm is employed (cf. Appendix 0.3).
The purpose of applying Cut hill-McKee reordering is to precondition the

graphs representing truss structures in terms of similarity, hi order to

achieve maximum similarity the starting vertices of the reordering algorithm
of both original graphs have to be the same-, i.e. they should have the same

coordinates. Tt is therefore most reasonable to choose a non-movable vertex

(clamped or loaded) at the boundary of the design space as starting vertex.

A similar vertex labeling of the original graphs guarantees that the truss

structures can be split at similar positions, hence, more realistic structures

occur after the crossover operations.

6.3.2.1 Topology crossover operators

Proportional edge crossover This crossover type is similar to an ordi¬

nary one-point crossover for traditional 1-dimensional vector genotypes, but

it also works for graphs of unequal edge numbers (w(Gpi) ^ rn{Gpi)). After

Cuthill-McKee reordering of both parent individuals and determining a ran¬

dom number r [0,1], the number of edges of the parent graph genotypes

Api and Api are multiplied by r and rounded to integer numbers to get the

split positions in the adjacency matrices. Two offspring graph genotypes

A0\ and A02 are then created by exchanging all edges following after the
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respective split positions as can be seen in the example below. The value of

7* is set to 0.52 and the edge weights of parent Ap\ are equal unity and the

edge weights of Ap2 arc equal to two for simpler identification of parents and

their offspring. The subscripts indicate the number of the respective edge.

APi
=

The split position for the first parent is after the fourth edge and the second

parent is split after the fifth edge. Consequently, this leads to offspring of

tin; following topology.

0 ll h U "0 2i 22

ll 0 u 2. 0 2s 24

12

Is

U 0

Is

Is

0

le

I7
Ap2 =

•h 2»

2.1

0

2s

2s

0

26

28

27

29

l« 17 0

0

2c

27

28

29

0

210

2io

0

Ao\

0 1, 12 1M

li 0 14

12 I4 0 2G 27

13 0 2« 2g

2fi 28 0 2io

27 2g 2io 0

V2

0 2L 22

2i 0 2n 2,i

22 23 0 2,5 1q

24 25 0 17

16 17 0

In Figure 6.3 the parents and their offspring are depicted.

v2„ v3^ v5_ „v2 „v3 „v5

Figure 6.3: Parents and offspring of a proportional edge cross¬

over.

Uniform edge exchange The second topology variation operator ex¬

changes incident edges of some randomly chosen vertices. After the Cuthill-

McKee reordering is executed an equally labeled vertex is chosen from each
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parent genotype. The respective rows and columns of these vertices are then

simply exchanged leading to topologically novel offspring individuals. The

edge weights of all incident edges of both vertices remain unchanged. As an

example, the incident edges of vertices v6 of the parent individuals Ap\ and

Ap2 in Figure 6.3 are exchanged. Below the resulting adjacency matrices of

the offspring are shown.

2i 22

0 2 3 24

2j 0 2^ 2(-,

2/i 2^ 0 2&

26 28 0

()_

6.3.2.2 Geometry crossover operators

The aim of ciossoveis altering the geometry of some individuals is to average

two paient individuals regarding their vertex coordinates. In other words,

after the Curhill-McKee reordering is executed the operator iterates over all

vertices in of both parent individuals and geometrically mates them with

a certain probability. The identically labeled vertices of both parents are

processed with hypercube and segment crossovers as they are introduced

in Section 2.4 Provided that their vertex coordinates are allowed to be

changed, each component of the vertex coordinates is modified.

6.3.2.3 Sizing crossover operators

The sizing crossover operators work similar to the geometry crossover oper¬

ators. First, the Cuthill-McKee reordering is also applied for the precondi¬

tioning of the parent individuals. Analogously to the geometry crossovers,

segment and hypercube crossover strategies are implemented for mating the

edge weights of the parent individuals.

6.4 Numerical examples

Three numerical examples are presented in this section The first example

is a variation of the ten-bar truss problem known from several publica¬
tions [125, 140, 141] which is examined for validation purposes. The second

example is similar, but the size of the structure is increased and it illus¬

trates the independency from any kind of ground structure. Finally, the

third example discusses the optimization of a 52-bar planar truss known

from several publications [142, 143, 144]. The full capacity of the graph rep¬

resentation is demonstrated by reformulating this example in a much freer

way allowing for arbitrary topologies and geometries of the structuie. For

0 11 h u

ll 0 1

12 u 0 u 15 27

h 14 0 1 2q

1* 1 0 210

SlO

io2

0

2i

22
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all presented truss structures circular cross sections are used, but the con¬

cept is absolutely not limited to such simple geometries. These examples

are chosen to demonstrate (he applicability of the graph représentât ion to

simple examples, but it is not intended to compete with other algorithms in

terms oi efficiency yet.

6.4.1 The modified ten-bar truss optimization

Most often, the ten members of the ground structure indicated by solid lines

in Figure 6.4 are optimized by MP methods. However, this example can also

be treated by using the graph genotype1 concept. In a first step the positions

of the nodes are fixed and only the optimum number of members m and

their sizes aT = [01,02,... ,am], i.e. their cross-sectional areas, should be

optimized. In contrast to the traditional problem formulation, all of the

riodc-s may be connected to each other, hence, a total number of mmiir = ri'

(n — l)/2 = 15 members is possible, where /; = 6 is the total number of nodes.

A minimum number of mmiri = 4 is required in order to form the simplest

possible statically determinant truss topology. Since the optimum number of

members is not known in advance, the graph genotype is allowed to contain

between four and fifteen edges. The formulation of the optimization problem

is therefore formulated as follows, where the subscript 1 refers to the /-th

member

m

minimize O(a) = /JiP,(h
»=i

subject to <t[""1 < a, (a,) < <t',

a,(a,) > off«,),

cij > 0,

m
nun

< m < '"mur, (6.2)

where /, is the length, p, is the density, and a, is the cross-sectional area of

the / th member. Furthermore, the stress limit in tension cr'"'1' > 0 and the

stress limit in compression a"1"1 < 0 need to be observed in each member i.

All members have a circular cross-sectional areas, hence, the Euler buckling

stress can be calculated as

<>,) = -atirEt/(2l,)2 (6.3)

and the margin of safety against buckling can be defined as

= f£^-l, (6.4)
o-,(o,j

where rn.i < 0 indicates buckling of (he respective member. Due to the

academical nature of this optimization problem, the effect of
initialimper¬fectionsis

neglected.
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Figure 6.4: The ground structure of the ten-bar tiuss problem

(solid lines) with five additional members indicated by dashed

mes

An EA-based optimization lequires the definition of a fitness function or

value, resppctively, assessing the quality of each individual. For that purpose

the fitness formulations presented in Section 2 5 are employed.

6.4.1.1 Results

The optimization results are compaied to the results of Quo et al. [125]
and Stolpe and Svanberg [140]. Thus, the same data are used for material

and geometrical parameters, i.e., the height of the structure is h = 360, the

external load is given by F = 100, and for the material data and the stress

limits it holds a"1 = -20, <r,ma< = 20, E, = 104, and p, = 0.1 for all >.

The optimization is randomly initialized, i.e. no prior knowledge is intro¬

duced, and run with a population size of 50 individuals over 1600 generations

what is a moderate number of evaluations for genetic search and such a sim¬

ple model. The fast computation, processing some hundred individuals per

second, leads to short optimization times. The crossover operators are ap¬

plied with a general probability of 0.7, whereas the general mutation rate

is set to 0.25. The probabilities of application of the single mutation and

crossover operators are relatively weighted, but kept constant during the

entire optimization process.

The final result of the optimization using the graph genotype concept is

convincing. In Table 6.2 the result (a) is compared to the published results

of Guo et al. [125] (ä) and Stolpe and Svanberg [140] (â) It clearly outper¬

forms the solution of Guo et al. since its weight is significantly lower and all

optimization constraints are met. Moreover, the optimization converges to

the same at least local optimum as in Stolpe and Svanberg [140], whereas

they solve the problem with the sequential quadratic programming package
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Member a â â ä

Ol 500000 5 00000 5 00139 12 8538

(12 Ü 5 00000 5 00139 9 48097

m 70 35876 70 35876 70 3595 72 6613

«4 40 62160 0 - 27 0939

a=> 57 44769 40 62165 40 6388 26 4674

ab 40 62165 0 - 49 7662

aj 14 14214 14 14214 14 14214 2 53085

"s 0 0 - -

«i 7 07107 0 - 2 13747

«1U 0 68 31720 68.3187

an -

a m
- - - -

Weight 8785.79 8553 44 8557 45 5898 23

Table 6.2: Resulting area vectors: ä from Guo et al. [125],
â from Stolpe and Svanberg [140], â from the graph genotype

optimization, and ä from the optimization with movable nodes.

SNOPT [115]. The difference in weight is approximately foui grams only,

hence, the optimization result marginally misses the best solution known to¬

day. A further optimization is almost impossible using EAs because1 the con¬

straint values cannot exactly be reached, i.e. the tension members show ten¬

sion values of 19.90 < <t,(h,) < 20.00 and the compression members closely

reach the Euler buckling value (0 < ms < 8.4455 10~4). Thus, the solution

is almost fully stressed.

It is absolutely obvious that EAs are ill-suited for the fine t lining at the

end of the optimization process since the topology can hardly be changed
and only geometric and sizing parameters are adjusted. Additionally, it

would be useful to alter the strategy parameters as the optimization runs,

because some variation operators aie more useful at the beginning when the

topology is determined and souk1 otheis should be forced hi the end for the

line tuning. It is a matter of fact that adaptive (with regard to optimization

process variables) as well as hybrid (combination of different optimization

methods lib1 stochastic search and MP) strategies could be helpful here.

However, the graph genotype concept proves to be working.

6.4.1.2 Optimization including movable nodes

This example completely excludes geometry optimization since all the node

positions are fixed. A further optimization is performed enabling the nodes

without supports or loading, namely vertices v4 and u5, to move1. The result

is depicted in Figure 6.5 and the cioss-sectional areas ä of the members are

also presented in Table 6.2.

The most obvious difference between this and the first solution without
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Figure 6.5: Optimization result with movable nodes. Final

cooidinates are vi: (299.62/172.99) and u5: (453.59/219.50)

moving nodes is the topology. One may expect that the topology would re¬

main the same and only the geometry would be changed, but although lots of

optimization runs are perfoimed, it is impossible to find a lighter lesult hav¬

ing the same topology as the original result with static nodes. Obviously,

the concurrent optimization of topology, geometry, and sizing leads to a

result that could hardly be reached with sequential optimization of topol¬

ogy, geometiy and sizing. Again, the solution is almost fully stressed, i.e.,

the stresses in tension bars are 19.99 < cr,(a,) < 20.00 and the compression

members are close to the Euler buckling value (0 < ms < 2.7633 10~4).

6.4.2 Extended planar truss optimization

The purpose of this example1 is to increase the complexity of the optimization

problem by intioducing more loaded nodes In particular, there is no need

to assume a ground structure and, thus, the variety of different topologies
is not limited in advance. The problem formulation is exactly the same as

shown in Equations 6.2 except for the maximum number of vertices n and

the number of edges m. For this problem it holds n = 14, whereas the ver¬

tices v\, v2, ..,
v7 cannot move, and 10 < in < 25 what is considered to be

sufficient to allow for all reasonable topologies. The external load F — 100

is applied five times and the loaded nodes are equidistantly distributed over

the length of the structure (h = 360). The optimization is randomly initial¬

ized independent from any kind of ground structure and all seven movable

vertices could be placed anywhere in the design space indicated by dashed

lines in Figure 6.6.
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6.4.2.1 Results

The optimization reveals that the number of potential vertices is chosen too

high, since only three vertices arc incorpoiated into the optimum structure

also depicted in Figure 6.6. The remaining four movable vertices are isolated

and therefore not depicted. In Table 6.3 a summary of the optimization

result is given. For the tension members the axial stresses aie listed, foi the-

compression members the margins of safety according to Equation 6.4 un¬

stated.

Member à V,(Ui) mb

(H 146 131 - A 7825 10"
-'i

02 153 003 - 4 7832 10"
--'

"! 60 0126 19.9958 -

£J4 24 L227 - 4 7978 10"
-2

filr, 62 7303 19 9975 -

a<, 73 5705 - 4 787b 10
2

«7 71 5349 - 1 7884 10"
-2

(lii 16 4156 19 9974 -

ay 33 3882 19 9970 -

am 58 7885 - 4 81,% 10"
~z

(in 77 4532 - 4 7868 10
_2

au 817042 19 9951 -

a-i i 18 3018 l<j()<M<) -

«14 33.1583 - 4 8027 10"
2

Gt-j 95 5592 4 7816 10
2

«ifi 13 3872 19 9947 -

Table 6.3: Results of the extended planar optimization exam-

pie.

The structure consists of sixteen members and has an overall weight

Figure 6.6: Optimum result for the extended planar truss

optimization. Final coordinates are v8. (381.58/188.12), v9:

(673.41/144.95), and «10: (981.52/188.72)
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of 36704 grams. The optimization process is converged to a solution with

almost fully stressed members. The axial stresses in the tension members

are close to the limit and also the compression members have only a mi¬

nor Euler buckling reserve of approximately 5%. The similarity of these

values is caused by the fitness function definition. The compression mem¬

bers could definitely be pushed closer to the limit, but this would require

a restart of the optimization with adjusted fitness function definition and

decreased standard deviations for Gaussian mutation. Instead of using EAs

for thib purpose, a MP method should be used for the final fine tuning, of

the structure. Finally, it has to be noted that this optimization result would

not have been possible with a ground structure approach only connecting

neighboring nodes as in the1 traditional ten-bar truss problem. The triangle

structure vi, /;8, *;9 could not have been generated. This result clearly shows

that the graph genotype concept proves to be working for laigei problems

and may lead to innovative topologies.

6.4.3 Planar 52-bar truss optimization problem

6.4.3.1 Benchmark optimization

The planar 52-bar truss problem shown in Figure 6 7 is investigated to

demonstrate the applicability of the graph representation to more complex

optimization tasks and the results are compared to the results presented in

other publications. The total mass of the structure should be minimized

for the given load case, i.e., the nodes /;1 to u4 are simply supported and

each of the nodes from <;17 to v2() is subjected to loads FT = lOOkN and

Fy — 200kN. The maximum allowable stresses in tension as well as in com¬

pression membeis are restricted to 180MPa. Furthermore, the member aieas

are linked into 12 groups according to Table 6.4 and the values of the cross-

sectional areas have to be chosen from Table 6.5. The Young's modulus and

the density are equal for all members and their values are 2.07 x 105 MPa

and 7860kg/wJ, respectively.

Results All the presented solutions, see Table 6.6, satisfy the constraints,

hence, the total mass can directly be compared as a solution quality mea¬

sure. Benchmark 1 from Wu and Chow [142] produces the worst result after

60'000 evaluations and is found by using a steady-state GA applying two-

point crossovers. The results of benchmark 2 from Lemonge [143] (20*000

evaluations) and benchmark 3 from Lemonge and Baibosa [144] (population
size 70, 250 generations in 20 independent runs) are obtained by applying

a generational GA, whereas benchmark 3 additionally includes an adaptive

penalty scheme. According to Lemonge and Barbosa [144] the resulting

masses are essentially equal (1903.366392kg veisus 1903.366416kg) with dis¬

tinct values for some design variables. In fact, the masses are exartlv equal
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2 m 2 m

Figure 6.7: The planar 52-bar truss ground structure.

since only the order of the design variables for the groups A3, Aq, Aq, and

A[2 is exchanged.
The graph-based truss optimization leads to a set of six similar design

solutions, see Table 6.6, all of them having exactly the same mass. The first

two solutions are already known from benchmark 2 arid benchmark 3, bill,

four further solutions, namely variation 1 to variation 4, having the same

mass are found respecting the stress constraint. As already mentioned, the

only difference of these solutions is the order of the cross-sectional areas of

the horizontal members. These results are obtained by running 20 inde¬

pendent and randomly initialized runs with a population size of 100 graph

individuals over 5'000 generations. This inefficiency can probably be ex¬

plained by the fact that only sizing mutation operators and sizing crossover

operators are applied since the topology and the geometry of the structure

must remain unchanged. The graph representation is definitely not suited

to only perform sizing optimization; the binary representation of the bench¬

marks 1 to ,3 obviously outperforms the presented concept when applied to
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Group Members

/li 1, 2, 3, 4

A2 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

A, li, 12, 13

A4 14, 15, 16, 17

A* IS 19, 20, 21, 22, 23

Af. 24, 25, 26

A7 27, 28, 29, 30

A* 31 32, 33, 34, 35, 36

A„ 37, 38, 39

Aw 40, 41, 42, 43

/In 44 15, 40, 47, 48, 49

/112 50, 51, 52

Table 6.4: Member grouping for the 52-bar truss optimization

problem.

No. mm" No. mm'i No. mm" No. mma

1 71.013 17 1008.385 33 2477.414 49 7419.340

2 90.968 18 1045.159 34 2496.769 50 8709.660

3 126.451 19 1161.288 35 2503.221 51 8967.724

4 101.290 20 1283.868 36 2696.769 52 9161.272

5 198.064 21 1374.191 37 2722.575 53 9999.980

6 252.258 22 1535.181 38 2896.768 54 10322.560

7 285.161 23 1690.319 39 2961.284 55 10903.204

8 363.225 24 1696.771 40 3096.768 56 12129.008

9 388.386 25 1858.061 41 3206.445 57 12838.684

10 494.193 26 1890.319 42 3303.219 58 14193.520

11 506,451 27 1993.544 13 3703.218 59 14774.164

12 641.289 28 2019.351 44 4658.055 60 15806.420

13 645.160 29 2180.641 45 5141.925 61 17096.740

14 792.256 30 2238.705 46 5503.215 62 18064.480

15 810.773 31 2290.318 47 5999.998 63 19354.800

16 940.000 32 2341.191 48 6999.986 64 21612.860

Table 6.5: The available cross-sectional areas.

such optimization tasks in terms of efficiency.

Nevertheless, the graph representation is able to cope with this opti¬

mization task and finds a set of six solutions. They are not exactly identical

since; the maximum stresses in their members are different. All solutions

are close to the tipper limit regarding the tension members, but there are

slight differences considering the compression members. For variation 2 the

absolute value of the maximum compression stress is lower than for all other

solutions and therefore this solution has to he considered as being superior

to the others.
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Group Benchmark 1 Benchmark 2 Benchmark 3 Variation 1

A, 4658.055 4658.055 4658.055 4658.055

M 11 Gl.288 1161.288 1161.288 1161.288

Ai 645.160 363.225 494.193 494.193

A, 3303.219 3303.219 3303.219 3303.219

A5 1045.15Ü 940.000 940.000 940.000

A(i 494.193 641.289 641.289 {94.193

Ar 2477.414 2238.705 2238.705 2238.705

A8 1045.159 1008.385 1008.385 1008.385

Ay 285.161 4 9{.193 363.225 363.225

A10 1696.771 1283.868 1283.868 1283.868

An 1045.159 1161.288 1161.288 1161.288

Ai, 641.289 494.193 494.193 6{1.289

W 1970.142 1903.3664 1903.3661 1903.3664

C(mu.r 178.924 179.906 179.897 179.783

Otinin -153.109 -165.81 -165.143 -155.272

Group Variation 2 Variation 3 Variation 4 Buckling

Ax 4658.055 4658.055 4658.055 5999.998

A-, 1161.288 1161.288 1161.288 3703.218

Am 494.I9S {94.193 363.225 1993.544

Ai 3303.219 3303.219 3303.219 3703.218

A, 940.000 940.000 910.000 3703.218

At 363. 225 363.225 494.193 2180.641

A7 2238.705 2238.705 2238.705 2180.641

As 1008.385 1008.385 1008.385 3096.768

Ao 494.193 6{1.289 6{1.289 1993.544

A10 1283.868 1283.868 1283.868 792.256

Au 1161.288 1161.288 1161.288 2477.414

An 641.2m 494.193 {9{.193 1890.319

W 1903.3664 1903.3664 1903.3664 3782.8242

"l mil I
179.962 179.987 179.963 169.468

(Tl m ill
-150.432 -165.484 -165.848 -79.296

Table 6.6: Comparison of the 52-bar planar truss optimiza¬

tion results. Benchmark 1: Wu and Chow [142], benchmark 2:

Lemonge [143], and benchmark 3: Lemonge and Barbosa [144].
The cross-sectional areas of the horizontal members are printed

in italic shape for the six variations of equal mass. For each so¬

lution the total mass, the maximum tension stresses as well as

the maximum compression stresses are stated.

Consideration of Euler buckling From an engineering point of view it

is absolutely mandatory to perform a buckling analysis since the truss mem¬

bers are slender. For this analysis the Euler buckling criterion according to

Equation 6.4 is applied, which reveals that none of the previously presented
truss structures is stable. Consequently, the following truss optimizations
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are extended by an Euler buckling constraint analogously to the examples of

Sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2. The additional Euler buckling constraint in combi¬

nation with the discrete design variables complicates the optimization task.

A lot of individuals violating the buckling constraint are created by the op¬

erators since choosing the next smaller cross-sectional area from Table 6.5

often leads to buckling configurations. Therefore, 20 independent optimiza¬

tions with population size 100 are run over lO'OOO generations leading to the

optimum design with a mass of 3782.8242kg, see Table 6.6. The solution

fulfilling the Eulei stability criteria is almost 100% heavier than the results

of the previously presented optimizations.

6.4.3.2 Free optimization

The planar 52-bar truss optimization problem is reformulated in order to

demonstrate the full capacity of the graph representation. So far, the topol¬

ogy as well as the geometry of the 52-bar truss could not be changed and the

design space was further reduced by the prescribed grouping of the member

cross-sectional areas. Actually, these restrictions inhibit the optimizer from

discovering innovative design solutions. Thus, the optimization task is for¬

mulated in a more flexible manner, i.e., only the supported and the loaded

nodes of the truss are given. All other nodes are not restricted to any lo¬

cation and can move through the design domain, i.e. the rectangle defined

by the vertices vl, v4, u!2, and it) in Figure 6.8. The maximum number of

nodes is chosen to be 20 and the number of members must be in between

10 and GO. The optimization formulation is analogous to the definition in

Equations 6.2 so that the maximum stress constraint as well as the buckling

constraint have to be fulfilled.

The complexity of this optimization task is considerably higher than

before and requires therefore many more evaluations in order to converge to

a solution. First, the population size is set to 500 and the optimization is

run over lO'OOO generations. Afterwards, the best solution of the first run

is taken as initial design foi a second optimization run (population size 250

over 4'000 generations) with adjusted optimization parameters in order to

emphasize the fine tuning of the structure After six million evaluations the

solution depicted in Figure 6.8 is found wit h a final mass of 1097.7158kg. The

cross-sectional areas, the maximum tension stress values, and the margins

of safety tor buckling of each member are within the limits and can be

found in Table 6.7. The resulting design consists of 16 members whereof

nine aie tension members and seven are under compression and none ol the

compression members reaches critical stresses close to the limit of 180 MPa.

Only two of the four supported nodes are used and the members are

quite logically arranged. In general, the compression members are kept

rather short in order to fulfill the buckling constraint with relatively slen¬

der members. Furtheimore, the sequence of the compiession members 5
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Figure 6.8: Optimum result for the planar truss optimiza¬

tion. Final coordinates in mm are v5: (0.0/7665.7), t;6:

(1306.4/7365.3), and v7: (2502.4/6088.6), <;8: (4204.0/3799.1)

to 8 approximates a parabolic shape what seems to be optimal to block

the rotation of the structure around the node v]. The resulting design so¬

lution is approximately 71% lighter compared to the design solution with

buckling constraint presented in Table 6.6. This convincing optimization

result clearly shows that the graph representation of truss structures is able

to fit sophisticated structures into given boundary conditions, although the

computation costs are still rather high.

6.5 Conclusion

In the scope of this chapter a novel graph-based representation concept is

introduced allowing for the optimization of truss structures with EAs. The

concurrent optimization of topology, geometry, and sizing is a central prop¬

erty of the presented representation approach. The optimization examples
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demonstrate the quality of the method leading to innovative topologies inde¬

pendent from any kind of ground structure. Basically, only the loaded and

clamped nodes must be given and the optimization method itself tries to

lit an optimum topology with optimum geometry and sizing into the given

design space.

Nevertheless, the concept needs to be further developed in terms ofadap-

tivity and fine tuning. Practice has shown that the fine tuning towards the

end of the optimization is expensive. In order to speed up this process the

standard deviation parameters of Gaussian mutation are manually reduced.

Furthermore, the operator rates of topology operators which hardly can pro¬

duce improved solutions when the optimization is almost converged to an

optimum are also manually reduced. The optimization algorithm should

therefore be extended with self-adaptive mechanisms adjusting the Gaus¬

sian mutation parameters as well as adapting the operator rates of different

operator types according to the current search state. A possible approach to

adaptive variation operator rates is presented in Chapter 4, but this concept

would need an adaptation to graph genotypes.

Finally, EAs are perfectly suited to sample a multimodal search space,

but (heir line tuning capabilities arc limited compared to gradient-based op¬

timization algorithms. Consequently, a further extension could be a hybrid

optimization algorithm combining the traits of genetic search methods and

MP in ordei to accelerate the optimization process providing the same or

even better result quality.

Membet a ",(»,) m.s (Equation 6 4)

Ol 2341.191 179.91837 -

ai 3703 218 175 91492 -

tu I'M 193 172.49449 -

U4 494 193 176 52827 -

a5 1045 159 - 4 36602 10"2

Uh 2896.768 - 0.12584

m 4658.055 - 1 88401 10"2

a« 6999 986 - 196118 10"2

tt'i 1101.288 172.22227 -

«10 1283.868 171 56366 -

"h 1374 191 168.33515 -

012 1374 191 179.91868 -

an 198.064 154 17152 -

01 1 1690.319 - 0 16130

«ir. 1690.319 - 7 80826 10
2

«ib 1535481 - 4.75843 10-2

Table 6.7: Results of the free optimization. The final mass is

1097.7158kg.



Chapter 7

Graph-based global laminate

optimization

This chapter is based on the paper draft submitted to Structural and Multi-

disciplinary Optimization: A qraph-bahtd parameterization comepi \'or global

laminate optimization [146].

7.1 Introduction

Today composite laminates are popular in aerospace, marine, automotive,

and sport applications clue to their excellent mechanical properties a.s well

as the adjustability of these thiough the combination of different laminae.

However, an optimal layout of a composite struct lire is still hard to find:

complex geometries, different materials, and manufacturing as well as eco¬

nomical limitations typically lead to highly constrained problems with many

parameters.

A lot of reseaich has been done in the field of composite optimization. A

thorough review can be found in Venkataraman and Haftka [67]. The repre¬

sentation is one of the most important issues since it strongly influences the

quality of the optimized structure. There are a few different approaches for

the parameterization of laminate optimization problems. The most simple

one is the representation of the stacking sequence by a material and an ori¬

entation parameter for each layer [147, 148]. A further refinement considers

the number of layers as an optimization parameter what leads to a variable

number of parameters for different design solutions. Apparently, this rep¬

resentation suffers from its global point of view because a single stacking

sequence holds for the entire laminate, i.e. the entire mechanical structure.

Most often, structural failure and constraint violations are local effects,

hence, an optimal laminate representation should allow for local reinforce¬

ments. A representation which divides the design space into different regions

(cells) with individual laminate properties overcomes this disadvantage. The
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laminates of adjacent cells should have some common layers to ensure the

cohesion of the entire structure. Thus, the problem is to encode the stacking

sequence and the shape of these regions without introducing an unnecessary

large number of additional constraints.

The patch concept proposed by Zehnder and Ermanni [121] which is al¬

ready introduced in Section 5.1.2 convinces with its manufacturing-oriented

approach whereas the shapes of the patches are modeled using CAD soft¬

ware. In Chapter 5 the patches are generally of rectangular shape and

are mapped to an underlying FE-niesh in the mapping stage. Two draw¬

backs of this method can be identified. First, the patches are limited to a

predefined, e.g. rectangular, shape which is inappropriate in certain situa¬

tions. The second issue is the mapping stage which is not perfectly injective.

Patches crossing the design space boundaries and patches with slightly dif¬

ferent parameter values may lead to identical phenotype solutions diu; to

the FE-discretization. In order to overcome these drawbacks a completely
new developed graph-based patch and laminate representation is introduced

representing the FE-mesh with a mathematical graph abstraction. A sin¬

gle patch is represented by a subgraph including only a subset of all finite

elements, whereas such a subgraph is connected to an additional virtual

vertex holding the properties, e.g. material and orientation, of the respec¬

tive patch. This approach allows for almost arbitrary patch geometries and

substantially improves the injectivity property of the mapping process.

Tin; graph-based representation concept is explained in Section 7.2. Sec¬

tion 7.3 gives an overview of the evolutionary operators particularly adapted

to the presented genotype and Section 7.4 shortly discusses some implemen¬

tation details. Finally, two engineering problems illustrate the performance

and capabilities of the new method in Section 7.5 before the chapter is con¬

cluded with Section 7.6.

7.2 Graph-based laminate representation

7.2.1 Graph abstraction of FE-meshes

A commonly used method for the numerical simulation of the mechanical

behavior of composite laminates is FEM [149]. The FE-mesh consists of

elements and their associated nodes, whereas its structure, e.g. the num¬

ber of nodes per element or the shape of the elements, depends on the

element type(s) used. In this chapter only the special case of composite

laminates is considered. Such composite structures are usually thin-walled,

three-dimensional, and laminar shapes which can be modeled with shell el¬

ements. Special types of these shell elements are able to model a layered
laminate assembly and are commonly used in a triangular and a rectangular

implementation with six or eight nodes, respectively.
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(a) Direct interpretation of the FE-

itiebh as a Node graph

(b) Additional virtual element ver¬

tu eh

•

j
• ( 6"/" " (

(( ) Element graph.

• Node vertex

o Element vertex

• Zone veitex

Node-element edge
Element-element edge
Element-zone edge

- /one-zone edge

l.\IÄ,,W*';

;Wh

a- ?

ii^fS*:
*-4--4

(d) Zone vertices

Wftj f
'";,**

/ liU , ,, > , ,,

(e) Zone giaph

Figure 7.1: Build-up of the zone graph.

The information included in such a FE-niesh can be transferee! into dif¬

ferent graph abstractions as it is illustrated on a basic two-dimensional FE-

mesh consisting of fifteen elements in Figure 7.1. The node graph in Fig¬

ure 7.1(a) represents the adjacency information of the mesh nodes, whereas

a vertex represents a FE-mesh node and neighboring nodes are connected

by an edge. A second graph shown in Figure 7.1(b) represents the finite el¬

ements as additional vertices and stores contiguity information between ele¬

ments and their nodes. Then, the element graph illustrated in Figure 7.1(c)
can be built which contains the element adjacency information of the FE-

mesh. The granularity of the FE-mesh is most often chosen rather small

in order to achieve a sufficient simulation accuracy. Consequently, an ad¬

ditional abstraction layer is introduced which groups several adjacent finite

elements to so-called zones. In Figure 7.1(c) the differently shaded areas in-
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dicate a possible grouping of finite elements to a total of five zones. For each

zone a virtual zone vertex is introduced which is connected to the element

vertices belonging to the respective zone as illustrated in Figure 7.1(d). Fi¬

nally, the zone vertices of adjacent zones are connected by zone-zone edges,

see Figure 7.1(e), in order to store neighborhood information on the zone

level. The laminate optimization method presented in this chapter directly

operates on this zone graph. Subsequently, several definitions are given to

clarify the concept of the element and the zone graphs.

Def. 1 (Element vertex) An element vertei is an abstrvction of one fi¬

nite element It points at the underlying finite element and store* informa¬

tion on the element's nodes

Def. 2 (Element graph) The element graph contain* the element uertnes

of all finite elements. Two element vertices affinité elements with more than

one coincident mesh node are connected with an element-element edge

Def. 3 (Zone vertex) A zone vertei is an abstraction of a group of con¬

nected element vertices. It points at the element vertices of the respective

elements by element-zone edges, whereas an element vertex can only belong
to a •tingle zone.

Def. 4 (Zone graph) The zone graph consists of all zone vertices. Two

neighboring zones pointing at adjacent element vertices are connected with

a zone-zone edge.

The definition of the zones is completely user-defined and should be

adapted to the optimization problem. A zone can group thousands of el¬

ements, but it is also possible that a single zone is assigned to ('ach finite

element.

7.2.2 The graph-based laminate representation

First, the repiesentation of a single patch is presented before the represen¬

tation of the entire laminate is addressed.

7.2.2.1 Patch representation

According to Zehndei and Ermanni [121] a patch is defined as follows:

Def. 5 (Patch) A patch is one global layer of a laminated structure

The following requirements should be fulfilled by the genotype represen¬

tation of a patch:
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• Discretization: In the phenotype space one finite element is the small¬

est inseparable building block of a patch. This is caused by the dis¬

cretization with layered elements. Once the FE-mesh is defined, a

genotype offering higher resolution than this FE-mesh affects the op¬

timization efficiency. A flexible mesh would demand remeshing of the

structure before every evaluation what increases the computational

costs for each evaluation. Therefore, this graph-based laminate rep¬

resentation follows a fixed-mesh approach which maps each genotype

to an identical FE-mesh to produce the respective phenotype solution.

Thus, a set of dedicated zones and the underlying finite elements, re¬

spectively, incorporates the shape, the size, and the position of one

patch.

• Properties: Several properties which can be considered as coupled
or independent optimization parameters, e.g. material, orientation,

thickness, etc., can be assigned to a patch.

• Connectivity: A patch is a connected region on the shape of a me¬

chanical structure. Its dimensions are limited by the boundary of the

mechanical structure and possibly by further constraints like a max¬

imum number of zones or finite elements belonging to the respective

patch.

These requirements can be satisfied with the following approach: The

genotype: is based on the zone graph of the mechanical structure. This zone

graph stays the same during the optimization, i.e., the design domain is

unchanged and no remeshing is required during the optimization process.

The zone graph is enhanced with a virtual patch vertex.

Def. 6 (Patch vertex) A patch uertex is an, abstract entity representing

the properties of one patch which points at an arbitrary number of zone

vertices. Il lakes a hetemgeneous set of representation-dependent genes to

encode the properties of the respective patch such as material, orientation,

etc.

The representation-dependent genes are typically chosen from the list of

genes included in the UmGene concept (cf. Appendix A).
Bach zone vertex within the shape of one patch is connected with an

edge to the newly introduced patch vertex as shown in Figure 7.2. The

connectivity of the patch shape is not guaranteed, it has to be achieved

with functional refinements.

Def. 7 (Patch graph) A subgraph including all adjacent zone vertices of
a patch vertex and their connecting edges is called patch graph.

Def. 8 (Patch chromosome) The information represented by a patch

vertex in conjunction with its affiliated genes and its adjacent edges encodes

one physical patch and is further on called patch chromosome.
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Duinig (he mapping stage the piopeitios stoic d in the pat< li < hioniosoine

aie assigned lo the finite elements winch belong to the lespcetive patch In

geueial the laminate stiuclute consists ol a \anable munbeT ot patches
vvheieas I he 01 der ot the pate lies still needs to be defined

7.2.2.2 Laminate representation

A laminated stnictme is lepiesented as a sc I of patch < Inomosoines orga¬

nized m a \c>c toi I he oidei of t he pate hes m I In1 vai lable-lengl h genol ype

vecfoi encodes the stac king sec|iien< e1 ol (he laminate le I he mapping hoin

I he genotvpe to the1 phenol ype sohl I ion pio< esses I he sel ol pate lies aivvav s m

t he same1 oiclei I lie nil ml km of pale lies can be c hanged elm mg I he opt inn/a

t ion plocess since1 the genotvpe vectoi possesses vai lable-longth piopeities

Such a gcnoUpe conlams mformalion on llnee levels

• Lammalc1 level descubes (lie1 set and the sequence ol the patches

analogous to a global lamination plan It is lepiesented l>\ the1 vanable-

length genotv pe1 vc c toi

• Patch level one pale h < Inomosomc ene ode s flic size the shape and

t he position ol a pate h

• Patch piopeitv level contains the1 piopoi tie-i of one1 patch 1 hev aie

encoded as genes m a patch veilex

Figure 7.2: /one1 lepiescalation ot two pate he's
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Figur« 7.3: Splifted patch at three coincident surface bound¬

aries.

In Figure 7.2 an illustrative example of the laminate representation is

shown. The paUh veiliees are connected to the appropiiate /one vertices

which are themselves further connected to the element vertices belonging

to the respective patch. During the mapping process all patch propeities

which are stoied Hi (lie patch vertex ale tiansfered to the underly iug Unite

elements "typically, a /one is covered by several patches what liuallv leads

to finite elements with multiple layers.
The graph-based laminate1 optimization method is limited lo surface's

consisting of simply connected areas like composite1 panels. More complex

sti net arc's, e.g. beams with T-cre)ss-sect ions, cannot be1 eut ii civ optnni/eel

vet. because1 three or more surfaces have1 coincident boundaries Depending

on the normal direction along which the1 stacking sequence is evaluated,

this could leael to intersecting layers. Moreover, patches crossing coincident

boundaries of at least three independent suifaces could be split as shown in

figure1 7 '! what is impossible from a manufacturing point of vit'w However,

such adjacent surfaces could be optimized independentIv.
Aft CT defining the patch genotype some patch manipulation rules need

lo be delined which are necessary to create new design solutions.

7.2.3 Patch structure manipulation

All structural patch manipulations can be1 interprète1«! as eit her removing

or adding edges between a patch vertex and some /one vertices in the /one

giaph In general, each modification changes the patch graph and thus the

shape of the respective patch The graph absliae lion of the patch allows foi

an effie ient analysis of the1 patch graph in ternin of connectivity, si/e, shape,

and posil ion,

7.2.3.1 Regions of a patch

AeljacencN information allows I o specifv dilferenl regions of a patch as shown

in Figure1 7.1.
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Figure 7.4: Illustration of different patch regions on a rectan¬

gular design space with rectangular zones.

• Patch zones are all zones identified by their zone vertices which belong

to the patch graph.

• PaU h core zones are zone vertices in the patch graph which are com¬

pletely surrounded by other zones from the same patch.

• Boundary zones are patch zones with a ieduced set of adjacent patch

zones: Design spu<e boundary zones have no adjacent zones outside

of the patch, (ami» urn zones have adjacent elements outside of the

patch and articulation zones connect two regions of a patch graph.

Removing one articulation zone splits the patch graph into different

components.

• Neighbor zones are not member of the patch, but an1 adjacent to at

least one patch zone

7.2.3.2 Basic growth and shrinking mechanisms

Growth and shrinking operations are zonal patch variations. They are base

components of the variation operators presented in Section 7.3 and their

application in stochastic search algorithms demands a random behavior.

Engineering as well as manufacturing require a patch shape to stay com¬

pact and connected. To ensure this, growth mechanisms are limited to
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add neighbor zones and shrinking mechanisms only remove boundary zones,

whereas articulai ion zones are handled in a special way

The neighborhood size concept is introduced to describe the environment

of zone vertices.

Def. 9 (Neighborhood size) The neighborhood size rj(z,iv) of a zone ver¬

tex z in respect of tfie patch ir is the number of its adjacent patch zones.

Def. 10 (Relative neighborhood size) The relative neighborhood size

p[z,ir) oj a zone vertex z in respect of the pat(h tt is its neighborhood size

T](z, tt) divided by the number of possible adpnenl zones p.

Accordingly, the number of neighbor zones of a given zone of patch ir is

u(z,tt) = p-r)(z,TT) (7 1)

As a selection criterion for zones to be removed or added to a patch the

neighborhood size concept is the basis for compact patch shapes. Growth

and shrinking mechanisms use a random weighted selection procedure, where

the weight factors depend on the relative neighborhood size of the respective

zones.

Parallel growth mechanism The parallel growth mechanism resizes a

patch by adding a predefined number of edges between a patch's neighbor

zones and its patch vertex. The method performs a random weighted selec¬

tion out of all neighbor zones, where the weight for each neighbor zone is

equal to its relative neighborhood size p(z,,ir).

Parallel shrinking mechanism The parallel shrinking mechanism works

analogously to the parallel growth mechanism. It removes edges between a

patch's boundary zones and its patch vertex. There are two variations of the

method: The first one randomly selects out of a pool of all boundary zones,

the second one's pool contains all boundaiy zones except foi articulation

zones. The selection weight is one minus the relative neighborhood size

p(z,,tt) of the respective zone. The first variation does not protect the

connectivity of the patch shape.

Recursive growth mechanism While the parallel mechanisms perform

variations on the whole shape1 of a patch, the leemsive methods work more

locally. Neighbor zones of a ^-proportionate selected cambium zone are

added to the patch with a certain probability. In case a neighbor zone is

newly connected to the patch this zone becomes a cambium zone of the

patch and a new instance of the growth algorithm is started at this zone

with lower probability for further growth.
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A probability pg(z,i) for an arbitrary cambium patch zone z depending

on the recursion depth i is defined as

_

i_

pg(z,i) = e <V"('-"">, (7.2)

where dg is an user-defined growth parameter. This probability defines the

growth behavior of a patch which is outlined in Algorithm 3. The number

of zones per patch n, can theoretically grow until the patch reaches the

boundary of the design space. However, normally this is improbable since pg

diminishes fast with increasing recursion depth i. Alternatively, a maximum

number of zones per patch naj: can be given as termination criterion.

Algorithm 3 Recursive patch growth algorithm.

1: Choose a cambium zone z by p-proportionate selection.

2: Initialize recursion counter i = 0.

3: for a = 0, a < v(z, n) do

4: if nz > nlna:r then

5: Terminate.

fi: end if

7: Make a random choice with probability pg(zaii) for ft = true out of

[true, false], where za is the c;,-th neighbor zone of z.

8: if ft = true then

9: Add an edge between the patch vertex and the zone z„.

10: Start a new instance at 3 for the newly connected zone z = za

and ;' — -/' + 1.

11 : end if

12: a-a + 1

13: end for

Recursive shrinking mechanism The recursive shrinking mechanism

works analogously to the recursive growth method. First, a ^-proportionate
selected boundary zone is removed from the patch. All adjacent zone vertices

which still belong to the patch are then additionally removed with a certain

probability ps(z,i) which is defined as

ps (z, i) = e

"

rf"(~-fe"j), (7.3)

when; ds is an user-defined shrinking parameter. The probability decreases

rather fast with the recursion depth i so that it is improbable that a patch

completely vanishes. Additionally, a minimum patch size, i.e. an user-

defined minimum number of zones n"u'\ can be defined in order to avoid

small patches. If the number of zones nz reaches this minimum number, the

shrinking mechanism is stopped.
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The original shrinking mechanism is outlined in Algorithm 4 and a varia¬

tion of the method ensures the connectivity of the parch graph by excluding

articulation zones from the selection pool.

Algorithm 4 Recursive patch shrink algorithm.

1 Choose a boundary zone z by ^-proportionate selection.

2 Initialize recursion counter / = 0.

3 Remove the edge between the patch vertex and the zone z.

4 for o = 0, o < t){z, tt) do

if », < nm then

6 Terminate.

7 end if

K Make a random choice with probability pb(z,i) for ß = true out of

[true, false], where za is the a-th adjacent patch zone of z.

9 if ß = tr lie then

10 Start a new instance at 3 for the zone z = z„ and i = i + 1.

11 end if

12 a = a + 1

13 end for

7.3 Graph variation operators

For the optimization of composite laminates with the graph-based repre¬

sentation mutation as well as crossover operators need to be defined Since

the genotype groups genetic information on different levels, namely lami¬

nate, patch, and patch property level, there are different types of operators

addressing each of these levels.

7.3.1 Mutation Operators

7.3.1.1 Laminate mutation operators

• Add patch mutation inserts a randomly initialized patch chromosome

at a random position in the veetoi genotype.

• Remove pah h mutation removes a randomly chosen patch chromosome

from the vector genotype.

• Swap patch mutation swaps two patch chromosomes in the genotype.

This changes the stacking sequence of the laminate.

7.3.1.2 Patch mutation operators

• Parallel resize mutation resizes a patch to a randomly chosen size by
either applying parallel growth or parallel shrinking
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• Recursive resize mutation resizes a patch by recursive growth and

shrinking mechanisms, whereas the final number of zones within the

patch results from the random termination of (he resizing mechanism.

• Random walk mutation removes a random boundary zone Zf, from a

patch and adds a random neighbor zone zn which is close to Zb- The

zone Zb is randomly chosen from all boundary zones, zn is the exit

point of a random walk through the patch graph.

• Bobtail mutation renders a patch shape more compact by removing one

randomly chosen articulation zone and the smaller of the remaining

components from a patch

7.3.1.3 Property mutation operators

Uniform and Gaussian mutation operate on patch vertex properties Typ¬

ically, these patch vertex properties are encoded with universal genes (cf
Appendix A) providing these standard mutation operators

7.3.2 Crossover Operators

7.3.2.1 Laminate crossover operators

• Uniform crossover takes two parent individuals and swaps two ran¬

domly chosen chromosomes a predefined number of times.

• One point crossover takes two parent individuals and selects a random

crossover point for each. The head of the first individual is recombined

with the tail of the second one and vice versa.

• Two point crossover takes two parent individuals and selects two ran¬

dom crossover points for each. The segments of both individuals be¬

tween the crossover points are exchanged.

• Intermediate crossover takes two paient individuals and randomly ex¬

changes patch chromosomes with a given probability, but keeps the

stacking sequence as shown in Figure 7.5.

7.3.2.2 Patch crossover operators

• Marry < rossouer takes two parent individuals and creates one offspring
which is based on the first parent. It chooses two patch chromosomes

out of its parents at random and searches for the shoitest path between

the two patch vertices of the chromosomes. Each zone of the second

parent's chromosome and on the connecting path are added to the

fiist parent. In a second step a recursive growth is started on each
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Parent A

5
Parent B

Figure 7.5: Possible chromosome; exchanges in intermediate

crossover.

zone on the path to create a more compact shape, whereas the growth

rate is user-defined. The modified first parent becomes the offspring

individual.

• Position crossover takes two parent individuals and creates one off¬

spring which is based on the first parent. It searches again for the

shortest path from a randomly chosen chromosome of the first parent

to a chromosome of the second parent. From the middle of this path

a new patch grows (recursive and parallel growth) to a random size

in between the size of the two parent chromosomes. The respective

patch of the first parent is replaced by the newly created patch and

the modified first parent becomes the offspring individual.

• Overlap crossover selects three parent individuals and creates three

offspring as illustrated in Figure 7.6. The parent selection searches for

three parent individuals having overlapping patches (A, B, C), whereas

patch A belongs to the first, patch B to the second, and patch C to the

third parent, respectively. The overlapping parts of patch B and C are

added to patch A, those of A and C to patch B, and those of A and

B to patch C. Afterwards, the modified parents become the offspring.

This way the operator exchanges geometric subsets between patches

even on curved shapes.

7.3.2.3 Property crossover operators

Segment crossover is an arithmetical crossover determining new gene values

according to Equation 2.7 for randomly chosen patch vertex properties.

7.4 Implementation

The basit: EA-functionalities are taken from the Evolving Objects library [93]
(EOlib) and the graph data structures and graph algorithms derive from the
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(,i) Three overlapping parent (b) Offspiing t

patches

(t) Offspring 2 (d) Oflspnng 3

Figure 7.6: Overlap crossover. Resulting patches appeal

shaded.

Boost Graph Library [139] (BGL). The patch property genes are a part from

the eoUmGene library, see Appendix A, and the FE-analysis is performed

with FELyX [150]. Therefore, the mapping pioeess from the graph-based

laminate representation to the FE-model is stiaightforwaid since the vertices

and the finite- elements are directly accessible. Furthermore, all involved

libraries and further program code are written in C++ what leads to a

high-performance optimization environment.

7.5 Application

7.5.1 Eigenfrequency optimization of a rectangular plate

Some simple tests with the eigenfrequency optimization of a rectangular

plate known from Section 5.3 are carried out in order to demonstrate the

influence of different zone layouts. The material of the patches as well as (he

representation of the patch orientations m discrete steps of 5° is identical
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7.5.1.1 Optimization setup

Two different zone layouts A and B arc compared to each other. The FE-

model shown in Figure 5.4 consists of a total of 200 finite elements. For the

first layout A a single; zone is assigned to each finite element, i.e., each finite

element can theoretically be assigned with an individual stacking sequence.

The second layout B is based on the zone configuration shown in Figure 7.7.

This layout includes much more domain knowledge compared to layout A,

but, the local adaptability is reduced. The zones around the concentrated

mass are smaller since there a local reinforcement contributes much more

to the maximization of the first eigenfrequency than a reinforcement on the

right side of the rectangular design domain. Although these zones still group

several finite elements, it, is rendered possible to locally arrange relatively

small reinforcement patches. Obviously, the lower number of zones of layout

B leads to a decisively smaller search spare.

Figure 7.7: Zone layout B. The FE-mesh is hidden for better

perceptibility.

The optimization objective is the maximization of the first eigenfre¬

quency subject to a mass constraint which is set to 0.48275kg. Due to

the fitness function definition also slightly heavier solutions up to 0.53275kg

are possible, but, they are penalized. For better comparability the number

of patches is set to twelve patches for both zone layouts.

7.5.1.2 Results

Several optimization runs for both zone layouts an; performed. Only the

best optimization runs are presented here, since the differences in terms of

optimization efficiency and result quality are enormous. Due to the fact that

the search space sizes of those optimization tasks are different the population

sizes are chosen unequal. A generational EA with the weak elitism mech¬

anism is employed, whereas the basic strategy parameters, namely global
mutation (0.4) and crossover probabilities (0.7) as well as the tournament

selection with tournament size two, are equal.
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The best of eight runs of zone layout A reaches an eigenfrequency of

27.8534Hz with a final mass of 0.50090kg. For this result shown in Figure 7.8

a total of SOO'OOO evaluations is needed, i.e. lO'OOO generations are evaluated

with a population size of 50 individuals. The patch shapes are rather frayed

what is unfavorable from a manufacturing point of view. It is quite obvious

that the number of /ones is chosen too large for such a simple problem.

The orientation of most of the patches is almost vertical what obviously

contributes to an increased eigenfrequency.
The best run of zone layout B produces a solution with an eigenfre¬

quency of 30.3468Hz and a mass of 0.50135kg. The eigenfrequency value is

significantly higher after only 200'000 evaluations (F = 100 and 2'000 gen¬

erations) than the solution of zone layout A, whereas the mass constraint

is slightly mon1 violated. Obviously, the patch shapes are much tighter and

manufacturing-oriented due to the zone layout as can be seen in Figure 7.8.

Furthermore, the zone covering the region of the concentrated mass is most

often blank because the mass itself slightly stiliens the respective zone.

As expected, the subdivision of the design domain into zones has a major

impact on the optimization efficiency and result quality. 11 a lot of relatively

small zones are defined, the 'degree of freedom' is eiioimous. Accordingly,

the optimization process requiies a large number of evaluations in order to

converge to an at least local optimum solution. It is therefore of great impor¬

tance to define a reasonable zone layout which is tailored to the optimization

problem.

Subsequently, a sailplane wing is optimized in order to demonstrate the

applicability of the presented graph-based representation concept to lami¬

nated structures.
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7.5.2 Sailplane wing optimization

7.5.2.1 Problem description

I lie win» sinn lure is inspired l>\ (lie IX!- KHK). a two seated sailplane built

by DC- l'1ii(/Z( iHjhtni .
the characterist k values of (lie sailplane aie given in

Table 7.1.

wingspan 20 I m

will", alea 17 51 an"]

aspect ratio 22 81 [-]
basic weight 111) \kg

inaxiniiim airspeed 270 [km/h]

Table 7.1: technical data of the DC 1000 sailplane

The wing structure is manufactured fioin composite materials as illus-

tiated in Figure 7.10 The yellow laveis ale liber glass which ale < oiimion in

sailplane structures and the green material is a foam which is necessary for

the construction of sandwich struct ures. The black lovers on t he im km' side of

the wing are several la vers of caibon fiber which, decisively conti i bute to still¬

ness and strength of the wing structure Onlv these carbon-fiber reinforced

layers on the inner side of the wing are subject to optimization, whereas the

number the shape, and the orientation of the patches can be varied The

spar as well as (he ribs remain unchanged, but this base struct me is rather

weak and without anv lemibn emeut it would fail uudei maximum load

7.5.2.2 Optimization model

Finite element model The geometrv ol the wing is modeled in CAI'IA

V5 and import ed into A.N SYS as a surface model. The FF-mesh of t he entire

mode] is geiier.ited with layered shell elements (SHELL')l) in oidei to make

it compatible to b FLvX For the optimization process itself the graph-based

representation is directly mapped to the FFLvX FF-model which subse¬

quently performs the I' F-simulat ion. Due to the flat and nearl\ rectangular

geometry of the wing structure a regular FF-mesh can be generated which

is shown in figure 7 1 I

According to the flight manual of the DC!-1 OUI), the sailplane has to

wil [island a maximum acceleration of 6. Ig Assuming a total sailplane mass

of 500kg. each wmg has to provide a lifting force of F(,,| = 15 7k\ 1 he wing

structure must sustain this load case at a temperature of 5 f'(
'

without any

damage at all

http //www.dç-HiH'zi'iiRlMii do
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Figure 7.10: Detail of (ht wm^ sltiu tun

Figure 7.11: 1 lie 1 F-mesh ol (lie spai and nl>s (lei. I linage

and the FE-mesh ol llu < ntne *ins (iiidit linage)

Thete aie nililllple possibilities lo applv the aeiod\ naliiK loads o]i the

witiü, stnu luie Ptobably lh< most pieuse was would 1» to p< i toi m a ('I D-

smmlation to get a tealistu load distiihution Anotlui \vr\y is develop an

analytic load model 1 Ik woik ol Howe [lr)lj desuibes some appioaihes

vvliuh (an pio\ide a latlui teahsht load (list i ibut ion model Foi all opt i-
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itii/ation runs an oven move simplilied approach is used The total load

ol l.r) 7kN is equally distributed over (lie whole surface, whereas one third

ot the load acts on the under side and two tliirds act on the upper side of

the wing suriace. For the optiini/at ion such a simple model is considered to

he stiihcieut. hut it is inevitable to validate the gained optimization results

with a move detailed and accurate model

The boundary conditions of the FF-mode1! are also rat Ihm- simple since

(he wing is hold bv two simple bolts Accordingly, the spar is lixed at two

rows of FF,-nodes in the legion of the wing root as illustrated in Figure 7.12.

Sue h a local ligation nonnailv leads to stress and strain peaks, but since the

local region around the fixation is not subject to optimization these peaks

can be neglected.

^ffS^1

**^
„^'

*#**

Figure 7.12: Boundary conditions ol the FE-iuocM.

Representation The wing is divided into eight sections along its length.

Fach of these1 sections is furthei divided into six /ones, i.e.. tlnee /ones on

the upper and three1 /ones on the under side1 of the wing. The /ones above

and below the spar are quite narrow, hence, addit louai straps call be applied
to inciease the stillness of (he wing On the other hand, the /oik's covering

the areas between the edges and tlu1 spar are kept rat lier large lo keep the

laminate1 structure simple1. I he onlv exception is the section at the wing

loot whcie the areas between the spar and the1 trailing e'dge1 are1 split again.

In this section large forces occur and therefore leievil reinforcements can be

useful to prevent the wing from failure1. In Figure1 7 I .'-> (lie /one setup is

depicted.

The graph-based representation is based on a total of 11 zones. I he-se1

/ones e an be covered with three dilfeieiit types ol carbon-liber reinforced fab¬

rics. IITUI) is an unidirectional material which is characterized b\ a high

ultimate1 temsile1 strength. H\IUI). also an unidirectional fabric, is charac¬

terized bv a high modulus of elasticity but its ultimate tensile strength is
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Figure 7.13: Zone-setup foi the optimization. I Ik1 upper image

depicts the upper side of the wing while the lower image shows

its under side. 1 he orientation of the x.-a.\is is the same for

all elements and -. displays the angle definition of the laminate

orientation

reduced. Kinallv. a woven fabnc with medium stiffness and strength in both

material diieilions can be chosen

The spa l and the libs are mai in fact in ed from glass fiber fabrics and foam.

1 lu1 basis of all optimization /ones is a lavei of foam and I wo lavers of glass

fiber which build a sandwich structuie in combination with the additional

caibon libers. The parameters of all materials are listed in I able 7.2.

Material h rid) HMl'I) weave glass foam

L\ KJÔ 220 55 14 5 0 15 [(d'à)
/'j 10 7 55 13 0.15 [GPa]
\/ o.:J. 0.2 ().:{5 o.:i o.:sr> hi
(' u

r-

2.9 i.S 5 0.05 [C.;Pa|
Thickness o.ir, 0. 15 ().:i o;i 6 [nun

Area density 0.21 0.2 1 0. 15 0.0 ().() [kg/...-'
v, i i:>o 1100 «15 1000 1 |MP,iJ
A', 1 100 1 100 4(>0 1)00 1 H [MPa]
V, 55 50 4(i0 50 1 |MPa'
vf 170 150 (S50 120 ].<S [MP»
,S' 75 7.r> 62 70 1.7 [MP,!,

Table 7.2: Material data.

As (an be seen from Table 7.2. tin- laibon-libei fabric-, aie exliemely

thin. < 'onsequeuth. immeious pal dies are requned to pi event the sti net lire

from failure in particular at the wing root where the maximum bending

moment occurs. If onlv thin lavers ure used, souk1 zones require at leasl

20 patches in order to meet the failure ( riterion. Although llie lime to
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evaluate the FE-simulation romains approximately the same, the overall

optimization time is drastically increased due to the larger search space.

Each patch vertex therefore holds an additional integer-gene which acts as a

multiplier of the number of layers of the respective patch. Thus, the number

of layers within a patch can be varied in discrete steps. This simplifies the

optimization problem since mass reduction can be reached by reducing the

overall patch thickness.

7.5.2.3 Optimization formulation

The objective is to reduce the mass of the wing structure in consideration

of the following constraints:

• Failure: No element layers are allowed to have Tsai-Wu failure crite¬

rion values larger than 0.9.

• Number of patches: The nuinbei of patches has to be in between 5

and 30.

• Empty zones: All zones must be covered by at least one patch.

The minimum and maximum number of patches is a rather theoretical

constraint serving the purpose of controlling the complexity of the optimized

stacking sequence. In case the number of patches continually increases dur¬

ing the optimization and results in an optimum design with some dozens or

even hundreds of patches, the manufacturing process would be too expen¬

sive. However, normally this constraint is inactive since the mass reduction

objective typically leads to a relatively low number of patches. Furthermore,

none of the zones should remain uncovered, i.e., empty zones are penalized

with higher fitness values.

The more important constraint is the failure criterion. For composite

laminates several failure criteria, e.g. Maximum Stress [152], Tsai-Wu [98],
Tsai-Hill [153], or Ilashin [154], exist which analyze the stress state in the

structure. For this optimization the Tsai-Wu criterion is employed which is

also outlined in Kress [155]. It combines the normal and the shear stresses

to an index value which further depends on the maximum allowed tension

(Xf,Yf) and compression (XC,YC) in both material principal directions as

well as on the maximum allowed shear stresses (S). The critical parameter

values of the materials at hand can also be found in Table 7 2. The criterion

must be evaluated at each integration point of each layer of a finite element.

Failure in an element occurs if the Tsai-Wu index equals or exceeds the

critical value of 1 in at least one layer. The constraint which is considered

during the optimization only allows for a failure criterion of 0.9 in order to

include a relal ively small margin of safety.
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Figure 7.14: Fitness and objective plots for the wing optimiza¬

tion.

7.5.2.4 Results

The population size of the optimization is 60 individuals per generation.
In the initialization stage 40 individuals are provided not violating the fail¬

ure criterion and 20 completely random initialize«! individuals complete the

first generation. A totally random initialized first, population could hardly

produce any feasible stacking sequences and therefore it might be computa¬

tionally expensive to find a region of feasible solutions. A single evaluation

takes about four minutes on a 2.8GHz Intel Xeon processor. A cluster of

such processors is available and the average evaluation time for a generation

is approximately a quarter of an hour. Consequently, the total number of

evaluations is limited. Seeding feasible solutions into the first generation is

definitely a reasonable way to speed up the optimization process, although
the exploration of the entire search spa.ee is reduced.

Figure 7.14 shows the convergence behavior of the optimization run.

After 286 generations the optimization seems to be converged. The solution

is rather simple and consists of five patches only. Four patches cover the wing
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root and the fifth patch covers the entire wing surface. The patch cannot be

shrunk anymore because this would violate the rule that every zone must

be covered by at least one patch. Decrementing the number of layers by

one results in a failing structure and introducing a new patch increases the

overall mass. Consequently, the algorithm is incapable of finding improved

solutions.

A possible workaround is to split this patch into five patches, each having

only a single layer. Thus, the optimization is continued after 286 generations

whereas these patches can independently change their shape and position.

This restart leads to peaks in the fitness and mass plots in Figure 7.14

which are caused by the restart itself. Only the current best individual is

used foi the restart and all the other individuals are randomly initialized

in order to introduce new genetic information. Albeit not much, certain

further improvements can be reached after a total of 412 generations.

Finally, the best individual has a mass of only 59 2306kg without vio¬

lating any constraint. The resulting patch shapes are shown in Figuie 7.1.5

Only the first patch covers the entire wing struct tue and the constraint de¬

manding for no uncovered zones is theiefore met. All other patches cover

mainly the wing root with HTUD fabrics, but also the weave material and

the high-modulus fabrics are locally applied. Most of the patches are ar¬

ranged on the zones on the leading edge and the zones behind the spar close

to the trailing edge are only raicly covered.

Phis can bo explained with the fact that the distance from the upper

band of the spar to the lower band is shorter on the leading edge. Therefoie

a patch on the leading edge provides appioximately the same stiffness but

with a lower weight. In the critical zones near the root particularly the

weave material with a rather high modulus of elasticity for both material

directions is used. It is suited to distribute stresses on larger areas while the

other materials only transfer forces in one direction.

7.6 Conclusion

A new graph-based representation concept for the evolutionary optimization

of laminated composites stiuctures is introduced. It is able to concurrently

optimize size, shape, position, number, orientation, and any other material

ielated property of fiber-reinforced patches The definition of zones allows

for an almost arbitrary inclusion of domain knowledge and the complexity
of the optimization problem can be influenced independent from the gran¬

ularity of the FE-mesh. The applications demonstrate the methods ability

to find good quality results in constrained optimization problems.

However, the method could be further developed. Although the intro¬

duction of an integer-gene defining the number of layers of a patch can be

advantageous to reduce the size of the search space, it might also reduce
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As soon as at least three surfaces with coincident boundaries occur, single

patches can be split and cover finite elements on all three surfaces what

is impossible from a manufacturing point of view. A simple workaround

is to optimize such surfaces independently, but then the cohesion of the

structure is not guaranteed. For such highly-complex optimization domains

novel approaches need to be found.

The sailplane wing application is a rather simple geometric form since it

is predominantly flat and only single-curved. For applications with doubly-

curved surfaces an additional issue needs to be considered. When draping

weave materials on doubly-curved surfaces the relative orientation of the

reinforcement fibers normally changes what finally leads to modified struc¬

tural properties of the mechanical part. Such drapery problems are not yet

discussed and require extensions of the method.



Chapter 8

Graph-based CAD

optimization

8-1 Introduction

Modern CAD systems are essential for product development processes be¬

cause they offer a parametric-associative lepresentation of mechanical struc¬

tures. These systems can handle extremely complex mechanical structures

which are most often heavily constrained by functional and manufacturing

demands. The parametric-associative representation concept is the basis for

many gradient-based or stochastic optimization strategies which are avail¬

able in several CAD packages, e.g. CATIA V5's Engineering Optimizer

workbench or Unigraphics' Optimization Wizard1.

In the dissertation of König [80] the EA-based parameter optimization

of mechanical structures modeled in CATIA V5 is presented and Leder-

mann [156] performs a topology optimization of a wing structure with the

optimization tool DynOPS [80]. Within the scope of this chapter König's ap¬

proach is further developed to CAD-based topology and shape optimization.

So far, only parameter variations of a given set of design parameters can be

evaluated which are organized in a constant-length genotype. A novel graph-

based representation concept is developed opening up the search space to a

variable number of design entities by directly accessing the spécification tree

of a mechanical structure modeled in CATIA V5. A generic EC framework

equipped with parallel computing capabilities is established which provides

all required functionalities to optimize topology and shape of arbitrary me¬

chanical structures.

In Section 8.2 the handling and data structure management of mochani

cal structures in CATIA V5 is discussed. The newly proposed specification-

tree representation is described in Section 8.3 and the appropriate1 vari¬

ation operators required for evolutionary optimization are the subject of

MiUp //www ugs com
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Section 8.4. Some remarks on the implementation of the entire EC frame¬

work are given in Section 8.5. A simple minimum compliance optimization

problem is examined in Section 8.6 for verification purposes and a more

complex spar optimization problem is treated in Section 8.7 to demonstrate

the capabilities of the novel CAD-tree representation concept.

8.2 Handling of mechanical structures in CA¬

TIA V5

The commercial CAD software CATIA V5 is chosen for the implementation
of CAD-based topology and shape optimization because it is a sophisticated

CAD software in terms of programming concepts and data structures. The

C++- interface CAA V5 offers access to almost all data structures and func¬

tions what is an absolute prerequisite foi the implementation of an EC frame¬

work directly manipulating mechanical structures modeled in CATIA V5.

The following explanations are based on tin1 manuals of CATIA V5 and on

the documentation of its C++- interface CAA V5.

8.2.1 The containers of a part document

A complex mechanical structure, e.g. an entire car or an airplane, can be

represented in a Product document in CATIA V5. A Product document

assembles different components which can be Product documents themselves

or which can be single mechanical structures represented in Part documents.

Figure 8.1 shows an example Part document of a wrench with the cor¬

responding spécification tree holding a list of mechanical features. Such

mechanical features can be understood as parameterized rules defining the

appearance of geometrical or topological entities. The Part document holds

four data containers which are strongly linked together:

• Product container. It manages the integration of a Part document

into the Product document.

• Specification container. It contains the actual design represen¬

tation of the mechanical object. The design is defined by a list of

mechanical features which are hierarchically grouped in the specifica¬
tion tree. In general, three different kinds of mechanical features are

represented in the specification tree:

— The Part feature (Wrench in Figure 8.1) is the main feature con¬

taining the design of the object to be built.

- The geometrical feature sets. They contain either other ge¬

ometrical feature sets or geometrical features. In Figure 8.1

PartBody, Add.Cipher, Body.Cipher, Geometrical.Set and
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Body. Template. Cipher. 2 belong to the group of geometrical fea¬

ture sets.

- Geometrical features. These features hold a topological result.

In Figure 8.1 several geometrical features, namely all pads Pad. *

and then defining sketches Sketch.*, all fillets EdgeFillet.*,

Pocket .Shaft, and all user-defined features UDF.*, are shown.

• Scope container. This container is concerned with generic naming

concepts providing stable and flexible ways to reference topological

geometry objects in the specification container.

• Geometrical container. Mechanical features handled in the specifi-

eat ion container essentially capt ure t he design intent of the user From

these features the actual shape of a mechanical object is computed us¬

ing an underlying modeler, also called update mechanism, and the

( opological results are stored in the geomet rical container.

*A* Wrench

-

xy plane

yz plane

zx plane

Knowledg

*-*» UDF Cipher 2

t-|p Offset

o-ä>J PartBody

-V Steel

i h5J Pad Jaw

*- Sketch Jaw

i hSJ Pad Ring

*- Sketch Ring

hfj Pad Shaft

*» , Sketch Shaft

i r£) Pocket Shaft
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-<© EdgeFillet JawJIIng

-%/ EdgeFillet Shaft

-i© EdgeFillet Pocket

' i-S} Pad ETH Logo
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#-$? UDF Cipher 2 2
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*-& Body Template Cipher 2

£5} Pad Template Cipher 2

ï- Sketch Cipher 2

Figure 8.1: Spécification tree and topological result of a wrench.
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If a geometrical feature is modified, e.g. by altering a parameter value

of a geometrical measure, the update mechanism processes the specification

tree from this feature until the end of the specification tree is reached. Unfor¬

tunately, the update process cannot always be completed since inappropriate

changes of geometrical features sometimes result in update errors. Typically,
the update process fails due to geometrical constraints which cannot be met

anymore or topological limitations which are violated. However, in case an

update process is successful, the new topological result is displayed.

Next, a specialized feature available in the Mechanical modeler work¬

bench is presented which is particularly suited for topology optimization of

CAD structures.

8.2.2 User-defined features

Topology optimization is characterized by examining different solutions to

a problem which have not necessarily the same number of geometrical enti¬

ties. The user-defined feature (UDF) concept is ideally suited for topology

optimization since it allows for the definition of template features which can

be instantiated arbitrarily often.

An UDF is a set of features (geometric elements, formulas, constraints,

etc.) which arc grouped in order to be used in a different context as self-

contained feature. The definition of UDFs is based on so-called inputs.

These are features which are not part of the UDF, but external links of

the UDF point at these input features. It is of high importance that these

inputs are topologically stable, otherwise the instantiation of tin; UDF fails.

Moreover, an UDF consists of knowledge parameters defining the underlying

features. Some of these parameters can be published, i.e., these values can be

modified during the instantiation step. The instantiated UDF therefore still

meets the basic design intent but its appearance is appropriately modified.

Furthermore, the UDF can be saved in a catalog and it can be reused in

other Part documents.

hi Figure 8.1 an illustrative example of an UDF is presented to clar¬

ify the concept. The cipher 2 is used four times in order to denote

the size of the wrench. Instead of constructing four times the same ci¬

pher, a template of this cipher is modeled within a geometrical feature set

(Body. Template. Cipher. 2) which is not part of the PartBody. This tern-

plate cipher is depicted inside of the wrench jaw and the published parameter

d indicates the distance to the reference plane which is an input of this UDF.

The UDF is shown in the specification tree under KnowledgeTemplates

as UDF.Cipher.2 with the published parameter d = Offset and its in¬

stances with different offset, values are included in the geometrical feature;

set Body.Cipher which is added to the PartBody. The only published pa¬

rameter is the offset d, but further parameters could be defined for altering

the size or the position of the ciphers.
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8.3 Specification-tree representation

The specification container holding the definition of gcoiuotiical features of a

mechanical structure and the geometrical container holding the topological

result arc perfectly suited for evolutionary optimization The specification

container and its graphical representation, i.e. the specification tree, defines

the history of the construction process of the mechanical structure and it

can be considered as genotype. The topological result which is typically

displayed as part is equivalent to the phenotype.

8.3.1 The graph-based genotype

The fundamental idea is to interpret the specification tree as mathematical

graph and to apply the variation operators directly on this graph. Further¬

more, the incorporation of UDFs loads to graphs and genotypes of varying

size, respectively, which aie suited for topology optimization2. Several re¬

quirements lor the structure of the graph-based genotype can therefore be

formulated:

• The1 genotype definition has to be generic to handle arbitrary mechan¬

ical parts.

• All parameters in the specification tree have to be accessible to opti¬

mization.

• An arbitrary number of UDFs of different type can be part of the

specification tree for topology optimization.

• All standard geometrical feature sets and geometrical features have to

be manageable.

• The graph-based representation has to be accessible to variation op¬

erators exclusively producing legal solutions.

In general, each geometrical feature set and all geometrical features need

to be represented as vertices in the graph genotype and they have to be

connected by edges according to the specification tree. As an example, Fig¬

ure 8.2 depicts a half model of a bridge-like mechanical structure with its

specification tree which will be optimized in Section 8.G The corresponding

graph genotype is shown in Figure 8.3, whereas only the PartBody is rep¬

resented in the graph and the material definitions as well as any auxiliary
constructions are omitted since they not diiectly influence the shape or the

topology of the resulting mechanical structure The specification tree is not

"In (.outrent to Uk- pie vious chapter whoie composite laminates are optimized, this

approach only works on solid geometries modeled in CATIA Recent developments of

CA1IA would also render laminate optimisation potable.
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completely unfolded for better perceptibility, hence, a lot of parameters and

constraints are hidden. Naturally, these parameters are also represented in

the graph genotype to make the entire mechanical structure accessible to

shape and topology optimization. Furthermore, the graph representation is

not an exact copy of the specification tree sine«1 the mechanical feat ures are

not exactly accessible as it is displayed in the specification tree. As an ex¬

ample, AbsoluteAxis and Geometry are omitted from the graph genotype.

The graph genotype not only holds the connections between the me¬

chanical features, but for all vertices some additional properties need to be

stored. Three vertex properties are assigned to each vertex:

• Name: The name of the represented mechanical feature is stored as

it is displayed in the specification tree.

• Type: For the build-up of the graph five types of mechanical features

need to be distinguished.

Feature: Each mechanical feature is of this type in case not one

of the following four types is assigned.

— OptFeature It represents a parameter which can be altered dur¬

ing optimization. Typically dimensions of a sketch are of this

type.

— Container: All geometrical feature sets are of this type in case

they not include UDF instances.

— UDFcontainer: This is a special container type which exclusively

holds UDF instances of the same UDF template.

— UDFmstance: All instances of an arbitrary UDF are of this type.

• Vector of UniGenes: Vertices of typt1 OptFcaturc, UDFcontainer,

and UDFmstance hold a vector of universal genes (cf. Appendix A)

OptFeatuies typically hold a single gene which defines the behavior

of the respective parameter. The UDFcontainer requires an integer-

gene defining the number of UDFinstanccs it contains and the gene

vectors of UDFinstances are composed of several genes defining the

appearance of the respective instance.

Wit h t hese vertex propert ies t he graph genot ype defines the entire mechan¬

ical structure. In Figure 8.2 the types, and the gene definitions are depicted
in italic besides the respective names of the mechanical features.

8.3.2 Modeling rules

In CATIA V5 mechanical structures can be constructed in various ways.

However, it is mandatory to follow some modeling rules to create a stable

optimization model, but none of these rules generally limits the modeling

possibilities. The rules which arc also applied in Figure 8.2 are the following:
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Figure 8.2: Bridge-like mechanical structure. The vertex prop¬

erties are displayed besides the respective mechanical features in

italic.

The names of all OptFcaturc.s are labeled with the prefix 'opt_' and

the names of UDF< ontamers and UDFIndianers are marked with the

prefix 'opt.UDFJ.

• UDFcontaincrs exclusively contain UDFinstanccs which aie derived

from the same UDF template. Other feat mes are not allowed to be in
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Figure 8.3: Graph representation of the specification tree of

(he bridge-like mechanical structure.

UDFcon tamers.

The name of UDFcontainers has to completely contain the name

of the corresponding UDF templates, e.g ,
the container holding in¬

stances of the opt.UDF.Rtb template aie named opLUDF-Ribs but

also opt-UDF-B/b-(ontamer would be an alternative.

8.4 Variation operators

Two different types of variation operators are required for the above1 pie-

sented graph representation. The first operator type only addresses Opt-

Features which are always at the same position 111 the graph genotype and

normally lead to shape variations. The second operator type handles UDFtn-

stances which are contained in UDFrontainer.i. Not only the parameters

defining the appearance of the UDFmstanceb are modified, but also the

number of these instances incorporated within an UDFcontainer is altered.

Thus, these variations operators modify the shape as well as the topology
of the mechanical structure.
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8.4.1 OptFeature variation operators

The mutation and crossover operMtors woiking on the OptFeature s are the

standard variation operators known from the traditional constant-length

representations Since the genes are implemented according to the defini¬

tions given in Appendix A, the uniform as well as the Gaussian mutation

operators modify the OptFeature parameter values with a predefined prob¬

ability. Furtheimore, four different crossover operators are applied, namely

one-point, uniform, segment, and hypeicube crossover as introduced in Sec¬

tion 2.4.2. Their implementation is straightforward because each OptFeature

from the first parent has a well-defined counterpart in the second parent in¬

dependent fiom the variable-length UDFcontamers.

8.4.2 UDFcontainer and UDFinstance variation operators

These variation operators only act on UDFiontamen and their UDFin-

fitaricr">. hi general, they have to cope with an unequal number of UDFm-

htan<eh contained in the UDFcontamers. According to the modeling rules

an UDFcontainer can exclusively hold UDFin.stances which are deiived from

the same UDF template. This organization of the mechanical features deci¬

sively simplifies the application of the crossover operators since each UDF¬

container of the first paient has a distinct counterpart in the second parent.

8.4.2.1 Mutation

On the gene level the uniform and Gaussian mutation operators work anal¬

ogously to the mutation opeiators acting on the OptFeatures, i.e., the gene

values stored in the vertex properties of all UDFmstances are altered with

a predefined probability.

Furthermore, the number of UDFinstances contained in a UDFcontainer

is subject to uniform-instance and Gaussian-instance mutation. If the num¬

ber of instances is reduced, randomly chosen instances are deleted. On the

other hand, an increasing number of instances produces additional randomly
initialized UDFmstances. The integer-gene stored in the vertex property of

the corresponding UDFcontainer defines the lower and uppei limit for the

number of instances.

8.4.2.2 Crossover

The exchange-instance crossover exchanges all UDFmstarues of correspond¬

ing UDFcontainer^ of both parents with a predefined probability Further

variable-length crossovers are the uniform-instance,
thesegment-instance,andthehypercube-instancecrossover.Theyworkanalogouslytothestan¬dardimplementationspresentedinSection2.4.2,buttheyareabletohandleavariablenumberofinstances.IftheUDFcontamersoftheparentsare

of
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different size, either the instances with identical distances from the container

vertex are processed or a proportional strategy is applied. The pioporlional

strategy is based on the numbers (np\,np2) of UDFinstanceb of both parent

UDFcontatnrrs. Each UDFinstance of the smaller UDFcontainer (index 1)
is piocessed and the counterpart of the second parent (index 2) is determined

by the following rule:

in = —Pi , (8-1)
Inpi J

where pi andp2 denote the number of edges in between the UDFinstance ver¬

tex and the respective UDFcontavner vertex. Finally, a one-point-instance

crossover is implemented which determines crossover points either equidis¬

tant from the UDFeontmner vertices or with a proportional strategy similar

to the variable-length one-point crossover described by Equation 5.2

8.5 Implementation

Additional vertex and edge properties are introduced in order to simplify the

processing of the graph genotype in the mapping stage. Each vertex holds

a unique label, the number of direct children as well as an integer number

indicating its level, i.e., the PartBody which is always the first vertex has

level 0 and the following vertices have incremented level values according to

their depth in the graph. Also the edges are assigned with a level property

indicating whether two connected vertices are on the same level or not. With

these additional information the graph processing is strarghtforward.

The C++ interface CAA V5 is used for all implementations concerning

the manipulât ions of the specification tree and the FE-simulation of the up¬

dated solutions. The basic EA functionalities are provided by EOlib [93]
and the handling of the mathematical graphs is based on BGL [139]. Addi¬

tionally, the UniGene concept (ef. Appendix A) provides the different gene

types required for the evolutionary optimization.
The setup of the optimization of a mechanical structure is carried out

in two steps. First, an initializer program is run which simply processes the

specification tret- and writes a text file containing the respective graph in a

predefined formatting. The parameters which are labeled with the prefixes

'opt _' or 'opt_UDF_' are recognized and a default gene definition is added to

the text file. These gene definitions, i.e. lower and upper limits as well as

mutation parameters, need to be adjusted before the optimization process

can be started.

The computational
costsarestillacriticalissueofevolutionaryopti¬mization.AsingleFE-simulationrequiredtoestimatethequalityofade¬signsolutionoftentakesseveralminutes,hence,theevaluationstageisthemostexpensivestepoftheevolutionaryprocess.König's[80]EA-basedparameteroptimizationisdkectlyimplementedinCATIAV5without

any
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parallel computing capabilities. Thus, the complexity of the model to be op¬

timized is limited in order to get optimization results in reasonable time. It

is therefore extremely important to develop an EC framework which allows

for parallel computing. The architecture of the EC framework presented

in this chapter is equipped with parallel computing capabilities provided by
PVM [99]. The master process handles all stages of the evolutionary process

(cf. Figure 2.3) except for the evaluation step and the FE-simuIations are

performed by slave processes which are distributed to several cluster nodes.

8.6 Minimum compliance problem

8.6.1 Problem description

A bridge-like minimum compliance problem is investigated to (est the graph-

based representation concept. In Figure 8.4 the setup of the optimization

problem is illustrated, whereas the design domain is indicated by dashed

lines. The structure consists of a lower and an upper plate and a varying

number of ribs which are placed in between. It is simply supported on the

left side, whereas a symmetry boundary condition is applied on the right
side and a surface force acts on the bottom surface.

The optimization objective is to minimize (he compliance of the struc¬

ture. The elastic energy is proportional to the compliance of a structure and

can therefore be taken as a measure for the design objective, hence, the elas¬

tic energy has to be minimized. Furthermore, a mass constraint is defined

which limits the structure to fill 20% of the entire design domain. According
to the specifications in Table 8.1 the mass of the structure is restricted to

0.02397kg.

8.6.2 Representation

The representation of the structure is shown in Figure 8.5. The lower plate
has a planar functional face at the bottom and its upper side is defined

by six horizontally equidistant points. Their vertical components tb\ ...£j>(,

Parameter Denotation Value Unit

Dimensions / X w X h 73.7 x 15 x 40 [mm]
Surface load / 14.4 [A/Pa]
Modulus of elasticity E 70 [CPa]
Material density P 2710 [kg/m*]
Target mass fraction mt 20 [%]

Table 8.1: Specifications of the minimum compliance problem.
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Figure 8.4: The design space and the boundary conditions of

the minimum compliance problem.

are ordinal y optimization variables defining the uppei contour of the lower

plate. The upper plate is defined by two sets of sampling points, i.e six

horizontally equidistant height parameters hui..,hu6 defining the top face

and six thickness variables Lu\ ..lut, defining the bottom face of (he upper

plate. On the left side of the design domain where the structure is simply

supported the representation always connects the lower and the upper plate
This is definitely reasonable from an engineering point of view and can be

considered as inclusion of domain knowledge. Finally, the edges of all faces

aie chamfered in order to smooth the contours.

The ribs, only one is shown in Figure 8.5, are defined by three optimiza¬
tion variables, namely a lower position xi,,, a middle position xmi, and a

thickness measure r(l. In Figure 8.2 an example of the stiuctuie with two

ribs is shown, but for the optimization a minimum number of one and a

maximum number of four ribs are defined. For all optimization variables

lower and uppei limit values are listed in Table 8.2.

8.6.3 Evaluation

The fitness formulations introduced in Section 2.5 are employed for the de¬

termination of the fitness values. The mapping function for the design ob¬

jective, i.e. the elastic energy, is defined by 0,lllt = 0.3J and Ocif,m = 0.0J.

An adaptive constraint function penalizes constraint violating individuals,

whereas this function is defined by C(inn( = 0.024kg and Cjrasioi = 0 ()()5kg.

The FE-simulation and the evaluation of elastic energy and mass mea-
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Parameters Range [mm]

tbi [0.0,10.0]
tb2—tb6 [0.0,8.0]
hui. [0.0,10.0]
hu2---hu6 [0.0,30.0]
t„\ [0.0,10.0]

t"ti2*"tu6 [0.0,8.0]
Xli [0.0,73.7]

XtJj [0.0,73.7]

Xti [0.5,8.0]

Table 8.2: Ranges of the optimization variables.

tul h

Figure 8.5: Representation of the bridge-like mechanical struc¬

ture.

sures an; performed in CATIA V5. The built-in KB-workbench GPS (Gen¬
erative Part, Structural Analysis) provides all required functionalities to ex¬

ecute FE-analysis and so-called sensors yield the required result data. Tlu;

structures with altered topology and shape are reiiieshed for each evaluation

with a constant mesh size. In case the update process fails, i.e., a combi¬

nation of optimization variables leads to an illegal solution, an error fitness

value is assigned to the respective individual.
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Figure 8.6: Selection of randomly initialized individuals of the

minimum compliance problem.

8.6.4 Results

Several optimization runs are performed all having a population size of 60

individuals which are completely random initialized. A selection of an ar¬

bitrary initialization population is depicted in Figure 8.(5. It is important

to note that the number of ribs varies in between one and four, i.e., the

initialization population incorporates topologically different individuals.

The different optimization runs generally produce optimum solutions

with similar fitness values, but, the number of ribs varies in between two

and four. Thus, the optimization problem is assumed to be non-convex and

several runs get stuck close to local optima. Unfortunately, it is impossible
to interpret the optimization performance, sine«1 this kind of optimization

problem cannot be solved by other optimization algorithms included in CA-

TIA V5.

Nevertheless, the obtained results can at, least be compared to the opti¬

mization results of König [80] who investigates an almost identical minimum

compliance problem. The design domain and the loads are identical, but the

representation slightly differs in the region of the simply supported edge and

the minimum thickness of the ribs is 1mm compared to 0.5mm as shown in

Table 8.2. Furthermore, the parameters of the fitness functions are unequal

and the adaptive constraint function is not used by König. A constant-

length vector genotype is used as representation, i.e., the number of ribs

is set to four for the entire optimization. The best, solution ever found by
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Figure 8.7: Selection of individuals of the final population.

Each third individual is depicted from top left to bottom right.

König weights 0.0243kg, i.e. the mass constraint is slightly violated, and the

elastic energy evaluates to 0.0944.T. It is found after 120 generations with an

identical population size of 60 individuals.

Although both optimization setups are not exactly equal, the graph-
based representation concept outperforms the solution of König. The best

solution found after 120 generations weights 0.0234kg and the elastic energy

evaluates to 0.0732.J. The optimization process is continued until 250 gener¬

ations are completed, but the objective (0.0721.T) and constraint (0.0233kg)
values are only slightly improved. In Figure 8.7 a sorted variety of individu¬

als of generation 250 are shown. A lot of individuals are similar indicating a

converged optimization process, but also individuals with varying topology,

e.g. individuals 37 and 40, are hold in the population. The best individual

(number 1 ) consists of the maximum number of four ribs, whereas three of

them are almost parallel. The fourth rib intersects with another rib what

is probably suboptimal from a manufacturing point of view, but from a

mechanical point of view such an intersection can be absolutely useful.

8.7 Spar optimization

The graph-based representation concept is ideally suited to optimize struc¬

tures which can be constructed with a varying number of design entities.

After the simple minimum compliance problem treated above a more com-
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lifting force occurs at the wing root and follows an elliptical distribution

which is reduced to zero at the wing tip. Furthermore, it is assumed that |
of the lifting force act on the upper cap (fu; = 170.7kN) and the remaining

^ is applied on the lower cap (fm + fa = 85.3kN). The additional force

FjJ = 32kN caused by the payload is applied as surface load as illustrated

in Figure 8.9.

The boundary conditions an- required to pioduce a statically determi¬

nate FR-rnodel. The upper flange at the wing root is simply supported
in J-, {/-, and ^-direction, whereas the lower flange is only blocked in y-

direction in order to prevent the spar from rotating around the upper flanch.

The objective is to reduce the mass of the spar in consideration of the

following constraints:

• Stress: The maximum von Mises stress is not allowed to exceed a

threshold value of 230MPa.

• Stability: A buckling analysis is run for each evaluation and the spar

must not fail due to structural instability.

• Stiffness: The maximum rotation about the y-axis at the wing tip

must not exceed 5°.

The spar should be manufactured from the standard aluminum alloy

AAG061-T6. The most important physical and mechanical properties are

given in 'Iable 8.3. For the critical load case the tensile yield strength
must not be reached with an additional safety factor of 1.2 what leads to a

threshold stress value of 230MPa.

The structural stability of the spar is tested by running a buckling anal¬

ysis. Such analyses are provided by the GPS workbench of CATIA V5 and

they produce so-called load factors as analysis result. Load factors smaller

than 1.0 indicate a local or global structural instability of the structure,

whereas values above the threshold value of 1.0 guarantee- for structural

stability.

Density 2700 [kg/rn'J]
Modulus of elasticity 68.9 [GPa]
Poisson's Ratio 0.33 H
Tensile yield strength 276 [MPa]
Ultimate tensile strength 310 [Mpa]

Table 8.3: Mechanical and physical properties of the aluminum

alloy AA6061-T6.
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Mass Stress Stability Stiffness

0)ï7)t 300.0 [kg]
Up sf? m

200 0 [kg]
^limit 230 [MPa] 1.2 [-] 5.0 [°]
ri
^fen sJol 12.5 [MPa] -o.i [-] 2.5 [°]
fi
^-J fcasjinit

400.0 [kg] 1300 [MPa] 0.2 [-] 35.0 [°]

Table 8.4: Objective and constraint definitions for the spar

optimization

The third constraint is a torsion stiffness value measuring the rotation

about the y-direction at the wing tip. This rotation is restricted to 5° in

order to pi event too large deformations which could lead to failure of the

wing surface or other adjacent structural parts.

The fitness formulation from Section 2.5 is employed and the respective

values are stated in Table 8.4. The already known parameters are enhanced

with a lurther parameter Cferi?_,n,t which is required for the initialization

stage of the optimization. The randomly initialized individuals are only

added to the hrbt generation if these maximum values are not exceeded

for the design objective as well as foi the constraints and the initialization

process is continued until a predefined number of feasible individuals is pro¬

duced. Thus, the actual optimization process is started with qualitatively

acceptable solutions and in particular no individuals failing during the up¬

date process belong to the initial population.

8.7.2 Representation

The parametric-associative CAD-model of the spar is defined by numerous

parameters. Some of these1 parameters are used as ordinary optimization

variables changing the shape of the spar strut tlire In Figure 8.10 a selec¬

tion of these optimization variables is shown. Their lower and upper limits

need to be carefully defined, otherwise an update after changed optimization

variable- values is likely to fail. In case of a random initialization this would

lead to a high amount of failing individuals what would bo a bad basis for

an optimization run.

A varying number of ribs are arranged within the three wing boxes. This

is realized by modeling three template ribs which are the basis of UDFs

whose published parameters are the thickness and the position of the lower

and the upper rib point. In Figure 8.11 template ribs for each wing box

are shown. The distance of the upper point of each rib fiom the left box

boundary is defined relatively to the length of the respective wing box, i.e.,

values in the range [0,1] are required as optimization variables. The lower

point of each rib is constrained to move on the lower box boundary and
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Figure 8.10: Ordinary optimization variables.

Figure 8.11: Representation of spar ribs and cutouts.

also a relative measure in the range [0,1] is used to determine the exact,

position of tin; point. A value of 0.5 leads to a rib which is exactly vertical,

hence, deactivating this optimization variable at the default, value of 0.5

provides optimization results only containing vertical ribs. The auxiliary

constructions shown in Figure 8.11 are also part of the respective UDFs and

they are updated depending on the position of the upper point.

For a further mass reduction cutouts can be placed within the middle

and the outer box. These cutouts are also defined as UDFs and the number

of them can be changed during the optimization process. They are defined

by two parameters, namely the position of the cutout and the; distance be¬

tween the boundary of the cutout and the lower and upper box boundaries

as well as the adjacent ribs. Tin; position is also given as a relative measure

depending on the length of the respective wing box, whereas this position

only defines in between which ribs the cutout is placed but, has no further

influence on the shape of the cutout. Consequently, the mapping of the con¬

tinuous optimization variable is heavily noii-injective, since all the cutouts

with position variables between the same pair of ribs arc placed above each

other. Such an UDF is highly dependent on the topology of the respective

wing boxes what hardly can be achieved by other modeling strategies than

parametric-associative CAD techniques.

The original shape of the ribs is limited by the web and the lower and

upper caps, hence;, they are of quadrangular shape. Further mass reduction
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Figure 8.12: Rib modification of the middle wing box.

can be achieved by subtracting an extruded body from the ribs which follows

the contour of the lower and upper caps. In Figure 8 12 the subtraction is

illustrated for the middle wing box resulting in hexagonal ribs. Alternat ively,

the UDKs of the ribs could be parameterized as a hexagon, but this would

lead to even more optimization variables.

8.7.3 Results

8.7.3.1 Vertical ribs

The optimization is run with a population size of 120 individuals and during

the initialization stage 80% feasible individuals have to be generated. From

a mechanical point of view it is not absolutely necessary to allow for inclined

ribs for the critical load case presented in Section 8.7.1. Thus, the optimiza¬

tion variables determining the lower position of the ribs are deactivated and

set to a constant value of 0.5.

The optimization result is depicted in Figure 8.13 and the von Mises

stresses are shown in Figure 8.14. The final result consists of a varying

number of ribs in the different wing boxes. In the inner wing box only two

ribs are required reinforcing the boundary to the middle wing box. Three

ribs are placed in the left half of the middle wing box which help to fulfill

the torsion constraint and prevent from buckling of the caps. Finally, the

outer wing box contains five ribs and four cutouts arc placed in between for

saving weight of the structure.

The convergence plots in Figure 8.15 show the fitness, the objective, and

the constraint values of the best individual and the average of the respective

generation. The convergence behavior of the fitness values plotted in Fig¬

ure 8.15(a) shows some steps which are caused by the adaptive constraint

definitions. In the beginning of the optimization process only solutions vi¬

olating the maximum von Mises stress constraint are found and therefore

the constraint function definition is adjusted in order to increase the penal-
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Figure 8.13: Result of I he spar opl imi/al ion with vertical fibs.
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Figure 8.14: Von Mises stresses ot the optimization result with

vert irai ribs.

i/alion of high stresses. During the lirst hundred generations the mass of

the individuals is < out iiiuoiisly hk reasod m order to reduce the maximum

stresses and to hnd solutions fulfilling, the torsion stiffness constraint In par¬

ticular small cutouts lead to high stresses, hence, oniv tew cutouts remain

in (lie genotype of the best solutions. Hie buckling < oust rami is not critical

at all since the thicknesses of the web as well as of the caps are rather high.

Once all these (oust raints are met, t he opt i mi/at ion process starts reducing

the mass of the spar structure until the opl inii/ation process is stopped af¬

ter .'i.'W generations and finds a solution weighting !2(>4.!2().r>kg. In contrast to

the beginning of the optimization process the number of cutouts and then

sizes ate increased what leads to a substantial reduction of mass. A bather

improvement is unlikely with unchanged strategy parameters, but a restart

of the optimization process with adjusted operator rates or changed fitness

function definitions mav lead to even better results.

8.7.a.2 Inclined ribs

The result of the optimization with evclusivelv \ertical ribs leads to a lather

ordinary solution. A further optimization run is performed allowing tot
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inclined ribs as introduced in Section 8.7.2 in order to tap the full potential of

mass reduction. The optimization variables determining the lower positions

of the ribs are activated and their values are restricted to a range [0.1,
0.9]. Therefore, the shape of the cutouts is generally more complex since

they depend on the positioning of the adjacent ribs. The given constraints

are unchanged and all the strategy parameters of the optimization process

remain the same as for the above presented optimization.
The optimization result is depicted in Figure 8.16 and the von Mises

stresses are shown in Figure 8.17. In the inner wing box the topology resem¬

bles the above presented solution with vertical ribs although an additional

third rib is placed close to the right box boundary. These ribs reinforce the

region where the maximum bending stresses occur what additionally leads

to a stiffening of the common boundary of the inner and the middle wing

box. Three ribs are placed in the middle wing box, but they are differently

arranged compared to the solution with vertical ribs. They are positioned

in the right half of the box and their topology resembles a truss structure

and two additional cutouts lead to a further mass ieduction. Finally, within

the outer wing box only two ribs and a single cutout are placed what is a

reduction of complexity compared to the solution with vertical ribs

During the optimization the rotation stiffness constraint as well as the

von Mises stress constraint are active, whereas the latter is more difficult

to be fulfilled. The application of the adaptive fitness definitions is of great

value since the adaptation emphasizes the importance of the initially vi¬

olated stress constraint. Thus, the mass increases in the beginning of the

optimization process until solutions with rather low stress values close to the

threshold value are found. Only the stability constraint is uncritical since

the threshold value is not reached during the optimization process. The final

mass after 229 generations is 237.659kg what is approximately 10% less than

the result of the optimization with vertical ribs. A further improvement is

still possible, but the expensive evaluation of individuals limits the number

of generations.

It is important to note that such a spar structure would have to fulfill

many more constraints and several further load cases would have to be

simulated. The purpose of this optimization is only to demonstrate the

application of the graph-based CAD representation. The construction of a

real spar structure would be much more expensive and can therefore not be

treated within this thesis.
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Figure 8.15: Convergence plots of the spar optimization with

vertical ribs.
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8.8 Conclusion

A graph-based representation concept is developed which is bused on the

specification tree of the CAD-software CATTA V5. Consequently, not only
the shape, which can also be optimized by built-in optimization algorithms,
but also the topology of mechanical structures can be optimized. The con¬

cept of user-defined features is perfectly suited to provide a 'library' of design

entities which can be arrangée! in variable number within the design domain.

Due to its generic approach this EC framework is applicable to a wide

variety of optimization problems. If only the shape of the structure should

be optimized and the topology remains unchanged, i.e. no user-defined

features are used, the setup of an optimization is even simpler. Once a

mechanical structure is modeled only the naming rules need to be applied.
Altei running the initializer program and adjusting the gene limits the

optimization process can be immediately started.

The bridge-like minimum compliance1 problem is optimized and com¬

pared to a similar EA-based optimization performed by König [80]. The op¬

timization result obtained by the new graph-based representation concept

is superior for the optimization problem at hand. Furthermore, the opti¬
mization of a wing spar demonstrates a possible1 field of application foi the

presented concept. The representation concept is not limited to a maximum

number of different design entities so that arbitiary mechanical structures

can be optimized. Only some modeling rules have to be considered, but

none of these rules generally limits the modeling possibilities.
The optimization of the spar structure is an example foi a complex op¬

timization task. The ribs and the cutouts are modeled in a flexible way

since they depend on the adjacent geometry of the structure. Thus, com¬

plex mechanical structures are accessible to numerical optimization by the

proposed CAD-representation concept which haidly could be optimized by

other methods. The concept can be further developed m several ways.

• The applied variation operators are general in their nature1, i.e., they
are applicable to every mechanical structure. The optimization per¬

formance could be improved if variation operators implicitly includ¬

ing domain knowledge woulel be applied. As an example, a crossover

operator could be eleveloped which is based on a plane in the three-

dimensional space and exchanges all design entities which are located

e>n the same side eif this plane from two arbitrary parent solutions.

• The variation operator rates are constant during the1 e-ntire1 optimiza¬
tion process what might adversely affect the1 optimization performance.

In the beginning of the optimization process variation operators chang¬

ing the topology of the mechanical structure should be applieel quite

often, whereas their variation operator rates should be reduced later
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in the optimization process. Topology variation operators can hardly
find better solutions if the optimization process stagnates close to a

local optimum. Instead, variation operators contributing to the fine

tuning of the optimization variables should be forced in order to con¬

verge closer to the local optimum.

• The implementation is on a relatively low level in terms of usability.

A graphical user interface (OUI) could be implemented in oider to

simplify the application of the EC framework.

• The presented graph-based representation concept is designed to meet

the requirements of structural optimization of heavily constrained me¬

chanical structures. Already minor changes of parameter values can

lead to infeasible or even illegal structures whose specification trees

cannot be updated anymore without producing topological errors. It

would be interesting to enhance the concept to a freer topology opti¬

mization framework, i.e., the variation operators could also exchange
entire subtrees of the original specification trees which contain differ¬

ent substructures themselves (similar to GP approaches). However,

tlie formulation of an optimization problem with so few restrictions

might be very challenging and it is likely that only simple mechanical

features could be used for such an optimization.



Chapter 9

Conclusions and Outlook

9.1 Conclusions

This thesis investigates several aspects of numerical optimization in the field

of structural engineering. The development of CFRP motorcycle racing rims

is presented. The stacking sequence optimizations of the rims are an impor¬

tant step in the entire product development process and finally contribute

to high-performance reai and front rims which proved their quality m race

track tests.

The identified deficiencies are addressed and improved with the devel¬

opment of an adaptive optimization algorithm and the introduction of a

variable-length repiesentation particularly suited foi global laminate opti¬

mization. AORCEA - the Adaptive Operator-Rate Controlled Evolutionary

Algorithm - is tested on several unconstrained and constrained well-known

benchmark functions and also the optimization of a steel trellis motorbike

frame is treated. The adaptive algorithm proves to be efficient compared
to a non-adaptive reference algorithm, i.e., the application of adaptive op¬

timization strategies can decisively contribute to an improved convergence

behavior.

The variable-length representation for global composite laminate opti¬
mization combining EAs with a patch concept allows for addressing laminate

optimization tasks which are difficult to be tackled with traditional meth¬

ods. Since the laminate layers are treated as basic design entities, they can

be arranged independently in the design space. Thus, the stacking sequence

can be perfectly adapted to the loading of the laminate structuie Foi a

benchmark eigenfrequency optimization the variable-length representation
is supeiioi compared to the traditional repiesentation approach which is

based on boolean variables switching single layers on or off. These results

indicate that the variable-length representation leads to an improved op¬

timization performance although a generalization to other optimization

problems is not necessarily permissible.
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A straightforward application for graph-based representations is the op¬

timization of truss structures due to the obvious similarity of mathematical

graphs and truss structures. The concurrent optimization of topology, geom¬

etry, and sizing is rendered possible and it is completely independent from

any kind of ground structure. Only the loaded and clamped nodes must be

given and the optimization method itself tries to fit an optimum topology
with optimum geometiy and sizing into the given design space. The investi¬

gated optimization examples demonstrate the quality of the method leading

to innovative topologies which hardly could be found with state-of-the-art

optimization methods.

Also a novel graph-based representation concept for the optimization of

laminated composites structures is introduced. It is able to concunently

optimize size, shape, position, number, orientation, and any other material

related property of fiber-reinforced patches. The definition of zones allows

for an almost arbitrary inclusion of domain knowledge and the complexity
of the optimization problem can be influenced independent from the granu¬

larity of the underlying FE-mesh The presented applications demonstrate

the methods ability to find good quality results in constrained optimization

problems.

Finally, a giaph-based representation concept is developed which is based

on the specification tree of the CAD-software CATIA V5. The shape but

also the topology of arbitrary mechanical structures can be optimized. This

is an advantage compared to the built-in optimization algorithms which aie

only able to perform pure shape optimization. The representation concept

is not limited to a maximum number of different design entities, only some

modeling rules have to be considered, but none of these rules generally limits

the modeling possibilities. As an example, the optimization of a wing spar

is demonstrated as a possible field of application.
When looking at the three graph-based representation concepts pre¬

sented within this thesis, a kind of evolution of the mapping process can

bo observed. The mapping stage of the graph-based truss optimization (cf.
Chapter 6) is rather simple since the genotype, i.e. the mathematical graph,
and the corresponding phenotype, i.e. the corresponding tiuss structure, are

essentially equal. In the case of the graph-based global laminate optimiza¬
tion the representation parameterizes the properties of the patches, but it

also represents a kind of building rule determining the stacking sequence of

the patches. Finally, the graph-based CAD representation is actually noth¬

ing else than a representation of a mapping procedure itself. The specifica¬
tion tree consists of mechanical features which can be understood as building
rules of the structural part. The update mechanism sequentially processes

these mechanical features and finally leads to the mechanical structure. This

procedure can be considered as an example for 'evolution of evolution' which

is a promising approach when searching foi creative design solutions.
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9.2 Outlook

The presented graph-based representation concepts are all tailored (o

typical structural optimization problems. However, similar representation

concepts are employed in many other disciplines, e.g. electronic circuit

design, scheduling, routing tasks, control systems, and process simulation.

Basically any field of application where parts, rules, or events have to be

arranged in a sequential and/or parallel manner can be addressed with EAs

and suitable graph-based representation concepts. Consequently, the ideas

presented in this thesis could definitely inspire similar fields of research in

terms of graph-based representations and variation operatoi design. As an

example, multi-body motion simulation1 could be tackled with graph-based

representations in order to optimally combine several components, e.g.

pneumatics, hydraulics, electronics, to mechanical assemblies oi mecha¬

nisms showing above-average performance in terms of natural frequencies

and mode shapes.

The thesis is concluded by outlining some ideas for further research in

the field of structural optimization.

• Development of adaptive EAs for graph-based representation

concepts. Since the main focus of this thesis is laid on novel represen¬

tation concepts, the development of (self-) adaptive1 EAs is neglected.

Only the development of AORCEA contributes to an improved opti¬

mization performance. Further investigations in the field of adaptive1

optimization algorithms in particular for graph-based representation

concepts which typically apply topology, shape, and sometimes also

sizing variation operators could contribute to an improved optimiza¬

tion performance.

• Hybrid optimization algorithms. A promising approach to further

improve the solution quality could be to develop hybrid optimization

algorithms which combine the qualities of the stochastic EAs and the

gradient-based search methods. For optimization problems with con¬

tinuous optimization variables it is hardly possible1 to exactly locate an

at least local optimum. Either manually adjusted or self-adaptive mu¬

tation step sizes could improve the local search, but EAs can hardly

compete1 with gradient-based search methods in these search states.

Alternatively, some approaches based on fitness landscape analysis as

e g presented in Puisa [105] could be1 investigated The optimization

performance could be further improved by using databases or lookup
tables storing already evaluated solutions which can be used as a basis

for some fitness estimation models.

1 Software package ADAMS, http //www.msrsoftwai
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• Mesh-based topology optimization. After the concept of graph-

based representations for truss structures, global laminate optimiza¬

tion, and specification tree optimization of CAD-modeled mechani¬

cal structures one may think of further applications of graph theory

in computational structural optimization. The laminate optimization

bears a resemblance to mesh-based topology optimization where graph

theory could give novel inputs as well. Such novel approaches could be

component-based (e.g. panels, beams, ribs, webs, or stringers) in order

to include as much design knowledge as possible into the optimization

process.

• CAD topology optimization workbench. The CAD-software CA-

TIA V5 is organized in a modular way, whereas for differ ent disciplines

appropriate workbenches are available. The graph-based specification

tree representation could be integrated in a stand-alone workbench

providing the necessary user interfaces to simply define topology opti¬

mization problems.

• CAD boundary representation. In contrast to the 'evolution of

evolution' principle which is heavily knowledge-based, the boundary

representation, i.e. (he resulting shape after processing the specifica¬

tion tree, could be parameterized. As basic design entities vertices,

edges, wires, faces, solids, etc. and their underlying geometric entities

(points, curves, and surfaces) could be parameterized. This approach
to CAD-based design optimization is addressed in a further research

project at the Centre of Structure Technologies.



Appendix A

UniGene - the universal

genotype

The motivation to develop the universal genotype arose from the need for a

heterogeneous representation of mechanical structures which are most, often

built in CAD or FEM systems. The defining parameters are typically of

different types such as real, integer, or boolean, and they need to have

lower and/or upper limits in order to implicitly include constraints into the

representation.
The universal genotype consists of a collection of different gene types

which is tailored to the optimization problem at hand. Typically, the col¬

lection is a heterogeneous list of genes of the following types:

• Float-gene represents a real-valued design parameter with optional and

arbitrary lower and upper limits.

• Integer-gme. represents an integer-valued design parameter with op¬

tional and arbitrary lower and upper limits.

• Bool-gene represents a binary design parameter with state true or

false.

• Float-list-gene represents a, real-valued design parameter with arbi¬

trary alleles.

• Const-float-list-gene represents a real-valued design parameter with

equidistant alleles between a lower and an upper limit.

• String-list-gene represents a discrete design parameter of arbitrary val¬

ues upon which no order or norm can be applied.

Beneath the actual value of a gene some further information needs to

be provided in order to properly define a gene. At first, each gene has a

parameter defining whether it, is active or not. A gene can be set inactive, if
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it should no longer be subject to changes. Furthermore, for some gene types

it needs to be defined whether a lower and an upper limit value exist and,

if so, the limit values itself.

For each gene type uniform and Gaussian mutation are implemented,

thub, needing some defining parameters. The e-value is required for uniform

mutation, where a new value is assigned to the gene which is randomly
chosen within the given limits of the gene. In case the lower and/or the

upper limit is missing, the r-valuo is added and/or subtracted to the current

gene value v in order to define the uniform mutation interval [j; — r, u -\-c\.
The purpose of Gaussian mutation is to slightly change the ouïrent gene

value v and seek for improved solutions close to the parent solution. The

Gaussian mutation can be easily defined as

o' = i>+M(Q,(t), (A.l)

where a defines the standard deviation of the zero-mean noimal distribution.

For bounded genes the new value v' could fall out of the limits. In this case

two different strategies are applied; either the new value is moved exactly
to the limit, or it is mirrored back until it falls into the given limits. Foi

genes where no ordering can be defined, i.e. the bool- and the string-gene,

Gaussian mutation cannot be applied straight forward. Small variations are

therefore introduced according to the following rules for bool-genes

(/ _

/ -<W : |-V(0,<t)| >1
ubool

- \
„,, ,

. a7_ \A-Z)

and for string-genes

"itimg
— ]

„ ±
. ,,;, „

(&•*)
{ ^string

Finally, float-, integer-, float-list-, and oonst-float-list-genes can further be

provided with so-called cyclic properties. This is suitable if between two

possible gene values a distance but no absolute order can be defined, as e.g.

for angle values.

An example definition for each gene type is givenbelow.Thedescrip¬tioncorrespondstothedefinitionasitisusedintheC-l—hoptimizationenvironment(of.Section2.(i).•[floaLgenetime12true0.0true2.51.00.25false[denotesafloat-genewhichisactiveandhasadefaultvalueof1.2.Thesecondandthethirdtruevaluesindicatethataloweraswellasanupperlimitexistwitlithecorrespondingvaluesof00and2.5Furtherthemutationparameterse—1.0anda—0.25arespecified,whereastisuselessinthiscase(bothlimitsareactive)andadefinesthestandarddeviationtobeusedforGaussianmutation.Thelastbooleanvalueindicatesthatthegenedoesnothavecyclicproperties.-"W:|JV(0,<t)|>1VbnolP^ftalion(tUtiinq)|W(0,<t)|>1else
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/ inLqene true S true 1 false 0 10 4 false }
denotes an int-gene which is active and has a default value of 3, an

active lower limit of 1, and no upper limit. The value e = 10 is required

to dehne the uniform mutation range and a = A defines the standard

deviation of the Gaussian mutation. Finally, this gene does not have

cyclic properties.

/ booLgcne true true 2,0 }
denotes a bool-gcne which is active and has default value true. Here,
the standard deviation a = 2.0 defines a kind of probabilit y foi i hang¬

ing the current gene value.

/ floatJist.qene true 4 3 0 0 1.0 false 1.2 3 2 6.9 9 8]
denotes a float-list-gene which is active and has four alleles, where the

default value of the gene is the one with index 3, i.e. 9.8 (indexing
starts from 0). The mutation parameters t =00 (useless for this

gene) and a — 1.0 as well as the definition of cyclic properties follow.

Finally, the four possible allele values are given in ascending ordei.

/ eonst-flaat-hsUjene true 4,ï 0 true 0.0 true 360.0 24 0,0 15 0 true J
denotes a const-float-list-gene which is active and has a default value

of 45.0. The gene has an active lower as well as an active uppei limit

and the number of intervals is set to 24 leading to allele values [0 0,

15.0, ...

, 345.0, 360.0]. Since the gene is fully bounded the e-value is

not used, but the <r-value defines the standard deviation of Gaussian

mutation. The cyclic property is true as it is for example useful for

the representation of discrete angle values.

/ slmiq-oene true 3 1 1.0 blue green red ]
denotes a string-gene which is active with three allele values, whereas

the default value has index 1, i.e. green (indexing starts from 0). The

standard deviation rr is stated and the list of alleles is given in the end.

In the original implementation of König [80] and Wintermantel [89] the

universal genotype concept is extended with a set of crossover and mutation

operators acting on a vector-like genotype consisting of the above-mentioned

gene types. However, the basic gene types presented hen1 are also suited to

be components of any other representation stnicturc, such as variable-length

vectors, trees, or arrays. The implementation of the appropriate reproduc¬
tion operators is therefore always problem- and representation-dependent.

•



Appendix B

FELyX - The Finite Element

LibrarY experiment

FELyX is an object oriented finite element library written in C++- Tt is pri¬

marily designed to meet the demands of researchers and developers who want-

to have a flexible and easy-to-handlc finite element libraiy allowing them to

implement their own ideas and projects quickly FELyX provides all fea¬

tures for structural static and eigenfrequency analysis of complex real-world

structures, namely the i élevant elements, an interface to a commercial FEA

package, smart node reordering stiategies, and efficient solver algorithms

Beyond this, FELyX is an open source project [150] which is consequently
further developed in order to enhance the library's simulation capabilities.

The author is developer of FELyX and has provided several contributions

to the project. The following explanations are based on the dissertation of

König [80] one of the main developers of FELyX.

B.l Introduction to the Finite Element Method

The Finite Element Method (FEM) is a technique for the numerical solution

of field problems. The solution to a field problem, which is mathematically

described by differential equations or integral expressions, is the spatial dis¬

tribution of one or more dependent variables. Finding a solution for these

equations for complex spatial domains can be demanding, but FEM achieves

the solution of field problems in any arbitrary spatial domain.

The idea of the FEM is to subdivide a given complex spatial domain int o

smaller elements, whose behavior is well understood. The variation of the

field quantity in each element is assumed to be small and is therefore mostly
described by polynomials up to order two or three. Nevertheless, the actual

variation within the region spanned by a single element is generally more

complicated, hence, FEM normally provides only approximate solutions.

Within a single element the held quantities are given as functions of
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unknown values at the nodes, whereas the nodes are well-defined points

mostly lying on the border of the element domain. In general, numerous

elements are connected at their nodes to form the mesh which represents a

surrogate model of the real domain and its physical behavior. Such a model

is in a mathematical sense a system of linear equations to be solved for the

unknown nodal values [157].

Although FELyX provides a framework for general finite element analy¬

ses, the main interest lies in the field of static stiuctuial analysis Thus, the

following explanations will exclusively focus on static structural analysis for

brevity reasons.

The stress state in a loaded structure is a typical field problem. The pie-

procossing steps of a structural finite element analysis are as follows. First,

the FE-mesh must be built in order to discretize the structure in finite el¬

ements. Afteiwards, all nodal coordinates are determined and all elements

are assigned their nodes, hence, all elements are geometrically well-defined.

Furthermore, all elements must contain the material properties of the do¬

main they span. Aftei assigning the geometiical and physical properties the

surrogate model of the structure is complete.

The loads applied on the real structure must be translated to the surro¬

gate model. Distributed loads lifo1 pressure must be mapped to forces acting

on nodes and geometric boundary conditions are defined as predefined dis¬

placements of single nodes. One can distinguish two different types of such

boundary conditions. A geometric boundary condition is called homoge¬

neous if it specifies a zero displacement, else it is called mhomogeneous.
After completing the surrogate model of the loaded structure the appro¬

priate mathematical functions can be established. Each finite element must

fulfill the equations of equilibrium and all stresses acting on the boundaries

of an element are represented as statically equivalent nodal forces. The

stress state within the element is represented by a function, mapping nodal

displacements to nodal forces. This mapping is often given as a system of

linear equations, expressed by the so-called Element Stiffness Matrix (ESM)

The present load case is given as the following matrix equation containing

the displacement vector {«}, the force vector {/}, and the Global Stiffness

Matrix (GSM) [A'].
[A']M = {/} (B.l)

The GSM [A'] is an assembly of the individual ESMs. The nodal displace¬

ment vector {u} is unknown except tor the specified geometric boundary

conditions. If homogeneous boundary conditions ut — 0 appear, the linear

equations they appear in are trivial and can be removed from the global

system of linear equations. Inhomogencous boundary conditions a, ^ 0 can

be represented as a superposed load case {/d} and must be added to {f}.
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The force vector { [} contains the nodal forces derived from the applied load

case and is therefore known.

Finally, Equation B.l can be solved for the vector of nodal unknowns

{u}. Then the stress state within the individual elements is a function of the

nodal displacements {u} and is easily evaluated once the primary solution

is known. For layered shell elements also further postprocessing analysis is

possible by evaluating failure criteria, namely Maximum Stress [152], Tsai-

Hill [153], Tsai-Wu [98], and Hashin [154].

B.2 Structure of FELyX

FELyX is implemented in the programming language C++ which is a widely
available and standardized language providing high levels of abstraction for

object-oriented and generic programming. Furthermore, there is a large

amount of libraries of generic data containers and algorithms as for example
the Standard Template Library (STL) [158] or the Boost Libraries [139].
With all these features, C-\—h supports efficient piogramming techniques.

A finite element library must be able to store large amounts of data, to

hold the entire information of a discretized surrogate model. FELyX stores

all this data in STL vectois templated with the appiopriate data objects.

The various objects of a FELyX surrogate model are the nodal coordinates,

the elements, the material properties, the loads, the boundary conditions,

and the nodal coordinate systems. The dependencies of these objects arc

shown in Figure B.l. The different lists in Figure B.l symbolize the STL

vectors containing objects of the FELyX libiaiy. The anows stand for the

data access of individual objects. This access is implemented with pointers

what is substantially faster than indices-lookup mechanisms and in such an

architecture data is not stored redundantly.
A central object in the architecture1 of FELyX is the class Element. Every

element has a unique set of data defining its individual physical behavior.

FELyX organizes this data in three1 subsets, namely the material, the geneial

propeities, and the nodes. As can be seen m Figure B.l different elements

can access the same subsets of data. An object Material contains the

physical material properties and methods providing different stress-strain

relations. The class PropertySet is a pool for element-type dependent data

such as thickness of a shell, cross-sectional area of a beam, etc., and the

shape1 of an element is defmed by the coordinates of its nock's.

Besides its coordinates a node can have boundary conditions applied

on it. Typically, these boundary conditions refer to the global cartesian

coordinate system. If the boundary conditions should be applied in other

directions, the node can be assigned with an additional coordinate system.
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Element List

1. Element

2. Element

3. Element

4. Element

5. Element

6. Element

7. Element

8.

CoordSys List

Property

Property
Property

1. CoordSys
2. CoordSys
3. CoordSys
4.

...

BC List

1. Boundary Condition

2. Boundary Condition

3. Boundary Condition

4.
...

Material List

1. Material

2. Material

3. Material

4. Material

5. Material

6. Material

7. Material

8.

Figure B.l: Data structure of FELyX. The arrows represent

direct access to objects.

B.3 Features

B.3.1 Element implementations

In FELyX the common elements for static structural analysis are imple¬

mented. In two dimensional space:

• 2-node link element with two traiislational degrees of freedom (DOF)

per node

• 2-node beam element with two traiislational and one rotational OOFs

per node

• Triangular 6-node plane; element with quadratic displacement behavior

and two traiislational DOFs per node;

• Quadrilateral 4-node plane element with linear displacement behavior

and two traiislational DOFs per node

• Quadrilateral 8-node plane element with quadratic displacement, be¬

havior and two translational DOFs per node
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In three dimensional space:

• 2-node link clement with three translational DOFs per node

• 2-node beam element with three translational and three rotational

DOFs per node

• Tetrahedral 10-node element with quadratic displacement behavior

and three translational DOFs per node

• Quadrilateral 8-node element with linear displacement behavior and

three translational DOFs per node

• Quadrilateral 20-node element with quadratic displacement behavior

and three translational DOFs per node

• Triangular 6-node and quadrilatéral 8-node shell element with

quadratic displacement behavior, three; translational DOFs and

three rotational DOFs per node

• Triangular 6-node and quadriliteral 8-node layered shell element with

quadratic displacement behavior, three translational DOFs and three

rotational DOFs per node.

All elements are derived from an abstract base class Element. This class

contains all data members and functions which are common to most of the

derived elements. The derived elements only contain data members and

functions that are unique to their special type, e.g. the number of nodes.

B.3.2 Linear solvers

FELyX provides a direct (Gauss/Cholesky-Lype) and an iterative solver for

the evaluation of the linear equation system (B.l). Additionally, the PAR-

DISO solver (Parallel Sparse Direct Linear Solver) is integrated which was

developed at the University of Basel [159] and is included in Intel's MKL

library.

FELyX performs also modal analysis of structures. For the determina¬

tion of eigenfrequencies the Lanczos [160] algorithm is implemented.

B.3.3 Interface to ANSYS

One of the major requirements for FELyX is its ability to handle complex

real-world structures. To achieve this goal, an interface to the commercial

FEM program ANSYS is implemented. Starting from a CAD design of a

structure, the geometry is imported to ANSYS, where all the preprocess¬

ing of the FEM model takes place. This includes the discretization of the

geometry, definition of material and element properties as well as the ap¬

plication of boundary conditions. The resulting FrO model is then exported
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to a text file, using the ANSYS archive format. This file can be read into

FELyX, storing elements, nodes, materials, (-lenient properties, coordinate

systems, and boundary conditions in the appropriate STL vectors as intro¬

duced in Section B.2. All ANSYS interface classes are derived from general
ÎO classes, facilitating the implementation of interfaces to other programs.
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Mathematical graph theory
and the Boost Graph Library

(BGL)

C.l Basic notions of graph theory

It would be immoderate to give a thorough introduction to mathematical

graph theory at this point, since it is a field of research of inconceivable

complexity. Thus, this appendix only covers the most important notions

and concepts which are used in the scope of this thesis.

In literature graphs are defined in slightly different ways, e.g.

Foulds [161], Chen [162], or Balakrishnan and Ranganathan [136]. A

brief definition is given here.

Def. 11 A graph G(V,E) is an ordered pair, where V is a finite, nonempty

set whose elements are termed vertices, and where E is a set oj unordered

pairs of distinct vertices of V. Each element e=(u,v) G E (where u, v V),

is called an edge and is said to be incident with its vertices u and v Also,

the vertices u and v are then incident with e.

There are some other important notions which will be explained by an

example. Consider the graph G(V,E) in Figure C.l in which

V = {v\,v2,i>3,o4,v5}

E = {(ü1,»;2)>1,«3),(ü2,u2),(ü2,w3),

{vZ,ol)i,(vZMh} (CI)

Basically, vertices u and v in V are adjacent to each other if, and only

if, there is an edge in E with u and v as its endpoints E.g., the vertices

ul and v2 are adjacent, since they are connected by the edge el. A vertex

having no incident edges, i.e. it is not connected to any other vertex in V,
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Figure C.l: Graph G(V,E).

is called an isolated vertex (e.g. v5). Two edges of a graph are termed a

set of parallel edges, if they have the same endpoints, e.g. e>5 = (v3, n4)i_
and c6 ~ (<;3, u4)2- An edge foi which the two ondpomts are the same,

e.g. c'S — (i;2,/;2), is called a loop at the common vertex In undirected

graphs edges are unordered pairs, therefore («, v) and (u, u) represent the

same edge, whereas directed and bidirectional graphs distinguish between

source and target vertex. Finally, the number of vertices and edges in the

giaph G(V,E) are denoted (he ordei and (he <>>ze, respectively The graph

G(V,E) in Figure C.l has order n{G{V,E)) = 5 and size m{G(V,E)) = 6.

Moreover, it is possible to assign properties to graphs, i.e. to its vertices

and edges. A graph is said to be labeled, if its 77(G) vertices are distinguished

from one another by labels i;l,w2,... ,
vn as it is done in the example. Fur¬

thermore, arbitiary additional properties can be attached to each vertex as

it is for example done for the so-called graph coloring problem, where each

vertex is colored. Analogously, the concept ol a weighted graph associates

a nonnegative number w(e) to each edge which is called edge weight. The

sum of all edge weights is therefore the total weight of the graph.

C.2 Adjacency matrix

The adjacency matrix is a storage format of mathematical graphs. Addi¬

tionally, it serves the purpose of visualizing the structure of a graph, i.e.,

the adjacency matrix shows which vertices are connected by edges. As an

example, the effect of genetic topology and sizing operators can be shown

by means of the adjacency matrix.

In the book ot Foulds [161] the traditional adjacency matrix is defined

in the following way.

Def. 12 The adjacency matrii A = (ci,j)rixrn °f a »ertej-labeled graph G,

with n(G) vertices, is the malrir in which an = 1 if verte 1 u, is adjacent la
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Vj m G and au = 0 otherwise, where v, and Uj are vertices of G.

In some cases it is reasonable to replace al} — 1 by the edge weights atJ = wu

of the respective edge in order to insert more information into the adjacency
matrix of the graph. E.g., the traditional and the weighted adjacency ma¬

trices of the simple graph shown in Figure fi.l are

0 10 1"

10 11

0 10 1

1110

0 it; i2 0 wu

W2[ 0 W23 W24

0 W'1,2 0 (/;;«

"'41 ">42 i/'4H 0

(C.2)

It is quite obvious that A and Aw, respectively, must be symmetric, i.e.

wn = w,,. Furthermore, the entries on the leading diagonal equal zero due

to the simplicity of the graphs not allowing loops. A lot more information

is contained in this kind of graph description, e.g. a block diagonal matrix

indicates a non-connected graph (subgraphs exist), but in the scope of this

thesis the given definition is sufficient.

C.3 Cuthill-McKee Reordering

The basic purpose of the Cuthill-McKee reordering algorithm [163] is to

reduce the bandwidth of a sparse symmetric matrix, e.g., the adjacency
matrix. The bandwidth of an undirected graph and its adjacency matrix,

respectively, is the maximum labeling distance between two adjacent ver¬

tices. In case of a graph G(V, E) with labeled vertices from 1 to n(G) the

bandwidth B(G) is defined as

B(G') = max(| labcl[u] — labrl[v] j | u, v e V}. (C3)

The bandwidth of the adjacency matrix can thus be minimized by reordering
the labels assigned to each vertex, whereas a starting vertex needs to be

provided which generally is labeled 0.

Figure C.2: Truss topologies with arbitrary (left) and reordered

(right) vertex labeling (starting vertex t;l).
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In Figure C.2 a sample truss topology is presented with arbitrary vertex

labeling on the left and reordered labeling on the right. The corresponding

adjacency matrices are given below. The zeros beneath the leading diagonal
are omitted for better perceptibility.

Aarb

o l

0 1 1

1 1

1 0 1 1

1 1 0 1 1

1 1 0 1

I 1 1 1 0

f*-rr.orä?rftä

'Oil

10 11

110 11

110 11

110 11

110 1

1 1 0

The bandwidth of the first adjacency matrix is B(Aarb) = 5 and the band¬

width of the reordered adjacency matrix is B(Areortif,rf.(i) = 2. Besides

the original Cuthill-KcKee reordering also a reversed implementation exist

which generally outperforms the original method in terms of the achieved

bandwidth reduction. Thus, within this thesis the reverse Cuthill-McKee

reordering strategy is applied.

C.4 BGL - the Boost Graph Library

For the implementation of mathematical graph structures in the object-

oriented programming language C++ the Boost Graph Library [139] (BGL)
is perfectly suited since it provides the required data structures and graph

processing algorithms.
The efficient determination of neighboring vertices is a particularly useful

feature. Instead of checking the entire data set, to determine a neighboring

vertex, the adjacent, vertices can directly be accessed through the connecting

edges. The following explanations are based on Siek et al. [137].

C.4.1 Graph classes and adaptors

The BGL contains two primary graph classes, namely the adjacencyMst and

the adjacency.matrix. Several template parameters are required: EdgeLisL,

VertexIAst, Directed, VertexProperties, EdgeProperties, and GraphProper-

tif.H.

• EdgeList and VeriexList specify the classes used to store the vertex list

and edge list for the graph. These parameters allow tradeoffs between

traversal speed and insertion/removal speed and tradeoffs in memory

consumption. In addition, the EdgeList parameter determines whether

parallel edges may be inserted into the graph.

• Directed specifies whether the graph is directed, undirected, or bidi¬

rectional.
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• VertexProperties, EdgeProperties, and GraphProperties specify the

propeity types that are attached to the vertices, to the edges, and

to the graph itself.

Furthermore, the BGL also includes a large number of graph adaptors
which create a modified view of a graph. The reverse-graph adaptor reverses

the edge directions of a directed graph. The filtered-qraph is an adaptor

that creates a view of a graph where two predicate function objects control

whether vertices and edges from tin1 original graph appeal in the adapted

graph, or whethei they are hidden.

C.4.2 Property maps

Graphs become useful as models for particular problem domains by associ¬

ating objects and quantities to veitices and edges. Tn the BGL these objects

oi quantities aie ieferred to as properties. A wide variety of such proper¬

ties can be associated, e.g. as data members of a struct or separate arrays

indexed by vertex or edge number.

The access to these properties is defined by the so-called property map

concept. A property map is an object that provides a mapping fiom a set

of key objects to a set of value objects. The property map concepts specify

only three functions in order to have a uniform syntax foi accessing different

kinds of properties. The get(p.map, key) functions returns the value object
for the key, put(p-map, key, value) assigns the value to the value object

associated with the key, and p_map[key] returns a reference to the value

object.

C.4.3 Graph traversal

BGL implements various iterator types similar to the Standard Template

Library (STL) for efficient data structure processing. In general, the graph
abstraction consists of several different kinds of collections: the vertices and

edges foi the giaph and the out-edges, in-edges, and adjacent vertices for

each vertex. There are five kinds of graph iterators:

• A vertex iterator is used to traverse all the vertices of the graph.

• An edge iterator is used to traverse all edges of the graph.

• An out-edge iterator is used to access all of the out-edges for a given

vertex.

• An in-edge iterator is used to access the in-edges for a given vertex.

• An üdjüfeney itervtor is used to provide access to the vertices adjacent
to a given vertex.
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The BGL is a very powerful library providing a lot more graph algo¬

rithms. Further information can be found in Siek et al. [1371.
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